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Soldier killed in Hizbullah bomb attack
SSSS Seven Lebanese civilians injured in IDF response EHSSAN IDF soldier was killed and

another was moderately wounded
in a combined roadside bomb and
anti-tank missile attack on their

patrol in the security zone yester-

day afternoon. The dead soldier

was Sgi-Maj. Mohammed
Hujeirat, 28, a Beduin tracker from
Deir al-Maksour.

The attack prompted heavy
exchanges of fire in the region,

during the course of which six

Lebanese civilians were wounded
by IDF tank fire chi Tibnit village,

north of the zone, according to

reports from Lebanon.

A senior official of Hizbullah,

which claimed responsibility for

the attack on the IDF patrol,

warned that die organization might
retaliate for the harming of

Lebanese civilians. The warning
by Sheikh Nabil Kaouk, the

Hizbullah official responsible for

south Lebanon, further raised the

slate of tension in south Lebanon
and along die northern border.

Kaouk was quoted by
Hizbullah's Nur radio station as

saying that die Grapes of Wrath
monitoring committee had failed

to protect Lebanese civilians. The
organization, he said, could not be

expected to stand idle and do noth-

ing m light of casualties caused by
Israeli shooting.

The Hizbullah attack occurred

before 3 p.m. north of Beaufort

Castle in die eastern sector of die

zone. According to reports, a
mixed patrolof IDF troops on foot

and to armored vehicles was clear-

ing a road when a bomb.detonated
alongside them. At the same time
Hizbullah gunmen opened long-

'

distance fire at the patrol with

Sagger anti-tank missiles.

Hujeirat, the tracker of the

patrol, was killed in die incident

and another soldier wounded. The
wounded soldier was treated in the

field and evacuated to Haifa’s

Rambam Hospital suffering from
neck injuries.

IDF.gunners returned fire and in
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the ensuing exchanges six people
where hit while walking in Tibnit

village. According to reports from
Lebanon, they were all hit by
flecbette rounds fired by tanks.

This form of anti-personnel sbeD,

which contains scores of metal

darts, is on the list of monitions

banned by the Geneva Convention.

The reports said that shells also

landed near other villages, includ-

ingAmoun, and that there was also

activity by LAP helicopters and
warplanes. There were no reports,

however, of any air raids.

News agencies reported that the

wounded civilians were taken for

treatment in Nabatiya.
Hizbullah issued a statement

claiming responsibility for tire

attack; but maintained,that it was
deep in the zone arid that there was
no excuse for the IDF shelling of
Tibnit
Prior to Operation Grapes of

Wrath in April. Hizbullah's retalia-

tion for shooting incidents in

which Lebanese civilians were
hurt took the form of Katyusha
rocket attacks on die Galilee.

The understandings reached at

the end of the operation were
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umbia’ yesterday as it glides down to a landing at the Kennedy Space Center pfter die longest shuttle flight so far. Story, Page 3. (Xp>

US seeks summit
to ink Hebron pact

Religious parties incensed over
Noam Arnon’s Shabbat arrest

HERB KEINON
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US diplomats are consulting with

Israeli and Palestinian leaders to

determine whether there is enough
common ground for a summit to

conclude die Hebron talks.

US Ambassador Martin Indyk
held talks with Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu on Friday.

US Consul-General in Jerusalem

Ed Abington. who held three

hours of talks with Palestinian

Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

until 3 a.m. yesterday morning,

was reluming for farther talks

with Arafat in Gaza late last night.

Abington is expected to get a
Palestinian response, after Arafat

held consultations in Cairo with

Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak. Arafat has been con-
sulting the Egyptian leadership

throughout the Hebron calks.

There is a need to check
whether common ground for
resolving the differences exists, as
the US wants to ensure that a
Netanyahu-Arafar meeting does

not end in failure. But US officials

deny they are presenting any
bridging proposals.

Meanwhile, there is a belief

among those close to the negotia-

tions that the two months of
Hebron talks, largely between
negotiators Yitzhak Molcho and
Saeb Erekat, have run their

course.

“At this point, those negotia-

tions are no longer fruitful. They
have gone as far as they can go.

Both sides are moving to an
endgame. If there is common
ground, the two leaders should
now resolve this," a US official

said last night
Labor Party leader Shimon

Peres reportedly said in France
over the weekend that Arafat was
holding up the completion of the

Hebron talks.

Having yielded cm its insistence

on explicit language enabling IDF
reentry into Palestinian parts of
Hebron, Israel believes it is the

Palestinians' turn to concede on the

issue of the type of weapons used
by Palestinian forces in the city.

Israel does not want the

Palestinians to use rifles outride of
(Continued on Page 10)

PRIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu last -night

ordered the security forces to look into tire circum-

stances surrounding the arrest Friday night of Hebron
settlement leader Noam Arooo and another man,
Moshe Shteckel Israel Radio reported.

Anion’s arrest and transport oa Shabbat to a police

station in Ashkelon led to a potest call to die prime
minister from Transportation Minister Yitzhak Levy,

as well as a call for a no-confidence vote by Moledet
MK Benny Elon.

Amon, according to a police spokesman, was
arrested when he tried to remove a sign belonging to

the.Wakf inside the Machpela Cave, and attacked a
police officer who prevented him from doing this.

But Hebron settlement resident Orit Shtruck said

that the border policeman had acted aggressively with

the Jews in the cave, -and that when Aroon asked for

his name, the policeman claimed thatAmon attacked

him- _

Shtruck said the focus of the disagreement was
dividers belonging to the settlement, which are used

in one of the halls in the cave during prayers to sep-

arate men and women. Shtruck said that the police

(Continued on Page 10)

Book: Peres offered to recognize Syrian
sovereignty over Golan in 1992

AS early as September 1992, only

a few months after the Labor
Party’s election victory, then for-

eign minister Shimon Peres
informed Syria of Israel’s readi-

ness to recognize Syrian sover-

eignty over the Golan Heights,

according to a book by former
French foreign minister Roland
Dumas.
According to the book, Israel

was also ready to withdraw IDF
troops from two-thirds of the
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Golan, and to negotiate over a far-

ther withdrawal in exchange for a
full peace treaty.

Syrian President Hafez Assad
agreed to discuss the Israeli pro-

posal through French mediation,

but foe Bush administration foiled

foe peace initiative, since it did not

approve foe French involvement,
' according to foe book. The Thread

and the Ball
During a. meeting on September

5, 1992 in Paris at the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, Peres asked
Dumas, who served under the late

president Francois Mitterrand, to

(Continued on Page 10)
'

ONE OF A KIND

\ Freud’s birthplace offers another kind oftherapy
^ THU dDnCC “Alrhrmok taroc nnl ot* TOM GROSS

PLANS to turn the birthplace of

Sigmund Freud, who revealed the

central role of sexuality in human
nature, into a museum have been

thwarted by the current owner -

who has turned the building into a

massage parlor.

~“I think Freud would have

regarded the house's current usage

with some amusement,** says

Shrauel Erlich, the Sigmund Freud

Professor of Psychoanalysis at the

Hebrew University.

The owner, Josef Matula, is

blocking attempts by the town
council in Pribor, northeastern

Moravia, to open a museum dedi-

cated to tite father of psychoanaly-

sis. Pribor is now in the Czech
Republic, but was part of the

Austro-Hungarian empire at the

time of Freud's birth m 1856.

~We want to restore the building

Sigmund Freud In 1885

to what it looked like when foe

Freuds lived there.” says Pribor

Deputy Mayor Jan Monsporc.
Instead, a huge sign saying

“Massage Therapy” in Cicch is

now displayed outside the house.
Since foe collapse of commu-

nism, manyhundreds of “massage
parlors,” most of which are in fact

brothels, have sprung up all over

foe Czech Republic.
It is not clear how Freud would

have interpreted foe development,
but local officials seem content
with the phenomenon. “We don’t
mind sexual services being offered
in other parts of Freud’s native

town,” said a local official in

Pribor, “but not in die home of our
most famous son.”
During foe communist era, dis-

cussion of much of Freud's ideas

was banned, but Pribor town offi-

cials nevertheless managed to

erect a monument in the town
square to him in 1969.
There are museums devoted to

Freud in Vienna, where he spent
most ofhis life, and in his former
house in London, where be fled

with his family following his

daughter's detention- by the
Gestapo in 1938.
The Freud Museum in London

contains his library, study, and foe

famous psychoanalytic couch on
which bis patients reclined, pre-

served just as they were during his

lifetime.

But Jerusalem is foe only place

foar has a- Sigmund Bend chair

endowed at its university.

“Although Freud was not at all

religious, be was nevertheless

proud of his Jewish identity, and
often spoke at foe Vienna. B’nai
B’rifo,” says Erlich. “He was sym-
pathetic to (he Jewish people’s

suffering and was on foe board of
ihe trustees of the Hebrew
University in foe 1920s and 30s.”

Freud's father, Jakob, a wool
merchant, and his mother, Ainatie

Nathanson, were from Galicia.

Experts believe that the anti-

.

semitism Freud suffered when be
was a young medical student in

Vienna was one of the factors that

led him to spend much of his time
developing new ideas about social

relationships in Vienna
University’s physiological labora-

tory.

An exhibition at Tel Aviv.
Museum ofArc of pahatmgs by his
grandson, Lucien. is presently
attracting large crowds.

There are many hotels in

Jerusalem...
But all agree we are
second to none.
Cable T V. all rooms
Walking distance to (he Old
City and city center
Facilities (or family

functions

Quiet, fomity-run hotel

Shabbat elevator
strictly kosher

3 MencJele Street

Jerusalem 92147 Israel

Tel: 02-56631 1

1

Fax. 972-2-5610964
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designed to prevent civilian casu-

alties on both sides of.toe border,

.

by banning attacks on Galilee

communities and villages north of

foe security zone. .

A committee composed of repre-

sentatives from the US, France,

I&aeL' Syria, and Lebanon was
established to supervise the agree-

ment It has met on several occa-

sions since then to hear complaints

by Israel and Lebanon over

breaches of foe understandings^ ;

Lebanese radio stations quoted

g^erriment sources as saying that

Lebanon would call fora meeting

offoe monitoring committee over

yesterday’s wounding of the civil-

tans.The committee, .which is now
chaired by France’s representative

under a rotation agreement with

foe US. was scheduled to hold a

regular meeting on Tuesday at

UNTFIL headquarters in Nakoura,

inside the security zone.

,

It is expected that this will now

be brought forward in view of the

anticipated complaint . JiOBi

Lebanon over yesterday’s incident

atTibntL
It, was not clear last night

whether Kaouk’s comments were

aimed primarily at the' monitoring

committee - which Hizbullah has

criticized in the past as being

'toothless and ineffectual — or foe

organization intends to retaliate in

foe rone for.foe Tibnit incident:

25 IDF fatalities

logged in Lebanon
;

; so far this year
SGT.-MAJ. Mohammed Hujeirat was the 25th soldier to die in

Lebanon so far this year. The following is a list of previous inci-

dents:

November 10 - Armored Corps soldierkilled when a Sagger mis-

sile hits his Magach 7 tank near his outpost - v "
.

• September25 - Major arid soldier killed when a paratrooper squad

sets off aroadside bod^y trap.
'

• September 19 - LieuenatU’and sergeant from' crack Golani unit

jtiUed uv clash with Hizbullah gunmen.
‘

28 - Givati sergeant killed in shoot-out with Hizbullah

:
? August 20 - Givati sergeant killed by his own platoon mates fear-

fngfte was a Hizbullah guerrilla sneaking tip on them. .

>:August 6 - Medic killed by incoming mortar rounds as he rushes
-in tend wounded soidSets'in.hisotttppsr. •

•jj&ne 10 - Two officers and force soldiers killed in ambush by
‘EfizbuOah guerrillas.

'*

1* May 30 - Three officers, including a lieutenant colonel, and a sol-

dier are killed by double roadside bombs near SLA headquarters lit

Maijayoun. ' v
• April 4 - Sergeant trying to move his troops to cover killed by
mioriarshfopnel at his outpost in the security zone.

;• March 2D - Officer kilted when suicide bomber blows lumsielf upWV
•March 10 - SoldfertiGed by roadside bomb.
.• March 4 - Four soldiers kilted by roadside bomb.
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Turkish PM signs IAI $650m. F-4 deal
TURKEY'S Islamist Prime Minister

Necmettin Erbakan has signed a S650 mil-

lion agreement for ihc modernization of54

F-4 Phantom fighter-bombers by the Israel

Aircraft Industries, the Anatolian news

agency reported on Friday.
_

Erbakan, who reportedly signed the

accord on Thursday, had pledged to scrap an

earlier military cooperation agreement

between Turkey and Israel before taking

office in June. He has not since acted on the

pledge.

Turkish President Suleyman Demure I

approved the deal on Friday, the president’s

office said m a statement

STfcVE RODAN and news agencies

The signature came after what Turkish
sources say was extreme pressure from the
Turkish military, which was said to have
been fed up with Erbakan’s delay. The
prime minister said he objected to die high
interest Turkey would pay in the financing
of the deal, as well as what he claimed was
the insufficient amount of work that would
be performed by Turkish contractors.

Israeli defense officials expressed satis-
faction with the approval, and said this

would quickly set into motion a long-term
contract that would benefit both countries.

IAI executives said they expect the first

upgraded Phantom to fly toTurkey as early as

mid-January. They said dial both sides have

agreed on the exact specification of the

upgrade and are ready to implement the work.

In the next step in the contract, they said,

Israeli banks will submit a downpayment
for the work to begin. The company said it

does not have any money to cany out the

work without outside financing.

Turkish officials were not available to

comment on the signing of the latest accord,

which was welcomed by the Israeli

Embassy in Ankara.

“We feel very pleased that the project in

question has been signed by Prime Minister

Erbakan after a long period of talks," an

embassy spokesman was quoted as telling

Anatolian.

“We want the project to be put into effect

as soon as possible,*' the spokesman said.

Twenty-six of the Turkish Air Force

planes will be modernized in Israel and 28
in the western Turkish town of Esklsehir.

The five-year deal will involve the instal-

lation of advanced avionic systems includ-

ing radar and electronic warfare and naviga-

tion systems.

Israel condemns
Lahad ‘show trial’

n-Oll*
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Jerusalem Post Staff and news

THE Defense Ministry yesterday

slammed as “a show trial" a

Arab council heads to proceed with protest
ISRAELI Arab council heads are

to go ahead with a protest opposite

the Prime Minister's Office in

Jerusalem beginning today,

despite the decision of the Union
of Local Authorities to call off its

nationwide strike of municipal

services.

The Arab council leaders said

Arab local authorities would get

“very little" from the NIS 230 mil-

lion in immediate financial aid to

the 263 councils throughout the

country.

“The problem of our debts and
our demands to receive the same
allocations as councils in the

Jewish sector still remain, so we
have decided to cany on with our
protest as planned," said Hussein
Suleiman, spokesman for the
forum ofArab Council Heads.
The council leaders intend to

invite foreign ambassadors to the

protest tent on Wednesday and
present them with reports and doc-
uments outlining the problems of
the Arab sector in general and the
Arab local authorities in particu-

lar.

The decision to go ahead with
die protest tent was tn«fa at a
meeting yesterday in Shfaram in

the Galilee of the secretariat of the
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Arab Council Heads Forum.
The head of the forum, Shfaram

Mayor Ibrihim Nimr Hussein, said

the S3 Arab councils throughout

die country had special problems
beyond those affecting the local

authorities.

These include lewer allocations

than councils in the Jewish sector,

far less income from municipal

taxes due in part to the dearth of
industry and commercial enter-

prises in the Arab sector, and the

fact that many Arabs are in the

lower-than-average income brack-

et, said Nimr Hussein.

He stressed that the Arab coun-
cils would abide by the decision of
the ULA to call off the strike of
municipal services and that all

offices, schools, kindergartens and
other local authority facilities

would be open as normal.

The ULA strike was called on
Thursday and was slated to contin-

ue indefinitely to press the govern-

ment to assist the financially crip-

pled local authorities, which alto-

gether have some NIS 2 billion in

debt
The strike was called offFriday

morning following talks with

Finance Minister Dan Meridor
and Interior Minister Eli Suissa.

ULA chairman Adi Eldar, who is

also mayor of Karmiel, said the

ministers agreed to immediately
transfer NIS 230m. to (be local

authorities.

He said this would help the

worst hit councils to pay the

salaries of municipal workers -
some of whom have not yet

received their November.wages.

It was also agreed to establish a

committee to investigate the finan-

cial problems of the councils and
recommend ways of dealing with

them.

Lebanese military court sentenc-

ing Antoine Lahad. commander of

the South Lebanese Army militia,

to death for treason.

The military court on Friday

sentenced Lahad in absentia to

for treason. It also sentenced

the commander of a small radical

miliria co life with hard labor for

collaborating with Israel.

Israel has demanded amnesty for

all members of the SLA militia as

a precondition for withdrawing

from the security zone and reach-

ing a peace treaty with Lebanon.
‘The show trials that were held

for General Lahad and additional

Lffbatree patriots in absentia, and

the ridiculous sentences handed

down against tht*m T are carried out

only in dictatorships and totalitar-

ian regimes and they have no
moral value,” said a Defense
Ministry statement. “These sen-

tences will be thrown into histo-

ry’s garbage can.”

Lahad, who commands a 2J5O0-

stroog militia, refused an order by

j
udicial authorities, in February to

come to Beinit to stand trial He

has repeatedly accused die govern-

ment of being a lackey of Syria.

The court also sentenced in

absentia Etiene Faqr, commander

of a small, radical. Christian mfli-

Ha, the Guardians ofthe Cedars, to

life with hard labor for collaborat-

ing with Israel and illegally enter-

ing Israeli territory.

“The sentence against general

Lahad is not a step taken by a

country that is working toward

peace, but rather a provocation

that is aimed at sabotaging the

chances for a [peace] arrangement

between Israel and Lebanon," the

Defense Ministry said.

“This sentence attests without a
doubt to the fact that Lebanon
lacks a national will of its own —
and to our distress is notable in

the present circumstances toact as

a legitimate and serious dialogue

partner in negotiations with us.”

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordecbai said yesterday Israel

would continue to assist T-ahad,

the SLA, and other militia

activists in the security zone, the

statement said- - -

Bar-Illan

dissociates PM
from remarks

about
Friedman

NEWS IN BRIEF

Frogman buried at kibbutz ceremony
Naval commando Third Petty Officer Yair EngeL 20. wi
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DAVID Bar-Illan, senior aide to

the prime minister, has dissociated

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and the government
from remarks Bar-Illan made
recently, which included his belief

that New York Times columnist

Thomas L. Friedman should not

be invited to speak at American
Jewish organizational functions.

While distancing Netanyahu
from his own remarks. Bar-Illan

did not issue a retraction, despite a

storm of reaction, including Anti-

Defamation League director

Abraham Foxman’s questioning

whether the Netanyahu govem-

Naval commando Third Petty Officer Yair Engel, 20. who was
killed on a training dive with his partner, 3PO Maran Polibuda. in

Haifa Port last Wednesday night, was buried Friday at the cemetery

of his home. Kibbutz Ramai Rahel.

Thousands attended the funeral, at which the commander of the

naval commando school said of Engel. “We saw you as a sterling

example and looked forward to your becoming an officer in the

unit" He added: “You were not alone in your final moments - you

were tied to your friend. Matan. You dived to your deaths."

Polibuda is to be buried at Jerusalem’s Ml Herzl Military

Cemetery today. Itim

Three killed in road accidents
Three people were killed in separate road accidents over the

weekend. A driver was killed in the Golan Heights yesterday when
his car collided head-on with a truck. Three passengers in toe car

suffered moderate injuries.

On the Ashkelon-Ashdod road, a taxi driver was killed Friday

whim his vehicle crashed into a bus, apparently when he swerved
into the oncoming lane. Over the weekend, a youth was hit and
killed by a truck driven by an Israeli in KaUrilya. The driver was
detained by the Palestinian Police and brought to the area liaison

office for questioning. Itim

ment jvas creating an enemies
list”' as -existed in the" Nixon
administration.

.
Upon apparent orders from the

premier, Bar-Illan phoned
Friedman to explain Netanyahu’s

dissociation from his remarks,
then released a statement to the

American Jewish weekly Forward
Thursday night

“I want to make clear that in

suggesting that the ADL should

not have invited Mr. Tom
Friedman to speak at an ADL
function. I was speaking privately,

not on behalf of Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu,” Bar-Illan

wrote in the statement “Mr.
Netanyahu does not feel that toe

Israel government has a right to

express an opinion about such
matters."

The ADL issued a statement

welcoming the move. Friedman
refused to comment

Criminal motive suspected in youth’s murder
- Investigatorsof-the murder of Assaf Steierman. 18, who was found
beaten to death last Thursday in Kfar Sava, say it.was “apparently
criminally motivated." Asst-Cmdr. Benny Kaniak, chief of the

Sharon District, said yesterday toe police could not yet give details

or point to suspects in the case. “Bat in any event; toe idea of a
nationalist motive is dissipating." he said. Steierman, who had
returned from the US to perform his military service, is to be
buried today in Kfar Sava. Itim

PA guard sentenced to life for killing prisoner
A Palestinian prison guard was sentenced to life imprisonment with
hard labor Friday for shooting a detainee to death, a Palestinian

official said. The guard, Assam Jalaiteh. was sentenced by
Palestinian military tribunal in Jericho, said toe police official.

The detainee, Rashid fityani, 25, was killed late Tuesday in the

Jericho jail, reportedly by 13 bullets fired at close range. AP

Israel lifts ban on Israelis entering Bethlehem
Israelis can visit Bethlehem again after the army said on Friday it

was lifting a ban on entering toe Palestinian self-rule enclave
imposed after fierce clashes in September.
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French President Jacques Chirac shaken hands with Labor Party leader Shimon Peres at the
is open to Israelis, an army spokesman said. AnehOSuOtvan

yesterday. Peres toldhlm he believes NATO should be represented in the Middle East peace tshould be represented in the Middle East peace talks.

end ofa meeting at the Elysee Palace

The funeral of our beloved mother

TONY ROSEN
(n6e Kriger)

6Albright has the depth,
the leadership ability’

Poll: 38% of Israelis •• X’T.-j - i

trust Netanyahu

BACKGROUND
HILLEL KUTLER

will be held at the ancient cemetery in Sated

today, Sunday, December 8, 1996,

at approximately 9 p.m.

Phil and Malkl Rosen
Nanette and Lazar Rand
Lenard Rosen

(For further information 08-921-7157)

We regret to announce the death of

IRENE ROTH
Widow of Cecil Roth

The funeral will take place tomorrow (Monday)

at 11 a.m., at the Sanhedria cemetery.

Her Family and Friends

THE COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Planning and Budgeting Committee

offers sympathy to

Yael Atiyah

on the death of her father

ARTHUR 7”?

AS an insider in toe Clinton

administration’s foreign policy

team for tbe past four years.

Madeleine Albright is expected to

shift comfortably into her new job

as secretary of state. Tbe question

is what approach she and toe

administration will adopt on toe

Middle East once Warren
Christopher retires.

Experts on the region say

Albright, whom President Bill

Clinton appointed on Thursday,

has a keen grasp of the fundamen-
tal issues in both peace process

and Persian Gulf matters. Albright

was often the administration’s

leading voice on tbe need to main-

tain international sanctions on
Iraq. She has been to Israel and
will enjoy continued good rela-

tions with the American Jewish

community, as did Christopher:

The primary credential that

observers say assures her standing

in toe pro-Israel community is

Albright’s belief in toe importance

of continued close American-
Israeli relations, and that only die

existence of such ties enable

progress in toe peace process.

Washington Institute for Near

East Policy director Rob Satioff

said thatAlbright “understands the

issues very well. She understands

all aspects of toe bilateral relation-

ship.”

As she participated in the

group’s 1992 trip to Israel, “what

impressed her toe most was to

have a true US-Israel relationship

as a prerequisite to achieve wider

objectives - how these two part-

ners can work together to achieve

common goals.” Satioff said.

Albright also earned the respect

of the pro-Israel community in

1988 and 1992, when toe helped

moderate harsh resolutions

PM congratulates

Albright
PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu telephoned
Madeleine Albright yester-

day to congratulate her on
her appointment as US secre-

tary of state, Netanyahu’s
spokesman said.

Spokesman Sbai Bazak
said Albright told

Netanyahu she was looking
forward to working closely

with Israel in an effort to
help push forward the peace
process.

Jerusalem Post Staff

MANY Israelis believe there is a
danger ofwar with Arab stales and
do not trust Binyamin Netanyahu
as prime minister, according to a
Gallup poll published in Afa'ariv

on Biday.
Asked if they saw a danger of

war between Israel and Arab
states, 63 percent said tbe danger

existed, 29% said it did not and

8% did not know.
On the question of wbetber they

trusted Netanyahu as prime minis-

ter; 49% said they did not, 38%
trusted him and 13% did not

know.
Respondents expressed dissatis-

faction with Netanyahu on tbe

economic front

Asked about Netanyahu’s han-

dbag ofeconomic issues, only 1%
said 'they. were “very satisfied,”

17% were “satisfied,” 25% rated

it “so-so,” 44% said they were
“dissatisfied" or “very dissatis-

fied” and 13% did not know.
Only 23% expressed satisfaction

with Netanyahu's handling of
negotiations with the Palestinian

Authority and Syria, 28% rated it

“so-so,” 42% said they were
“dissatisfied” or “very dissatis-

fied," and 7% said they did not

know. (Reuter)

IW.

Madeleine Albright. -(Ran) BIG EXfflBITION/SALE of
towards Israel in tbe Democratic
Party platform. During those
years, she served as foreign policy

director in the Dukakis and
Clinton campaigns, respectively.

Richard Haass, tbe National

Security Council director for toe

Middle East under president

George Bush, said Albright's

immediate goal in the peace
process should be damage control,

be said, and she should delegate

that job to special Middle East

coordinator Dennis Ross.
“I think it would be a mistake

for her to devote a lot of time to it,

because I see zero chance for an

Israeli-Syrian agreement and lim-

ited prospects beyond a Hebron
agreement with the Palestinians,”

he said.

Most observers believe that

Albright will retain Rossi who
would then be running the US
peace process role under a fourth

secretary of state. Ross and
Albright know one another and
some say Ross further demon-
strated his indispensability during

the recent Hebron talks. He also

has said he wants to remain in the

job.

The New York Times and

Washington Post ran glowing lead

editorials Friday on tbe appoint-

ments of Albright, William Cohen
as defense secretary, Anthony
Lake as CXA director, and Sandy

Berger as national security advis-

ee What criticism Albright has

faced in news reposts is that she is

not a grand strategic thinker.

Allan Goodman, executive dean

at tbe Georgetown University

school of foreign service, begs to

differ. He and Albright jointly

taught a graduate course there for

most of toe 1980s on foreign poli-

cy decision-making and imple-

mentation.

“She's got the depth, toe leader-

ship ability. She knows how to

persuade foreign leaders and she’s

a very strategic thinker. What she

can do is both think strategically

and act tactically," he said.

Should a Syrian-Israeli deal be
more do-able, Albright's experi-

ence at the UN as toe senior US
official dealing with Iraqi officials

on debates over sanctions increas-

es Iter standing when she con-

fronts Syrian President Hafez
Assad, Satioff said.

HANDMADE CARPETS
Persian, Afghan, Caucasian, UzbeKi

Ethnic, Kilims, Somaks, Handmade

UP TO50%om
SALE AT MHOS' HOTEL, 60 King George SL, Jim.

Sunday, December 8, 1 p.m. - 10 p.rri.

Nonday, December 9, 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Tuesday, December 10, 10 am. - 10 p.m.

Telephone during sale - 052-660868
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MEIMENUHOT Series
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English volumes, NIS 35
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Astronauts return after Next steP in Guatemala peace

longest-ever shuttle flight SrrOCXHOLM (AP) -The waning
< J CZ3 sides in Guatemala yesterday signed

Jt -

Sj

CAPE CANAVERAL. Florida (AP) - After
nearly 18 days aloft, Columbia and its astro-

nauts returned to Earth yesterday, ending the
longest flight in space shuttle history with a
dawn landing.

Columbia swooped through a slightly hazy
sky and touched down on the floodlit runway
at 6:49 a.m.. minutes before sunrise. The
weather, finally, was good. Fog and low clouds
thwarted landing attempts the two previous
mornings.
The length of the science mission, marred by

a jammed hatch, was 17 days, 15 hours. 54
minutes, and 20 seconds; the distance traveled:

1 1.2 million kilometers.

"Welcome home after your record-setting

mission." Mission Control' told the five astro-

nauts after Columbia rolled to a smooth stop.

“We’re glad to be here. It's a beautiful morn-
ing out here." replied shuttle commander
Kenneth Cockrell.
In a celebratory call earlier in the morning.

Mission Control piped up a recording of the

US Navy song “Anchors Aweigh," then gave
Cockrell the go-ahead to Fire the braking
engines and come home.
“We’re pumped up now." Cockrell said.

NASA’s oldest shuttle and the crew, includ-

ing the world’s oldest space man, set die shut-

tle endurance record on Friday, a few hours
after Mission Control decided to leave them
up another day. Columbia had set the former
record of 16 days. 21 hours. 48 minutes, and
30 seconds last summer.
“We did not set out to break that endurance

record," flight director Wayne Hale said.

“That’s the silver lining here on not being able

to land when we wanted to.”

The delays provided yet another record for
61 -year-old Dr. Story Musgrave, who became
the oldest person in space when Columbia
rocketed into orbit on November 19. The
astronaut is the first to fly six rimes on space
shuttles and the first to ride in all five shuttles.

Even after such a long mission, crew fatigue

was not a concern because a major task was
yanked from the astronauts' plan. Two space-
walks to practice building the future interna-

tional space station were canceled because ofa
stuck hatch.

And while astronauts sometimes become
dizzy when re-exposed to gravity, doctors
believe pilots could spend more than 20 days
in OTfcit and still be able to guide shuttles to a
safe touchdown. Hale said.

While in orbit, the crew released and
retrieved an ultraviolet telescope that observed
stars and galaxies, and a satellite that grew thin

semiconductor film in the super-clean vacuum
of space.

It was the seventh and final shuttle mission
of the year. *

NASA’s next shuttle flight, in January, will

be a ferry trip by Atlantis to die Russian space
station Mir to pick up astronaut John Blaha
and leave behind his replacement.

Students march through Belgrade yesterday protesting against President Slobodan Milosevic. At least 80,000 pepole are said to have
turned out to demonstrate against the policies ofthe Yugoslav government for the 19th consecutive day. See story below. cap>

NEWS IN BRIEF

Seven bodies found in Japanese mudslide
TOKYO (AP) - The death toll from a massive landslide at a snowy

ri-construction site in northernjapan rose to sjsven yesterday^as ^
^rescuers serabedlfornin^warkers .still missmgVMorelEanT,40()^‘

police: fire" and military, rescuersIm^ ^truggteiior two days
:m^

heavy snow to find die 14 construction workers buriedwhenrain .

.•

and snow sent mud surging down a narrow river valley oa Friday..

By late yesterday, seven bodies had been lifted from the mud,
police spokesman Makoto Watanabe said. Police held out little hope

of finding any survivors buried under mountains of rock and mud.
Of the seven victims, all construction workers, six were men. Of

the missing, police said two are believed to be women.

German police search for Paris bombers
BONN (AP) - German federal police said yesterday that they have

launched a search for suspects in a Paris subway bombing that

killed three people. A spokeswoman for the Federal CrinUnal

Office confirmed a report in the newspaper Bild that some of the

terrorists may be hiding out in Germany.
The spokeswoman said French authorities had asked for help

locating suspects in the Tuesday bombing. She disclosed no other

derails.

Bild reported that French authorities are looking for eight

Algerians who split up into two groups after the bombing and fled

to Germany and Italy. The newspaper did not reveal its sources.

Skinheads attack Bratislava rabbi
BRATISLAVA (Reuter) - Four skinheads attacked and insulted the

rabbi of Bratislava, Baruch Meyers, in the city center on Friday, but

he escaped unharmed, a police spokesman told Reuters. "A group
of four skinheads attacked the rabbi, one kicked him in the hand
but caused no injury,” the spokesman said. “All four attackers were
apprehended and two have been detained.”

He was unable to give more details. "The further procedure is now
in the hands of the local police investigator,” the spokesman said.

It was the second attack by skinheads in two years on Meyers, an
American. Meyers was not available for comment.

Russia's Chechnya withdrawal on schedule
MOSCOW (AP) - A trainload of military equipment was set to

•leave Chechnya over the weekend, as Russia continues its

withdrawal from the rebel republic, a news agency said yesterday.

The artillery division of the 205th Motorized Brigade loaded its

equipment onto the train and was expected to leave today, the

Interfax news agency said.

.A military spokesman said the withdrawal of die last two Russian
brigades in Chechnya is proceeding on schedule. President Boris

-Yeltsin last month ordered the brigades to leave. The Russian units,

one from the army and one of Interior Ministry troops, consist of
about 8,000 servicemen and have more than 2,000 armored vehicles.

The pullout is expected to be completed by January 25, two days
before Chechnya's scheduled presidential and parliamentary elections.

Zairean, Ugandan rebels

clash in eastern Zaire
BENI, Zaire (AP) - Zairean

" - rebels
- yesterday -surrounded the

held by government
' troopi ineastero Zaire, local resi-

dents and hospital workers said.

A Zairean rebel officer, who
refused to give his name, said his

forces were on the outskirts of
Bunia. 370 kilometers north of
Goma on Lake Kivu.

Hundreds of troops fighting

under the banner of the Alliance

of Democratic Forces for

Liberation (Congo-Zaire) headed
north on the 160-kilometer road

from Beni to Bunia yesterday

morning.
Truckloads of young local fight-

ers allied with die rebels headed

toward Bunia singing battle songs

and raising clenched fists in the

air. The young warriors are called

mayi-mayi or "powerful water” in

Swahili, from the potion they

believe will protect them from
harm.

The Zairean rebels also clashed

overnight Friday and yesterday

with Ugandan rebels west of
Beni, near the Ugandan border in

Virunga National Park, hospital

workers in Beni said. At least one
Zairean rebel was wounded.
In six weeks, the rebels have

overrun a strip of eastern Zaire

north of Lake Tanganyika.
Because of die rebel successes,

Zaireans and international

observers have been raking more
seriously rebel leader Laurent
Desire Kabila’s vow to topple

President Mobutu Sese Seko’s

corrupt, 31-year regime.

A multinational effort *®' help
Rwandan .-refugees in

Zaire has stalled because sfftasr
640,000 returned home to escape
die fighting. It is nor known how
many are left in Zaire or their con-

dition.

Local officials in Butembo and
Beni were trying to cope with the

consequences of the battles in the

region over the past 10 days.

Crisis committees in both towns
estimated more than 10,000 peo-

ple have been displaced, straining

local resources. Butembo’s water

treatment plant was out of chlo-

rine to purify water.

"We need food for all these peo-

ple who came from other places,”

said Mukula Kibamba, a commit-
tee member in Butembo, which
fell to the rebels on November 27.

In Beni, Zairean Red Cross offi-

cials struggled to keep the hospi-

tal operating and to collect

corpses left by fighting last week.

"All the doctors fled during the

fighting, so now we only have one
Red Cross doctor,” said Mustafa
Lufungula, head of the Zairean
Red Cross in Beni, which the

rebels took oa November 30. "We
are also running out of medi-
cines.”

Red Cross workers have collect-

ed more titan 120 bodies in die

past week, most of them Zairean :

soldiers. Hospital workers and
local human rights officials report

more than 400 people died in the

fighting.
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Concert im>*:ram for 8.12-14.12

THE WEtZMANN INSIHUTIE OF SCIENCE

announces the thirty-seventh series of

Dr. Chaim Weizmann Memorial Lectures
to be given in English by

Professor Janies E. Rothman
Vice Chairman

Sloan-Kettering Institute

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
New York, U.SA.

First Lecture: Sunday, December 16, 1996, 4.-00 p m.
“Intracellular Protein TVanaport”

Second Lecture: Monday, December 16, 1996, 4:00 pjn.
“Synaptic Transmission"

The lectures will be held at the Dolfl and Lola Ebner
Auditorium on the Institute Campus, Behovot

rite public is invited.

for the attention of ticket holders for the Gaia

Concert on December 26th: Due to the length of the

concert,the concert will begin at 7J30 p.m. and not at

8.30 as previously announced.

Michael Stern,

Murray Perahda,

Barber: Meditation and Vengeance Dance from "Medea'
Mozart: Plano concerto no. 24, IC 491
Schumann: Introduction and Allegro appassionato 1*

Schumann: Concert Allegro with Introduction*”
Tchaikovsky: Francesca da Rimini

Sun. 8.12.96, 8:30 p.m. T-A, concert 3 series B *

Tue. 10.12.96, 8:30 pjn. T-A, concert 3 series E

Thur. 12.12.96, 8:30 p.m. T-A, concert 3 series F **

Sat. 14.12.96, 8130 pjn. Haifa, concert 3 series B **

Ticket salesfor the 60th Jubilee Festival

in December 1996 continues

\*

STOCKHOLM (AP) - The warring

sides in Guatemala yesterday signed

an accord on constitutional and elec-

toral reforms, the second of three

agreements that are to lead to a final

treaty ending Central America’s last

and longest civil war.

The agreement came three days
after the sides signed a permanent
cease-fire in Oslo. Norway. The
Stockholm agreement addresses

some of tiie basic issues behind the

36-year-long conflict that left some
140.000 people dead.

The signers included Gustavo
Poms, coordinator of the

Guatemalan government’s peace

commission; Guios Gonzales, a
leader of“the Guatemalan rebels;

and UN peace mediator Jean
Arnault.

The negotiators now move to

Madrid, Spam, where an agreement
on reintegrating the rebels into soci-

ety is to be signed tomorrow.
The fmal peace treaty is to be

signed in Guatemala on December
29.

The Stockholm signing was a

much mote low-key affair than the

gala cease-fire signing in Oslo. But
many there had cautioned that the

guns might not stay silent unless

larger questions were addressed.

“The cease-fire cannot be consid-

ered the climax.” Arnault said on
Friday.

Among the issues in the

Stockholm agreement are the

recognition of Mayan and other

indigenous peoples as equal mem-
bers of society and calling for

respect of their religions.

Arnault said one of die most dif-

ficult considerations in future

negotiations is deciding on a
timetable for changes; If it’s too

ambitious, the changes might not

come as quickly as planned, leav-

ing Guatemalans suspicious; if too

slow, they could become resentful

over a long wait

He pointed to the tensions that

took place in El Salvador when
rebels spent months in demobiliza-

tion camps after hying down their

weapons.
"There is a question of expecta-

tions
” he said. "The credibilityof

the package will *
only if the momentum is kept up.

In both El Salvador and

Nicaragua, many rebelsrearmeu or

became common criminals

tire Governments failed to provide

promised land, loans, job training,

and basic education.

Arnault also noted that the v*ar

had gone on for so long that it has

“fed a sense of impunity, a sense or

pessimism” that could hinder

implementing peace.

In addition, the war “has not crip-

pled Guatemala ... it has not pre-

vented Guatemala from being the

best-off economically of the five

Central American countries."

The peace process has been a long

one, beginning nearly seven years

ago when rebels and government

officials helda fust, awkward meet-

ing in Oslo. The momentum picked

up this year, with the provisional

cease-fire on March 20, followed by

accords committing the govern-

ment to increased social spending

and a rural development plan.

Security guards
may have

been exposed
to radiation at

US nuclear plant

WISCASSET, Maine (AP) - About
40 security guards at the Maine
Yankee nuclear plant may have
been exposed to radiation after sit-

ting in a chair dm contained a
radioactive particle, officials said

on Friday.

The announcement came the

same day die troubled, 24-year-old

plantwas shut down because some
cables were routed incorrectly.

The particle, discovered on
Wednesday, may have been embed-

ded in the cloth-covered chair at a
guard station since January. The
workers didn't require medical

attention.

‘‘While the actual dose appears to

be well below federal limits, this

discovery illustrates a severe weak-
ness in work practices that cannot

and will not be tolerated at Maine
Yankee,” said Charles Frizzle, plant

president

The plant was investigating how
the particle got in die chair, spokes-

woman Maureen Brown said. She
described the particle as "micro-

.'J « .2 a i'waituM(j

Taliban forces down
plane carrying Tajik
opposition leader

KABUL (AP) - Thliban jet fighters

yesterday intercepted .a UN aircraft

carrying a rebel leader from
Tajikistan and forced it to land at a

military air base in western

Afghanistan, a Taliban spokesman
said.

“They didn’t get the proper per-

mission and we were within our

rights to farce diem to land,” said

Abdul Niazi, aTaliban spokesman in

the Afghan capital, several hundred

kilometers east of Shindand Air

Base, where the aircraft was faced

to land.

Niazi said Tajikistan's opposition

leader Syed Abdullo Nun was on
board die aircraft, along with eight

other people, some of wh6m were
Iranians. All the passengers and
crew were unharmed.

There were some unconfirmed

reports that the Taliban would
release the aircraft and passengers

today.

Nun was on his way to Kunduz in

northern Af$tanistan to attend peace

talks with Tajikistan's beleaguered

President Emomaii Rakhmanov to

try to end die bitter civil war in

neighboring IhpkiSQn, said Akbar
Torahjanzada, a spokesman for Nun
in Kabul
The peace talks were to be held

tomorrow, he said.

Niazi said the UN aircraft which

had left Mashhad in neighboring

Iran was forced to land after it

entered Aigjan air space over west-

ern Herat without first getting per-

mission.

Herat is controlled by die Taliban,

while northern Kunduz is ruled by
an anti-Taliban alliance, that

includes northern warlord Rashid

Dosmm and ousted Afghan presi-

dent Burhanuddin Rabbani, who is

an ethnic Tajik.

I th&itj*renot itee^

omrpfended 'for (Re -primary,- of
restricted, side of the plant, where
die particle was found. The chairs'

static can attract radioactive parti-

cles. die plant said.

The discovery comes a little more
than a month after eight workers
were exposed to trace levels ofradi-
ation in October. Officials said die

employees returned to work a few
days afterward, and there was no
threat to public health or safety.

The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission is to decide m January

whether to place the plant on a for-

mal "watch list” of troubled plants.

ArecentNRC inspection cited safe-

ty problems.

Milosevic: I won’t use
troops to muzzle protests

BELGRADE (Reuter) - President Slobodan Milosevic yesterday;told a

US media rights activist that the police and army would not be used to

stifle opposition protests across Serbia, independent B-92 radio in

Belgrade reported.

The president of the US Committee for die Protection of Journalists,

Kati Morton, said after a two-and-a-half hour meeting with Milosevic

that die Serbian leader had promised that the police and army would not
intervene.

“He also said that he had ordered his supporters not to come to

Belgrade in order to avoid a possible escalation of the situation." Morton
told B-92.
Morton, wife of former US mediator Richard Holbrooke who secured

the Dayton peace accord ending the Bosnian war. said the radio station

was die main reason for her visit to Belgrade.
Belgrade has been shaken by 18-day-long demonstrations after

Milosevic's ruling Socialist Party annulled a victory by the opposition in

15 Serbian cities, including die capital Belgrade, at local elections last

month.

IT'S TIME TO TAKE
Y0UK HEAD OUT

Of THE SAND

fomiim ismmmm tmi mil
The Israel Lands Authority is now offering another opportunity to owners ofapartments
and private homes who pay ground rent (dmei hachira) and who have not already taken
advantage of the capitalization campaign. Now, you too may capitalize your leasing
agreement, under especially favorable payment conditions.

AUTHORITY

With capitalization, you make a one-timepayment, which
covers the calculated amountforaUyoufuture payments.

Office boors: Sunday - Thnrsdaji, 8.-00 uxl - 3;30 pjn.
Can today for detaBs: !'

* Jerusalem: TeL 02-624-2177. 539-2777 * Northern Region and
the Golan: Tel. 04-468-882. 558-211 * Haifa: 04-866-9407.
835-541 1 * Central Region: 03-562-6630. 563-8383 * TO Aviv:
TeL 03-563-8111, 562-6630 • Southern Region: 07-623-4449
629-4777. * Judea and Samaria: TO. 02-997-7706
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Still in control or

headed for The Hague?
Mladic’s future unclear

Russian maverick politician Vladimir Zhirinovsky smiles as he points a gun while sitting beside famous Russian singer Alla
Pugacheva's double during a press conference In Moscow yesterday. Zhirinovsky tries his luck as an actor in a movie called ‘Doubles
on the Ship,* with doubles of many famous world and Russian personalities. (Reuter)

US vampire cult

says game was
mother
‘fun’

EUSTIS. Florida (Reuter) -

What started as a role-playing

game for a group of teenagers

turned into a cult of self-pro-

claimed “vampires.” who cut

their bodies, drank blood, and
now face charges of murdering
one members’ parents.

The five teens, aged 15 to 19,

have been extradited to Florida

from Louisiana for the slaying of
a Eustis couple bludgeoned to

death in their home last month.
The mother of the accused

ringleader of the group yesterday

told of how she played a ‘'vam-

pire" game with her son and how
she thought it was just fun and
make-believe.

But police say Sondra
Gibson's son Roderick Ferrell,

16. became lost in a delusional

world of “vampire” rituals and
conspiracies that led to the hor-

rific double murder of Richard
and Ruth Wendorf.on November
.25. ...
Police believe the murder

weapon was either an axe or

claw hammer and that the dead-

ly blows were inflicted by at

least three different people.

The Wendorf’s daughter
Heather, 15, was among the

group. She, Ferrell, and three

others - 19-year-old Dana Lynn
Cooper, Howard Scott Anderson,

16, and Charity Keesee, 16 -
were arrested on November 28
in the murdered couple's car

while checking into a Baton
Rouge motel.

All the teens except Wendorf
are residents of rural Murray,

Kentucky, a small, predominant-

ly Baptist town where Ferrell’s

interest in a role-playing board

game, “Vampire: The
Masquerade," turned into an

obsession, according to police.

- Ferrell had recruited Wendorf,
his girlfriend, into the game, his

mother said.

"There didn’t seem to be any-
thing wrong with it,” Gibson
told Reuters in a telephone inter-

view. “I played it with him. It's

hard enough to find something
you can do with your kids today,

and the game was fun. It was
something, anyway.”

Ferrell moved to Murray from
Florida in 1995 to live with his

mother and her boyfriend. Kile

Newton, a tattoo artist who
changed his name to “Kile,” a

word self-styled vampires are

said to use to describe someone
who “crossed over” to become
“one of the undead-”

The game is similar to the bet-

ter-known Dungeon & Dragons
in which players adapt character

names and are led through a

.^series of . adventures by a game
leader, or storyteller.

Ferrell and Gibson met other

Vampire players, most of them
teens, after moving to Murray.

Over time, a group of about 30
youths began trying to live out

vampire identities.

Gibson said the game had
remained a fantasy. “It was a
thrill, sure. But it was still role

playing. People pretended to do
stuff, but didn't really do it,” she

said.

Gibson faces misdemeanor
changes of trying to seduce a

1 4-year-old boy as part of avam-
pire ritual.

Calloway County, Kentucky,
prosecutors have released a letter

in which she writes: “I long to be
near you ... to become a
Vampire, a part of the family

immortal and truly yours forev-

Gibson scoffed. “All part of

the game.” she said.

Ferrell began wearing black

shirts, black trousers, a long

black jacket, and black cowboy
boots. He died his blond hair

black and painted his fingernails

black. He began to call himself

Vesago, after a character in a
novel by Ann Rice, an author

known for her books about vam-
pires.

In September, FeireU was sus-

pended from school, after which,

Gibson said, he did not go back,

sleeping all day and going out at

night with his vampire friends.

Calloway County authorities

said Ferrell and the other would-

be vampires gathered at a ruined

building painted with messages

like, “Please deposit dead bodies

here,” but also littered with
empty liquor bottles and signs of

drug use.

“It's pretty easy to tell who’s
been a vampire for any length.uf

time,” said Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott. “Most of
them are going to have self-

inflicted razor cuts or knife cuts.

They like to drink each other's

blood.”

In October, Ferrell and
Anderson were charged with
breaking into the county humane
society, beating 40 dogs and
mutilating two puppies. One
dog’s hind legs were tom off.

Greg Fountain, an executive

with White Wolf, of Clarkson,

Georgia, which markets
“Vampire: The Masquerade.”
said the game could get intense,

but that it was not a cult.

“It can be quite intense,” he
said- “The core premise is per-

sonal exploration."

Man cleared

by DNA
of two rapes

freed after

10 years

THE new Bosnian Serb leader

has done what her predecessor

couldn’t - sack Gen. Ratko
Mladic, the popular, but some-
times disobedient military com-
mander.
Or has she?
Western officials praise the fir-

ing and hope that Mladic Is finally

on his way to face war crimes

charges in The Hagup*
Netherlands. But Bosnian Serb
army sources say Mladic has not

lost his power base.

Perhaps more troubling for

Bosnia’s future, those army
sources worry that the internal

struggle is destroying the last ves-
tiges of a professional array, while
Bosnian Serb politicians build up
a repressive police force whose
movements are less constrained by
NATO-led peace troops.

Soldiers discontent with average
monthly pay of $33 are deserting

in droves for more lucrative police

jobs, said one army officer:

And it was those police forces,

controlled by the politicians, that

were involved in recent attacks on
Moslems returning to border vil-

lages.

There has long been bad blood
between Mladic and Bosnian Serb
politicians.

TWice during the 3 1/2-year
Bosnian war, Bosnian Serb leader

Radovan Karadzic tried to fire him
- in 1993 for insubordination and in

1995 following battlefield losses.

PAUL GE1TNER

PALE, Bosnia

But Karadzic was forced to back

down. Mladic enjoyed strong

support from his troops and his

paymaster, Serbian. President

Slobodan Milosevic, who helped

bankroll the Bosnian Serb war
effort

Milosevic later used Mladic to

pressure the Bosnian Serbs to

accept the Dayton peace agree-

ment he signed for them a year

ago.
Karadzic, also an indicted war

crimes suspect was forced out of

office and public view by interna-

tional pressure last July. But he still

wields influence through President

Biljana Plavsic, a fellow hard-liner

who hates Milosevic for abandon-

ing the Bosnian Serb cause.

She fired Mladic on November

9. He refused to step down. His

aides blocked communications,

set up roadblocks, and temporarily

detained some civilians.

Mladic finally gave op last

week, after the parliament under

Plavsic's control demanded he be

prosecuted for insubordination.

Yet he is still holed up in a
mnimtain chalet connected to a

well-guarded military compound
in Han Pijesak, 32 kilometers east

of the Bosnian Serb political cen-

ter of Pale.

When the new commander, Gen.

Pero Colic, attended a military

meeting chaired by US Gen.

William Crouch, commander of

NATO ground forces in Bosnia,

his deputy was a Mladic aide,

Gen. Zdravko Tolimir.

Mladic “has not gone from lav-

ing the amount of power feat he

had to having nothing.” said

Colvm Murphy, whose office

manages civilian aspects of peace.

“He still has considerable influ-

ence in reality, and in Serb

mythology.”
In the war, the Bosnian Serbs

had far greater firepower, most of

it from the Serb-dominated

Yugoslav army. With Mladic out,

that link is in question.

The Moslem-Croat federation

army, by contrast, is getting $400
million worth of training and
equipment from the US and mod-
erate Moslem nations.

The Bosnian Serbs have gotten

almost no foreign aid in tire year

since the Dayton accord was
signed, mainly because of their

intransigence on such issues as

handing over indicted war crimi-

nals.

Yet now that Mladic has been

fired, even tire Bosnian Serbs are

wondering if their politicians are

planning to turn him over go the

war crimes tribunal in exchange

for world approval and aid.

Bosnian Serb soldiers, forwhom
Mladic is still almost a mythical

folk hero, say they would find that

hard to accept. (AP)

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) -
Walter Smith spent nearly II

years in prison for two rapes that

DNA tests show he didn’t com-
mit. 'His plans upon his release

Friday were simple: a hot bath

and a lobster dinner.

Smith, who also was serving a

six- to 25-year sentence for an
unrelated armed robbery convic-

tion, always insisted he did not

commit the rapes, which
occurred during a series of
attacks in Columbus in 1984
and 1985.

The two victims had identified

Smith in lineups. He was sen-

tenced to a total of 78 to 190
years on convictions of rape, kid-

napping. aggravated burglary,

and robbery, entering the state's

prison system January' 27, 1-986.

Smith. 38, said he heard about
DNA tests in 1 987 from TV news
reports. He eventually persuaded

an attorney to help him obtain a
DNA test that showed he was not

the rapist, and the charges were
dismissed.

He said he has no hard feelings

toward the victims.

“I feel that they were victims of
the system as well,” he said. “But
I do have reservations for the

prosecution. I felt they did things

that weren’t fair. They cared
more about a conviction than the

truth."

Prison spokeswoman Carol
Canode said Smith, who will live

with relatives in Columbus, was
a good inmate. “He caused no
problems and was a good work-
er.” she said.

Zaireans at a loss as world
abandons drifting state

WITH the outside world reluctant

to step in to rescue Zaire from col-

lapse, its 40 million people are

beginning to look inward fora solu-

tion to the escalating crisis triggered

by the Tutsi rebellion in the east

“The international community
no longer has any interest in either

preserving Zaire as a state or see-

ing it break up,” a senior military

aide to President Mobutu Sese

Seko told Reuters.

“We have to find a Zairean solu-

tion to our problems. What can we
expect from countries such as
America? America has watched
even its closest African, partners?

such as Liberia;' fall apart/*- 'he

said. Mobutu. Zaire’s president

for 31 years, is in southern France
convalescing after cancer surgery.

His return for some remains the

only hope that the country, rocked

by advances of Rwandan-backed
rebels who have seized large parts

of eastern Zaire since October,

will ride out the crisis in one piece.

“It would have a significant psy-

chological impact on the demoral-
ized army, and would enable key
decisions, to be made which
Mobutu cannot make while he is

away on foreign territory,” a
senior government official said.

But after numerous premature
declarations announcing his immi-
nent return, many Zaireans have
stopped believing their all-power-

ful president is well enough, after

WILLIAM WALLIS
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more than three months' treatment

for cancer, to pay even a visit back
home. -

During his rale Mobutu, 66, has

gathered almost all the state pow-
ers in his own hands, becoming in

the process one ofAfrica's wealth-
iest and most absolute raters.

But in (be last six years, the

country has been opened up to

multiparty democracy and
Mobutu’s constitutional powers
have on • paper been whittled

away. The economy has continued

a 20-year nosedive and, wife-fee

state bankrupt, many of the

provinces have become virtually

autonomous.
Mobutu supporters say he has

juggled the immensely complex
regional and ethnic tensions of his

country with guile and cunning,
and against all odds has forged a
national identity out of a huge
mass of hostile and opposing
tribes.

But even they admit a paradox
in bis legacy: The one man who
says he holds Zaire together is also

the one man who has played the
most powerful part in its spectacu-

lar decline.

“How can you call the man who
created the Zairean army, die one
man who is holding Zaire in one
piece?” one Western diplomat

asked on Friday.

Zaire’s army, unpaid, unfed, and
trained to serve the interest of a

corrupt elite, has proved unable to

withstand the rebel onslaught in

the east.

In recent weeks, town after town

has fallen to tire rebels, whose
leader Laurent Kabila says be is

fighting to overthrow Mobutu.
The combination of the rebel

advance and Mobutu’s illness, has

put a huge question mark over

Zaire's political future, which in

theory was destined to be settled

in the country’s first multiparty

elections next May.
Although many Zaireans would

like to see the page turned on the

Mobutu years, few of them know
ofa leader capable ofreuniting the

increasingly fractured state as he
has.

Etienne Tshisekedi, Mobutu's
main opponent in the radical
opposition, is popular among his
own Baluba ethnic group and the
downtrodden inhabitants of the
capital, but has many enemies.
“Tshisekedi has' many support-

ers, but Zaire needs a military man
in charge if it is to hold together
when Mobutu goes,” an officer in
the Zairean army said.

But even from within the politi-

cal and mflitaiy family spawned
by Mobutu’s own patronage sys-
tem analysts say there is no obvi-
ous successor in sight. (Reuter)

US Supreme Court’s decision on Internet free speech issue will be momentous
WASHINGTON (AP) - The con-

tours of free speech in the 21 st cen-

tury - and children’s access to smut
- could be shaped next year, as the

Supreme Court decides the US
government’s power to regulate

indecency on the Internet.

The nation's highest court will

review a ruling feat has blocked

enforcement of the Communications
Decency Act. Congress’ first attempt

to regulate the freewheeling global

computer network.

The case will be argued before the

justices in March, and a decision is

expected by July.

A three-judge federal court in

Philadelphia ruled earlier this year

that the law would deny adults then-

rightful access to sexual material

that may be inappropriate for chil-

dren.

The law also was struck down by
a three-judge panel in New York.

“This is a really important case

that decides freedom to speak and
freedom to read for the next centu-

ry,” said Danny Weitzner of fee

Washington-based Center for

Democracy and Technology.

.“Unquestionably, we need
Supreme Court guidance on these

issues,” he said. “We have to win it.

Just winning in Philadelphia isn’t

winning. It’s not enough until fee

Supreme Court speaks.”

Marc Rotenberg, of fee

Electronic Privacy' Information

Center, another advocacy group in

Washington, agreed. “This is fee

most important First Amendment
case to go to fee Supreme Court in

30 years,” be said.

The Hist Amendment of fee U.S.
Constitution guarantees freedom of
speech and the press, among other

basic rights.

Stefan Presser. of fee American
Civil Liberties Union of
Pennsylvania, said his organization

would have been happier if fee jus-

tices had simply upheld fee three-

judge court’s ruling. But, he added,
“I think there’s almost no question

feat the court will rule in our favor.”

But Sens. James Exon, a

Nebraska Democrat, and Dan
Coals, an Indiana Republican, who
co-sponsored die legislation, said

they hope the high court will rein-

state the law

.

- “The Decency Act was written to

shield children from pornography
without infringing on the First

Amendment rights of adults,” Exon
said. “Iam hopeful that the Supreme
Court, relying on its own previous

rulings in this area, wQl agree feat

the Decency Act is consistent wife
the Constitution.”

CITY OF HOPE:
Jerusalem from Biblical to Modern Times

THE PALESTINIANS BETWEEN
TERRORISM AND STATEHOOD. .

.

This handsome history and pictorial album offers a multi-faceted

account of Jerusalem, tracing the sequence of events, and
featuring famous personalities, archeology, spiritual trends, and
more.

Thirteen chapters cover Herod’s Jerusalem, the late Roman,
Christian and Muslim periods, and divided and united Jerusalem.
Produced by Yad Ben-Zvi, the pre-eminent Israeli institute

researching the history of the land of Israel, this volume contains
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Coats said' “This bill was passed
overwhelmingly with the strong
support of Democrats and
Republicans, conservatives and lib-

erals. It is my strong hope that the
court will underscore the strengths
of the bill in its ruling.”

A spokesman for computer soft-

wear giant Microsoft Corp.. Mark
Murray, said: “We support thought-
ful efforts to ensure that children and
other users are not exposed to objec-
tionable material. But Microsoft
believes that technology canprovide
a much more effective safeguard
without restricting fee free flow of
ideas and opinions an fee Internet"
While difficult to estimate

because of its rapid growth, the

Internet is thought to connect more
than 9.4 million computers in

homes and businesses worldwide -
60 percent of them in the United
States.

Clinton administration lawyers
told fee Supreme Court feat fee
Philadelphia ruling “imperils die
government’s ability to protect chil-
dren from ... sexually explicit mate-
rial feat is now widely disseminated
on the Internet.”

Some of feat material may be
deemed indecent, but not legally
obscene, and therefore is entitled to
constitutional protection.

The Communications Decency
Act makes it a crime to make “inde-
cent" or “patently offensive”
words or pictures available on line
where children can find them.
Violators could get up to two years
in prison aid a $250,000 fine.
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'-nili pepper drug
eases chronic pain

JUDY SlEGEL-ITZKffl/irH

C HILI peppers are more than
a sinus-clearing condiment
Capsaicin (pronounced

capAAYsm) the active ingredient
found in the red-hot peppers and
other members of the capsicum
(Greek for “to bite”) plant family
is the basis of a new drug that
relieves the chronic pain of
rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthri-
tis, diabetic neuropathy and post-
herpetic neuralgia.

The skin ointment Zostrix, and
the more concentrated form Zostrix
HP. have just been registered by die
Health Ministry as over-the-
counter medications. Jerusalem’s
JSafa Laboratories are producing
diem under a cooperation agree-
ment with the American pharma-
ceutical company Gendenn. They
previously received approval from
the US Food and Drug
Administration and are on m
the US, Canada and Britain.

“Chili peppers were used hun-
dreds of years ago by Indians in

Central and South America to
relieve pain when nibbed onto the
skin," says Anat Savyon, products
manager for Rafa. “It was appar-
ently a pharmacological agent
thousands of years ago. In the

1930s, scientists started to study
capsaicin in the lab. and it was
found to be very effective in
relieving pain caused by certain

chronic illnesses. Capsaicin is a
naturally occurring alkyl vanilly-

1amine that affects the synthesis,

storage, transport and release of
•“substance P** (SP), .a neuropep-
tidcractive.agent,in sensory nerves
called C fibers.

Zostrix is produced in Rafa's

Har Hotzvim factory from chili

peppers imported from the US.
The capsaicin undergoes a 1,000-

fold purification process, turning

it into a white crystalline sub-

stance. This gives the drug a pow-
erful effect, causing the depletion

of substance P from sensory neu-

rons that transmit pain.

Dr. David Niv of Ichilov

Hospital’s pain clinic and Dr. Itai

Gur-Arye of Boston's Beth Israel

Hospital have conducted clinical

studies of capsaicin, which were

reported on in the March 1 5 issue

of Harefuah , the journal of the

Israel Medical Association. They
found that the capsaicin induces

the release of substance P and

desensitizes neurons to painful

stimuli. The depletion of sub-

stance P inhibits the inflammatory

process in peripheral tissues and

inhibits pain transmission in the

central nervous system.

But the drug is not for all types

of pain. Although some doctors

have found that capsaicin can

relieve some migraine headaches,

the ointment has been designated

by the ministry for a number of

specific problems that it has been

proven to relieve. The less-con-

centrated Zostrix is highly effec-

tive for relieving pain and joint

tenderness in osteoarthritis

patients and those with rheuma-
toid arthritis of the knee.
Zostrix HP (high potency),

which has three times the concen-
tration of capsaicin as Zostrix, is

meant for diabetics with pain
resulting from neuropathy.
Double-blind clinical trials found
that patients using the drug
enjoyed a notable improvement in
their ability to perform routine
daily activities. In addition, it

relieves neuralgia pain in patients
suffering from herpes zoster.

Although anyone can buy the
ointment in a pharmacy, without a
prescription, doctors who treat

rheumatological disorders and
diabetics have been well briefed to

ensure that h is used properly.
Three or four times a day, a small
amount of the ointment is rubbed
into the painful area until 'it is

absorbed. It must not be used on
open wounds or broken skin (thus

it can’t be used on bums patients).

The hands must be washed care-
fully with soap to prevent it from
getting into the eyes.

According to Savyon, pain relief

appears gradually over a number
of days or even a few- weeks. Ifno
relief is felt in four weeks, the
patient should consult with his
doctor. The maximum effect is

realized after six weeks, and it

must be used on a long-term basis;

if treatment is halted, the pain
returns. It can be used by children

as well, but with supervision, to

ensure that they don’t get the oint-

ment into their: eyes onemouth.. . ..

Fortunately,.since Zostrix causes:,

no known conflicts with" other-
drugs and no side effects except a-

possible initial sensation of burn-
ing, die medication can be taken
over a long period. If the burning
sensation, which disappears foe

longer one uses it, causes foe

patient discomfort, he can ask his

doctor for a mild local anesthetic

ointment to deal with this problem.

Taking a hot bath soon before or

after treatment is not recommend-
ed, because it opens the pores and
can increase foe burning sensation.

Rafa says that, to be effective, the

ointment should be used no less

than three or four times a day.

Zostrix sells forNTS 36 per tube,

and Zostrix HP for NIS 70.80. It

has not yet been registered by the

health funds for subsidized supply

to patients, but Savyon says nego-

tiations are soon to be concluded

with Kupat Holim Meuhedet and

the others are sure to follow.

Niv and Gur-Arye suggest that

in the future, the number of med-
ical indications for use of Zostrix

will be expanded when proven

effective for these as well.

Savyon concludes the market for

the drug is huge, as 500,000 pre-

scriptions for Jess-effective relief

for pain due to the above-men-

tioned disorders are written out in

Israel each year. “I don’t expect

that all of these patients will buy

Zostrix, hut many of them wilL”

Beware, contagious animals!
JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOV1CH

DOGS are man's best

friends, cats arc huggable.

and chickens, cows and
sheep are irreplaceable. But these

animals, and many others, can
pas on diseases to man. and sci-

entists must be one step ahead to

prevent them from causing large-

scale mortality and morbidity.
"

Long-standing diseases spread

by animals, and a number of
newly discovered ones, were dis-

cussed at the recent First
International Conference on
Emergency Zoonoses, held at

Jerusalem's Holiday Inn. The five-

day conference was co-sponsored

by the Israel Center for Disease
Control and the US Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention in

Atlanta. It attracted 150 physi-
cians, veterinarians, and public
health officials from 14 countries.

Although experts from Arab coun-
tries were invited, only a few from
the Palestinian Authority attended.

This is unfortunate, as these dis-

eases do not stop at geopolitical

borders.

There are about 250 known
zoonoses (diseases spread by ani-

mals to man), according to Dr.

Silvio Pitlik, head of the Internal

Medicine C Department at the

Rabin Medical Center-Beilinson

Campus. Pidik was chairman of
the conference's local organizing

committee and recently elected

chairman of the Israel Society for

Infectious Diseases. The confer-

ence - the fust to bring MDs and
vets together - was so successful

that a second conference has been
scheduled for Europe in 1998.
Pitlik said Israeli experts in

zoonoses would be happy to see’

greater cooperation with col-

leagues from neighboring coun-
tries.

Rabies, which hit the headlines

recently because a soldier is sus-

pected of having contracted it

from a bite by an animal in his

tent, is one of the best-known

zoonoses. But there are others

even more frequently in the news,

including AIDS (which was
believed to originate in African

monkeys), salmonella (from live-

stock and poultry, which can cause

potentially serious gastroentero-

logical infections), brucellosis

(caused by foe eating of unpas-

teurized dairy products), bovine

spongiform encephalosis (“mad
cow disease”) and Lyme disease

(from ticks that are parasites of
deer).

While these have been known
for millennia, centuries or

decades, new zoonoses have

developed recently due to environ-

mental changes, such as deforesta-

tion, the spread of urbanization

that brings animals into closer

contact with humans, and industri-

alization of animal production,

Pitlik explains. Animals, it seems,
can get a few diseases from
humans, such as monkeys in a zoo
catching herpes, but in most cases,

the transfer is in one direction

only. At risk are not only the pub-
lic at large, but also farmers, vets,

lab workers and health-care

staffers.

One new zoonosis, caused by
the lyssavirus and coming from
the rabies family of diseases, was
reported for the’ first time ever in

Australia about two weeks ago. A
woman died of the disease.

According to Keith Murray of the

New South Wales department of

agriculture, the virus is carried by
four species of fruit bats called

“flying foxes.” Since its identifi-

cation in the bats last May, it has
been provisionally called

“Australia bat virus.” .

Zoonoses can spread from ani-

mal to man by direct contact (bites

or saliva), eating the animal,

drinking infected water, vectors

(bites by animals carrying the

microbe), and even by breathing

in the air they expelled. In fact,

influenza - the bane of most of the

Man’s best friend and other animals can also be a health risk. Sometimes we pass a disease on to
animate, but mostly the infections come the other way.

world in the winter season -

derives from animals, specifically

the raising in close quarters of
ducks and pigs. “The ducks cany
the virus and the pigs transmit it to

pig farmers. This leads to the

world endemic of new strains all

the time.” Pitlik disclosed.

Dr. Amon Shims'nony. head of
the Agriculture Ministry 's veteri-

nary services and animal health

department, noted that 15

zoonoses are officially reportable

by veterinary officers to medical

officers. These include anthrax,

brucellosis, bovine cvsticercosis,

erysipelas, canine leishmaniasis,

leptospirosis, Q fever, listeriosis,

psittacosis, rabies, trichinosis, cai-

rnonellosis and bovine and avian

tuberculosis.

Lecturing on rabies. Dr.

George Baer of Mexico said that

Australia and Japan are free of

the fatal disease, while Europe is

almost free of canine rabies and

is eliminating rabies spread by

foxes with oral vaccination pm
on bait. It is endemic in many
countries of Africa and Asia and

is spread in North America main-

ly by skunks and raccoons. Tests

of oral rabies vaccine left on bait

by the Nature Reserves

Authority and the Veterinary

Services have proved very effec-

tive in preventing wild animals

from contracting the disease,

while at the same time causing

no harm to non-target animals. A
surprising number of rabies

cases has been reported among
Israeli cows, but fortunately they

don't usually bite.

Dr. Andrew Margileth of the

Mercer University School of

Medicine in South Carolina
reported on cai-scratch disease,
which can cause lesions on the
skin and inflamed lymph nodes,
and. less rarely, severe complica-
tions. D.M.H. Joynson of the

Public Health Laboratory in

Swansea, Wales, spoke about the

risk cf toxoplasma, a parasite that

can infect any warm-blooded ani-

mal and is found throughout the

world. It is most dangerous in

pregnant women and can cause
severe infections and even death
in fetuses.

Pitlik maintained that pharma-
ceutical companies have not spent

enough money and effort on com-
bating zoonoses, and that public-

health officials, physicians and
vets must constantly keep their

fingers on the pulse to fight these

animal-borne diseases.

Respiration monitors trigger false alarms
HEALTH SCAN

POST HEALTH REPORTER

PARENTS who attach respi-

ration monitors to their

infants’ beds to avoid crib

death.are well-meaning, but they

cDold-be. inviting trouble, accord-

ing to ;a- Haifa ' pediatrician.

Ptofessor Michael Yaflfe of Bnei
Zion Hospital notes that in the

past year, there has been an
increasing number of parents
arriving after dark at foe emer-
gency room with a baby whose
breathing monitor sounded off. In

almost all cases, these were false

alarms, and after many expensive

and sometimes invasive tests, the

babies were found to be perfectly

healthy.

This obviously interferes with

the proper functioning of foe

emergency room, but Yaffe is con-
cerned about a dangerous side to

tins phenomenon and not just foe

nuisance. Putting the baby to sleep

in the prone position (on their

stomach) is one of the risk factors

for sudden infant death syndrome.

They should instead be on their

back or side when put to sleep.

Parents who buy the widely adver-

tised, expensive monitors often

put their babies to sleep in the

prone position. Unwilling to

believe the medically confirmed
fact that this increases foe risk, the

parents are certain that if anything
happens, the monitor will ring and
get the baby to start breathing

Yaffe claims that many of the

commercial devices sold are not

reliable, and that there is no reason

for anyone with a healthy infant to

purchase one. American and
European pediatrics societies have
officially declared this, the Bnei
Zion doctor says. Special moni-
tors with sensors for pulse rather

than just respiration rates are rec-

ommended only for a minority of
infants, especially those with a

sibling who was a victim of crib

death or those suffering from res-

piratory problems.

DIABETES ADVANCES

The Health Ministry is expected

soon to approve the under-skin

implantation in diabetic adults and
children of tiny devices to deter-

mine their blood-sugar levels and
eventually to replace the need to

prick their finger for a blood test

several times a day.

This was disclosed at the recent

Israel Diabetes Association con-

ference by Dr. Yoram Palti of the

Haifa Technion, who hopes to

carry out clinical trials of these

tiny devices, which have already

been tested on lab animals. The
two-year study is based on the

idea that every cell in the body
produces electrical signals that

can give a picture of foe insulin

and sugar levels in the blood. This

“natural sensor" will be tapped by
inserting a tiny pacemaker Thai

sends electrical signals through
foe cells in the form of pulses. The
beat of the pulses is in proportion

to the level of sugar surrounding

the beta islets.

The sensor will be implanted

painlessly at foe depth of a mil-

limeter into the skin and not inter-

fere with everyday life. If the

Wood-sugar level falls dangerous-
ly low, the sensor will warn the

patient to eat, with either a sound
or vibrations. If the device works
well, the sensor could eventually

be implanted together with an
insulin pump that will translate the

information about the body's
blood-sugar level into electronic

instructions “understood” by the

pump. This would prevent diabet-

ics from reaching a condition of
hypoglycemia, Palti said.

Meanwhile, recent studies have
shown that feeding cow's milk to

babies significantly increases the

risk of their developing juvenile-

onset diabetes, compared to

breast-fed infants. Professor
Moshe Karp, director of the

endocrinology department at the

Schneider Children's Medical
Center in Petah Tflcva, reported at

the conference that mother’s milk

offers substantial protection

against Type I diabetes.

Children who develop diabetes

have a genetic predisposition to the

disease that they live with for sev-

eral years, until some trigger

appears that causes the insulin-pro-

ducing beta cells in the pancreas to

self-destruct. When foe actual
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Respiration monitors can lead to needless hospital tests. iSclingen

symptoms appear - thirst, dry

mouth, weight loss and overpro-

duction of urine - about 80% of
beta cells are already useless.

Young children who have a close

relative suffering from Type I dia-

betes can undergo special tests;

doctors theorize that if found pos-

itive, such children could avoid

the disease altogether or delay its

onset if they receive preventive

insulin injections. Karp noted

clinical studies with half of such

children getting insulin and the

other half getting a placebo, are

being carried out abroad, but the

Health Ministry has not approved

such research here.

GYNECOLOGISTS AGAINST
VIOLENCE

The International Federation of

Gynecology and Obstetrics

(FIGO) has decried violence

against women and urged gyne-
cologists to be on the lookout for

its victims among their patients.

Prof. Joseph Schenker. chairman

ofFIGO*s committee on the ethics

of human reproduction, said the

doctor should diagnose the possi-

bility of injuries caused by vio-

lence. while at the same time “tak-

ing into consideration the impor-

tance of privacy to prevent future

harm to the woman.”

For bedtime singers, try a little yoga
Rx FOR READERS

POST HEALTH REPORTER

husband talks in his sleep,

netimes he gives instructions

jis staff, or lets out a political

de, or sometimes offers help

fits children. The other night

sang a song (in tune). This

inds amusing, but for the

nan who, shares his bed, this is

joke. He sleeps well but awak-

me so thoroughly that the

y way l can have afull

•p is by putting a thick wall

ween us. He doesn't want to

s pills, even ifthey would help.

,

ike grounds thatthey could be

'ictive. Ihave thought of alter-

ive medicine, but don't know

tm to approach. What can be

e? RJ*. Haifa.

rof. Peretz Lavie. dean of the

fa Technion's medical school

head ofits sleep labs,
replies:

'e have had many cases like

talking during sleep is as

imon among women as among

i Your husband really must

id a niffot at a sleep lab so the

jlem can be studied. Talking m
s sleep is almost always due to

eat deal of tension. If he won t

• half a Valium pDl before

,o ro bed - which should help

*1
] recommend relaxation

tniques while he's awake,

re are a number of such tech-

niques, from biofeedback to yoga.

My mother always tells me not

to drink during a meal because

she says it dilutes the amount of

acids in the stomach that are

needed for digestion. I love to

drink water orjuice with meals.

Is there anything wrong with

that? ZJR^ Holon.

Dr. Ze'evJacobsohru head ofthe

gastroenterology department at

Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek

Hospital, comments:

You arc right, and your mother

is mistaken. Generally speaking,

in a healthy person, there is no

reason not to drink liquids during

(or even before) a meal. The

stomach produces the amount of

digestive acids that it needs, and

water will not significantly affect

this. The only possible problem is

that if you drink a great deal of

liquid before with your meal, your

stomach' will be overloaded or

bloated. Some people purposely

drink a lot before a meal .so they

won’t have much appetite and

lose weight, but this causes) bloat-

“riie stomach is easily able to

separate solid foods from liquids,

so a mixed meal does not pose

digestive problems. Liquids will

pass through an empty stomach

into {he small intestine in a matter

of mfnnt«R while the solid food

remains: liquids move somewhat

more slowly during the meaL By
the way, water is really the only

liquid that won 't stimulate the pro-

duction of digestive acids.

Caffeine and sweet drinks do.

lama 70-year-old healthy veg-

etarian. Is there any limit to the

amount of polyunsaturated and

monounsaturatedfat that a vege-

tarian am eat? R. Af-, Motza

.

Dorit Adler, head ofthe dietetic

service at Hadassah-Universixy

Hospital in Jerusalem’s Bin

Kerem, answers:

When one deals with types of

food, there is a limit to everything,

even if what yon eat is generally

beneficial in normal amounts.

Polyunsaturated fat is known to

reduce the level of “bad” choles-

terol (LDL) in foe blood, but it

also reduces foe level of “good”

cholesterol (HDL) which helps

protect against heart disease.

Excessive polyunsaturated fat

increases the production of oxy-

gen free radicals, which is con-

nected to foe development of heart

disease. . . .

The general recommendation is

that fats should comprise of no

more than 30 percent of one’s

daily caloric intake. Of that,

polyunsaturated fat should be no
more than 10% of that, animal

(including dairy product) fai no

more than 10% (and even better,

about 7%). and foe rest monoun-
samraied fat, as from olive and

canola oiL

If you eat a lot of one thing, you

naturally eat less of another, thus

vegetarians may be missing cer-

tain nutrients, depending on

whether they avoid milk products

and eggs as well. Ifyou are a strict

vegetarian, you may be short on

Vitamin B^ and calcium. Don't

be extreme.**

Rx: For Readers welcomes

queries from readers about med-

ical problems. Experts will answer

those wefind most interesting, and
replies will be printed in the

twice-monthly column on the

Health Page.Write Rx For

Readers, do Judy Siegel-

Itzkovich, The Jerusalem Post.

POB 81, Jerusalem 91000, fax it

to 02-5389527 or e-mail it to

jusie@jpost.co.il, giving your ini-

tials, age and place of residence.

Phoned-in queries will no! be

accepted.

With TONY LITTLE, your own certified PERSONAL TRAINER,

America's favorite morning television exercise star -

Start with just 5 minutes a day - you'll see results within 30 days

Exercise at your own rate - without jumping - in a choice ot 3 workouts:

(All rapes in English)

TARGET - FITNES5 (60 minutes...

Improve your overall physical fitness level

JP Price NIS 49.00

TARGET - THIGHS (length approx. 35 min.)

Strengthen the thighs and bottom while shaping your body

JP Price NIS 41.00

TARGET - STOMACH (length approx. 35 min.J

Strengthen stomach muscles while slimming your body shape

JP Price NIS 41.00

Cassettes feature a running clock; choose from 3 levels of skill portrayed

simultaneously with inset picture; includestips on eating wisely

3

JP SPECIAL: All three for NIS 119

To: jgggww.m The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000

Please send me the following video cassettes:

TARGET-FITNESS TARGET-THIGHS TARGET-STOMACH

I have enclosed my check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit

card details:

Visa OISC/MCD U Diners AmEx

CC No. ExP 10 No '

Nam e* —— Address ,— .——.

—
Hty Code

ORDER BY PHONE OR f-AX

02-G2-1 1 282
K;«x: 02-024 1212

Tel.(day). Signature
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Woman of consequence

T
HE appointment of Madeleine Albright to

replace Warren Christopher as US
Secretary of State promises, ai best, con-

tinuity of traditional Clinton presidency Middle
East policies. At worst, it may signal a measure
of indifference.

Parochial concerns aside, the appointment of
Albright is both excellent and well-deserved,

and a triumph not only for a woman, but for a

first generation American citizen who arrived in

the United States as a Czech refugee. It is that

east European connection that may define the

direction of Albright's foreign policy interests -

as the Russians quickly perceived yesterday

when unnamed Moscow officials thought their

government might find the tough new secretary

of state "troublesome," although officially the

government warmly welcomed her appoint-

ment. The Russians fear Albright may pursue
with vigor NATO's plans to expand eastwards,

the major irritant in their current dealings with

the West, and she may become a focus for east

European and Baltic states that remain wary of

their powerful neighbor and are keen to shelter

under the NATO umbrella.

As to the Middle East, Alright has shown lit-

tle interest in the endless complexities of the

region. She has well-established "Israel-friend-

ly" credentials and the praise for her appoint-

ment was certainly more enthusiastic from the

government than from the Palestinians. When
she began her term as UN representative,

Albright publicly stated that one of her aims

was to help get Israel out of its traditional isola-

tion in that Third World- dominated body. It can

fairly be said that she kept her promise, even if

heavily aided by the end of the Cold War and

the start of the Oslo peace process.

Given her own lack of interest in die region,

the level of American involvement in Bill

Clinton’s final term undoubtedly will be direct-

ed by the president When Christopher was
appointed, pundits declared that he would prob-

ably be Mr. Foreign Policy, since Clinton was

tie-affected by changing faces in Washington
and, in any case, as this newspapers diplomatic
correspondent pointed out Friday: "Israel's track

record in predicting the friendliness of secre-

taries of state has been poor; recall the dour pre-

dictions about Geoige Schultz and Warren
Christopher."

What does change is the emphasis the US
gives to various facets of that policy. Israeli

governments may sometimes be irritated when
Washington strongly attacks settlement policy

for example, but US opinion on most such

issues is long-established and consistent

In that respect, the government may be some-
what premature in its warm welcome for

Albright. If Clinton instructs her to give high

priority to the Middle East and if she tackles

the problems with her usual ferocious energy,

the Netanyahu government may find the

emphatic reiteration of some US policies more
than a little uncomfortable. However, the gov-

ernment can draw some comfort from the well-

known fact that Albright does not suffer fools

gladly and the rickety democratic structures and

double-talk of Yasser Arafat's administration

can also expect to attract her uncompromising

gimlet gaze.

Albright, the daughter of a Czech diplomat, is

renowned for railing against totalitarianism and

for staring down dictators. When Saddam
Hussein called her a snake, she promptly bought

herself a serpent collar-pin to wear at UN
Security Council sessions on Iraq.

. Clinton has a personal stake in the Oslo

peace process and has said he feels obliged to

the memory of the late Yitzhak Rabin, so this

concern may well be translated into instruc-

tions to Albright to push the Palestinian track

of the peace process forward. But it is hard at

this point to see her shuttling fruitlessly to and
'fro to Damascus as Christopher did, and as

long as the status quo remains peaceful,

Albright may calculate that until there is a

change of leadership in Syria it is best to leave

perceived as a domestic president." It proved a * it 'at that and hot Waste’ her valuable time on a

false prediction, for the president' has demon-
strated both great interest and considerable

skills in the management of foreign policy. A
mention of US policy on Bosnia, Haiti,

Northern Ireland, or the Middle East, immedi-
ately brings Clinton, not Christopher, to mind.

In reality, US policy on die Middle East is lit-

raan who could not even come to a deal with

Rabin and Shimon Peres. On the other hand, if

she focuses on the Palestinian track, there is

little doubt both Arafat and Netanyahu will

feel the heat.

Albright is not a person who has much time

for idleness and shilly-shallying.

Europe's future

THE French, as usual, chose to be the odd
ones out this week in blasting Ireland's

skillfully drafted provisional European

Union treaty as weak and mediocre.

The Gallic outburst of criticism from the

French foreign minister is not unexpected from

a country that has never shown itself very

empathetic to Anglo-Saxon sensibilities - in

fact it sometimes seems the French do not

believe Anglo Saxons possess sensibility. The
document is skillful because, unlike the French,

the Celtic Irish chose to treat the sensibilities of

their old enemy Britain with great delicacy,

thus ensuring the document will- not cause an

explosion of arguments and accusation when it

is presented to the important EU summit next

week.

As current president of the EU, the tricky

chore of proposing ways to update the

Maastricht Treaty fell to Ireland, and the deft-

ness of the result was proved by Britain feeling

it was able to accept the draft while being

unhappy about some of its provisions. As the

most Euro-skeptical member of tire EU, Britain

could easily have been isolated again in another

big row over the future of the union to add to

those already raging over the single currency

and Mad Cow Disease.

The Irish draft does contain provisions Britain

totally opposes, such as the proposal to lift bor-

der controls across the bloc. Yet it avoids some
of the most contentious issues, such as whether

to weaken a country's right to veto EU legisla-

tion, how many European commissioners there

should be when new members join the EU, and
how to permit "flexibility" - the term for allow-

ing some countries to integrate faster than oth-

ers. It was the absence of these provisions that

triggered the French into declaring the whole
document "weak."

However, it all too often appears that the

French definition of strength is similar to that of

the school bully. Nothing will be gained for the

EU from again grinding Britain's face into the

playground. In this sense, Ireland has shown
greater concern for the interests of its ancient

enemy than France ever does for its supposed
ally. This is the right spirit for a new Europe.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
EZER MIZION

Sir, - As an avid follower of
Greer Fay Cashman's column, I

was very happy to see, in your issue
of November 20, that Grapevine
has been expanded to Wednesday
as well. Her recounting of the
evening at Rebbitzen Lau for the

benefit of Ezer Mizion was very
poignant I personally know the far-

reaching radius of Ezer Mizion's

dedication to the sick and the needy,

through its 16 national branches.
- 1 hope and pray that volunteerism
will really unite us towards a
healthier country.

DENA MILLER
Jerusalem.

Sir. - The phone hasn't stopped

ringing since Greer Fay Cashman's

article of November 20 hit the press.

The organization and I personally

woe very touched by her flowing

expression of what Ezer Mizion does

for mankind. Had I made a press

release, I neverwould have been able

to write it as well as shedid By your
bringing Ezer Mizion to the attention

of the public, she did the mitzva of

genulai hasadim.

I hope and pray that, as Mrs.

Weizman said, "helping others

will bring us closer to unite the

Jewish people."

BINYAMINA SHERMAN
(BENJIE)

Jerusalem.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO CANCER
Sir, - 1 think we would all agree

with Dr. Anthony S. Luder
(Letters, November 22) that any

so-called practitioner of medicine

who offers futile treatment and
attendant false hope to a victim of

a fatal ailment is acting unethical-

ly if and when this offering dis-

courages the patient from pmsuing
a more promising, scientifically

documented approach.

A number of studies have been

published that compare survivals

of cancer patients with and with-

out dietary approaches. For
example, the Journal of the

American College of Nutrition

(Volume 12, pages 209-226.
1993) reports a study of 1,467
victims of pancreatic cancer, one
of the fastest acting (and there-
fore most easily studied) of the

“incurable” cancers. Less than 10
percent (142/1,467) were alive

one year after diagnosis, and
none survived for two years or
longer with conventional treat-
ment By contrast, of 23 patients
who adopted an “at least modcr-
me degree of dietary modifica-
tion," 40 percent were still alive

.

after two years. Four patients
who continued a strict macrobiot-
ic diet for many years (up to nine
years at the time of the study)
remained in good health for as
long as they maintained the diet

m£>

As every child knows
THE hair-raising thing about

the 1994 Ministry of
Education report recently

publicized is not that 37 percent

of Jewish school pupils said they

hated Arabs.

Much more disturbing was the

chilling statistic that two-thirds of

them said they thought Israeli

Arab citizens should not have the

same rights as Jews.

Jews have been fighting Arabs
for over 50 years in this part of
the world. It’s not really mind-
boggling that “Arabs" should fig-

ure as the enemy in Israeli chil-

dren’s minds, just as millions of
other children have traditionally

played games against Huns,
Boches, Russkies and Japs, not to

mention cowboys and Indians.

Arab armies, terrorists and
guerrilla fighters have been and
may still be die enemies of Israel.

You can't really expect adoles-

cents mentally preparing them-
selves for the army not to dehu-

manize the enemy.
However, as far as I know,

Israeli non-Jewish citizens are not
the enemy.

It is 30 years since military gov-

ernment imposed by David Ben-
Gurion on parts of Galilee follow-

ing the War of Independence was
dissolved. The vast majority of
Israeli Arabs are hardworking,
loyal and productive citizens.

What's more, according to the

Declaration of Independence all

citizens, regardless of religious

and ethnic affiliation, have equal
rights.

However, as every child knows,
this is not exactly the case.

We are of course very far from
the former South Africa’s policy

of apartheid - but you try being

an Arab student looking to rent a
room in Jerusalem. Even worse,

see what happens to you if "you

have the gall to date a Jewish girL

We don’t have officially sepa-

rate neighborhoods but how many
Moslem families moved into

Ramot Eshkol recently? We don't

have the Bantu Education Act
either, but how come nearly all

Arab schools are far inferior to

those in the Jewish sector?

Most Israeli parents know that

we live in a separate, but not

exactly equal, society. They know
that their children are motivated

to Iearn English because that’s

what you need if you want to get

ahead in life.

Very few Jewish parents are

pressuring their highschool chil-

dren to brush up their Arabic and
not many of them shell out exor-

SUSAN BELLOS

bitant sums of money for private

lessons in the subject

Israeli Jewish parents also know
that their children rarely go to

ballet classes, basketball, comput-
et clubs, snappling or swimming
with Moslem or Christian kids.

Nor are many Jewish and
Moslem mums griping together

about problems with their daugh-
ters-in-law, or lamenting to each

other about how hard it is when a
child leaves home to study in a

foreign land.

This is because, as every child

Jews and Arabs

don't speak the

same languages and

dont live in the same
neighborhoods

knows, we don’t speak the same
languages and we don’t live in die

same neighborhoods.
'

J
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I HAVE a good friend who lives

in Abu Tot# Jerusalem, who once
.said: “I just wish I could wake up
one morning and they wouldn’t

be there. It’s not that I have any-
thing against the Arabs, it’s just

that I wish they were somewhere
else."

Unfortunately I don’t have any
good friends in Arab Abu Tor.

However, I wouldn’t be terribly

surprised if many equally nice

people there would also like the

Jews just to “go away” one fine

morning.

But for the time being at least,

unless we all want to indulge in a
little ethnic cleansing, this isn’t

going to happen. We are obliged
to live together whether we like,

love or even hate one another.

I don't think that we need many
more of those very well-inten-

tioned but fundamentally vapid
programs in “tolerance" or
“democracy."
Most people are vaguely

uncomfortable with abstractions
and with the implication that we
all ought to behave in a nicer or
more polite way, and then every-
thing would be all right.

You understand really why
some of those terribly rigorous
thinkers on the right start sneering
about “bleeding-heart" liberals

and pinkos. Many of us don’t

really want to be nice, but nearly

all of us want to survive. Tins

means living together in real and

practical ways rather than

mouthing high-falutin’ catch-

phrases.

A first and very obvious step —

even if would mean more work
for the security services - is

inducting all non-Jewish youth

into the army. It also means
putting many more Arab citizens

into die senior ranks of die civil

service, including the diplomatic

service.

It means providing parity in

social and municipal services in

Arab areas, and starting to build

mixed neighborhoods.

However, tomorrow’s voters

will not root for any of the above

if we persist in die kind of sepa-

ratist policies that have character-

ized Israel’s first 50 years.

Young Jews will never acquire

respect and understanding for

Arab people and Arab culture

unless Arabic is placed at least on
an equal footing with English in

die school system.

A great deal has been made of
pluralism in education in recent

years. While it may be fine and
dandy for children, or rather their

parents, to be offered a menu of
different types of religious

schools, Mizrahi-oriented
schools, music and art, and sci-

ence schools, it would be much
fairer if Arab citizens were also

offered equal access to some of
these facilities.

But it would make far more
sense just to open as many regular

schools as possible to both Arab
and Jewish pupils.

You can make very good argu-
ments' for why Jewish pupils

should study Bible and Tara sepa-

rately and why Moslem students

shoald study foe Koran separate-

ly. But what are the pedagogic
reasons for studying math, sci-

ence, English and geography sep-
arately?

Incidentally, I can think of one
or two very good pedagogic argu-
ments why both groups should
study each other’s culture and his-

tory.

Jewish schoolchildren can be
forgiven for imagining that Israeli

Moslem or Christian citizens are
not quite as human as the rest of
us.

I’m not sure ifthe rest of us can.

The writer is an education jour-
nalist.

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

These results are unheard of in

“conventional” medicine, where
the incidence of spontaneous
remission is said to be only one in

tens of thousands. They are all the

more remarkable given that many
of these 23 pancreatic cancer vic-

tims relaxed their adherence to

the alternative approach after as

little as several months.
A strict macrobiotic diet and

lifestyle offer only hope, not guar-

antees; though harmless, it

requires willpower and time, and
it is difficult in a society that all

but demands a fast pace. But, as

Dr. Luder says, “doctors have the

responsibility to tell foe truth to

their patients and society, even if

it hurts.” And foe truth is. Western

medicine (despite some progress

with certain cancers) still cannot

cure most inoperable cancer, and

the only hope for foe victims is

therefore in alternative approach-

es. Unfortunately, many distin-

guished oncologists are capable of
describing a cancer as “incurable

and universally fatal” in their own
published articles, and then

actively discourage its victims

who have put their trust in them
from pursuing alternative

approaches.

DAVID E1CHLER

Beersheba.

Capital

gains
YOSEF GOELL

T
WO recent surveys should

make us sit up. ‘One says

more and more secular

Jerusalemite families are moving

out of the city; foe other that a

slight majority of Israelis/favor

moving Israel’s capital from

Jerusalem to TelAviv. _

'While foe validity of foe sur-

veys may be questioned, they

clearly identify a dangerous trend

that flies in the face of foe

“national consensus over

Jerusalem as Israel’s eternal ,

undivided capitaL"

.

One of the mostindelible mem-
ories of foe Six Day War is David

Rubinger’s now-classic photo of

boyish, battle-stained Israeli para-

troopers standing awestruck in

front of foe Western Wall, which

they had just conquered. The bat-

tle communique of that day, “The
Temple Mount is in our bands"

struck a deep chord in the hearts

of all Israelis

No more. The vast majority of

secular Israelis haven’t visited

Jerusalem in years.

This was partly from fear of foe

intifada, but mainly because they

regard Jerusalem's Old City as a

haredi monopoly. And they will

have nothing to do with h.

That majority includes most
secular Jerusalemites, who have

shunned the Western Wall for

years, and probably nearly all

those awestruck paratroopers; for

unlike today there were nearly no
religions paratroopers then, cer-

tainly no haredi ones.

When the Jewish Quarter was
rebuilt in foe aftermath of foe Six

Day War many secular Israelis

and new immigrants from the

West went to live there, drawn by
its exoticism and by ancient

Jewish memories.
They have all since moved or

been driven out by religious

neighbors who insisted on turnmg
foe quarter into a religious ghetto.

The haredim who monopolized

the Wall haven't only harassed

the “Women of tbe WalL” They
previously besmirched soldiers

brought to the Wall far swearing-

in ceremonies because boy ami

girl soldiers dared lurid hands

there.

Football as it was meant to be played: Bob Mote (in the dirty shirt) returns a kickoff in the World
Mod Boid in North Conway, New Hampshire.

(AP)

IF THE Wall does indeed
“belong" to the baredhn no one

Jerusalem can

serve as a vital

unifying symbol only

if it speaks to the

hearts of ail Israelis

should be suqmsed if, when foe

crunch comes vis-a-vis foe

Palestinians and foe Moslem
world over Jerusalem, very many
Israelis easily sunender Israeli

demands on the Old City, with its

Temple Moont,Westem Whll and
Jewish Quarter.

If this sounds implausible, note

how ready most Israelis are to

give up all of Hebron, which in

their eyes is assod^edexclurive-

ly with religious fanatics intent

primarily on avenging the Arab

massacre of 1929-
Unifying symbols are crucial to

any nation t
all foe more one as

profoundly evocative to foe

Jewish people as Jerusalem.

Many pcoptefhavc forgotten,

however, how marginal

Jerusalem was to foe early Zionist

settlers because it was sizoxlarly

identified in their mhvfa with foe

“primitive" haredim of the Old

Yishov.

It was the openly agnostic

David Ben-Gurion who realized

that Jerusalem was a crucial uni-

fying national symbol and> insist-

ed on fighting fear it in 1948 at

tremendous sacrifice^ , often

against the advice of many of his

young generals.

He ordered the capital of the

nascent Israel transferred - there

from Tel Aviv in 1949 in foe free

of near-unanimous inr**r'IB,dninal

opposition.

Jerusalem's role as a -untying

symbol is even more important

today, when many of the common
bonds thaf hold us together as a

nation have flayed.

But it will serve as- such a syxn-.

bol only if it truly speaks to the

needs and feelings of alt Israelis. -

It should not be permitted to

turn into & copy of hedonistic Tel-

Aviv; equally it should not
become a clone of the East
European yeshiva and shtetii

worlds.

Jerusalem as a unifying symbol
— a comfortable place for Israelis

of all types — isworth fighting ffac -

Responsible leaders from foe

secular and National Religious
Zionist camps should sit down,
and work out mutuallyaccommo-
dating tradeoffs.

One such could be the Zaraesd
Committee’s trade off proposal
to close off Bar-Dan Street bn
Shabbar in exchange for permu-
ting Shabbai public transport in

nonreligious nejghbwhoods.

The writer comments on public
affairs.

\
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A plea for diversity
Give Secretary of State job to a woman
By Michael Kelly

Around here, we have been talking larely

about whom U.S. President Bill Clinton

.should pick as his new Secretary of State,

and by and large the conversation has been con-
.

ducted on a pretty elevated plane. Until now. By

[he time this is read, Clinton may have made his

:hoice. but regardless of that I would like to cake

[his opportunity to get on the record with a low,

id hominem assault against two fine men.

I'm violently opposed to the idea of Richard

Holbrooke as Secretary of State and only slightly

ess set against George Mitchell, and it is entirely

personal. I don’t care if they’re qualified. They rep-

-esent that which makes life in Washington hell.

They are archetypes of the Washington

Male. The Washington Male is the reason so

nanv Washington females have char drawn,

rained expression all the time. It comes from

laving dinner with Washington Males. I grew up

iere, and I have been going with mounting reluc-

ance to Washington dinner parties more or less

J1 my life, and at every cable I have ever sat at

here has been either a Holbrooke or a Mitchell.

}ne is louder than the other, but they’re both

tnbearable. There is nothing that arises in This

"own on which they do not have an opinion.

Lnd it is going to be an informed opinion. And it

;
going to be an informed opinion chat they have

ecendy shared with the president, or Ted

[oppel, or Bill Safire. And it is gping to be an •

iformed opinion expressed in ringing, plonking

anes. And it is very likely going to be a fatuous

lformed opinion rccendy shared, ringingly

xpressed. But there is not going to be any gun-

iving it, not unless you are prepared to spend

ie next two hours arguing the finer points of

aniela Hammons subtle influence on our policy

>ward Nagorno-Karabakh. There’s no kidding

DOUt it, either; the Washington Male has

jsolutely and profoundly no sense ofhumor.

And greater love hath no man than this.-

,at ofthe Washington Male for the Washington

lale. A really pure Washington Male can be

rong about everything he does and says for

rades without harboring a single twinge ofself-

>ubt. (RobertMcNamara was probably the pia-

,nic ideal here. You would think that a man who

id given the world the Edsel, flexible response

jd die war in Vietnam would stop to consider

hether he was really cut out for executive work,

jt no, onto the World Bank and to budding the

bt crisis.) Earlier this year, the playwright Anna

evere-Smith spent a couple ofmonths in

ashington observing the locals. The thing chat

ove all amazed her, she told me, was her discov-

ery of the habit the Washington Male has, when
reaching for a particularly bon mot, of literally

quoting himself. “You will be seated next to some

man at a dinner party— a reporter, usually—
and he will turn to you, and say, ‘As I said on

Brinkley yesterday,’ and then he will, honesdy,

repeat word for word what he did say on Brinkley

yesterday,” she marveled. “It’s the most astonish-

ing thing.” There are women in Washington who
have been listening to this son of thing every

night for 30 years. It’s a miracle the homicide rate

is as low as it is.

I’m violently opposed to the

idea ofRichard Holbrooke as

Secretary of State and only

slightly less set against

George Mitchell.... They rep-

resent that which makes life

in Washington hell. They are

archetypes of the Washington

Male.

Holbrooke is, in a very obvious way, the

perfect Washington Male. You couldn’t make him

up. I spent some time last summer trailing him

around Washington and Croatia for a story in

The New Yorker about his efforts to negotiate a

peace in Bosnia. Generally, the problem in this

kind ofrepotting is getting access to the person

you are writing about; People involved in sensi-

tive diplomatic missions tend to be waxy about

talking to the press. With Holbrooke, the prob-

lem was limiting the access. I would spend two or

three hours taping, say, Holbrooke on Milosevic,'

walk back to my hotel room and barely get my

shoes offbefore the phone rang with a call from

the State Department operator patching through

Holbrooke on Karadzic. He once called me in the

middle of the night to announce that he had

made space for me on his jet for a flight early the

next morning from Belgrade ro Sarajevo. But, I

said weakly, I was not in Belgrade. I was in

Washington, in bed. He was appalled. Well, he

said, the flight left in seven hours. Could I get to

Belgrade by then? Eventually, exhausredly, I wrote

a modest story that I thought was mosdy posi-

tive; it gave Holbrooke the credit he deserved for

the Dayton peace plan, such as it was. I don t

think Holbrooke liked it very much. A year later

he found a better biographer, himself- He wrote

up his own story and The New Yorker published

ir, at about the time the Nobel Committee was

deciding who should get the peace prize this year.

A few days after the magazine went on the stands.

The Nov Yorkers publicity deparrmenr got a

telephone call from Holbrooke’s office.

Ambassador Holbrooke, the caller said, would

like to know ifThe New Yorker had sent a copy

ofthe issue to every member of Congress.

Mitchell is a less obvious Washington Male

than Holbrooke. He is a lot quieter, for one

thing. But he is alike in the essentials. Where

Holbrooke has ostentatiously clawed and grap-

pled his way up the greasy pole, Mitchell has

more gendy floated ever higher, home on the

uplifting vapors of mediocrity rising to its natural

level. As Senare majority leader, he managed ro be

both rclendessly partisan and relendessly ineffec-

tive. He did at least as much as Newt Gingrich to

cost the Democrats Congress, and he was even

more sanctimonious abour it. Acrually, in a

choice between Holbrooke and Mitchell,

Holbrooke comes out ahead. He is at least skilled

at what he does (that is to say, he ft skilled at bul-

lying people, which is how he got the boys to sign

in Dayton, and he is skilled at leakingand spin-

ning to the press, which is how he made Dayton

look like Appomarrox). And he is naked in his

hungers, and there is something perversely

appealing abour that. Mitchell manages, like

McNamara, to augment a nearly total lack of

competence with a nearly total conviction that he

is perfeedy competent for anything. Holbrooke is

Kissinger without the wit: Mitchell is

Christopher without the suits. Holbrooke as

Secretary would mean thar The New York Times

would run ever)’ day a story detailing how, in the

words ofan unnamed senior administration offi-

cial, everyone in the administration except

Secretary Holbrooke was an utter buffoon.

Micchell would mean that the Times would run

every day a story explaining how. in the words of

an unnamed senior administration official, we

could do business with the Serbs, but not with

the Republicans.

So whar is called for is diversire. Give the

job to the candidate from the other gender.

Madeleine Albright has a lot of things going for

her. She is smart, she is not averse to the use of

force, she has been tough and right at the United

Nations, she can’t abide Boutros Boutros-Ghali,

and at rimes she is even funny. It is rrue that she

is a friend of Barbra Streisand, but its only a war-

ier of time before Richard Holbrooke and George

Mitchell are friends of Barbra Streisand, too.

Michael Kelly is a senior editor ofThe New
Republic, in which this anklefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic.

This story hus written before President Clinton appointed

Madeleine Albright as Secretary of State.

Should abortion be
punishable by death?

By Alan Dershowitz

The Delaware attorney general's announcement thar .he might
seek the death penalty in the infanticide cau: against a teen-

age couple has raised a perplexing dilemma for”some right-io-

life advocates. On my radio show recently. ! asked listeners whether
rhey support the death penalty for infanticide. A Considerable number
said yes. I noted that some of the strongest proponents of the death
penalre for infanticide were righr-ro-Iifc advocates. I then posed the

following question: Ifyou believe that infanticide warrants the death

penalre, must you nor also take the position that abortion a arranrs

the death penalre, because you believe thar there is no difference

between a ferns and a newly born infanrr

To my surprise, many ofmy listeners took the hait and argued

strongly in favor of the death penalre for women who have abortions,

especially lace-term abortions. I then extended mv challenge to cariv-

stage abortion and even the “morning-after pill." because many righc-

to-!ife advocates argue that life begins at the moment of conception.
.Again, some righr-to-life zealots stuck ro rheir guns and demanded
the death penalre even for women who took the morning-after pill.

Some advocated capital punishment for doctors who prescribe the

morning-after pill or perform abortions.

It is tempting to dismiss these extremist views as unrepresenta-

tive of the right-to-life movement. Surely they do not represent the

views of many mainstream Catholics and others who oppose both

abortion and capital punishment. But there are a surprising number
of Americans who oppose abortion and favor capital punishment, and
it was to those people whom I addressed mv challenge.

I was amazed to hear caller after caller take their “logic” to the

extreme of equating die punishment for infanticide and abortion. 1

expected to hear some callers aigue that both should be crimes, but

that killing a live human being who is outside his mother’s body and

independently viable is worse than terminating a pregnane.’. But the

ideology of rhe extremist right-to-life movement— that there is no

difference between a fetus and a born human being— has so capti-

vared the minds ofsome of its advocates that they seem incapable of

making rational distinctions. (The same can be said, by the way. of

some extremists in the “choice" movement who seem incapable of dis-

tinguishing between a womans right to terminate a pregnane)' during

the first month and having a late-term abortion of a viable fetus for

non-health-related reasons.)

Ifyou believe that infanticide warrants

the death penalty, must you not also take

the position that abortion warrants the

death penalty, because you believe that

there is no difference between a fetus and

a newly bom infant?

The truth is thac all life is a slippery slope. It begins at concep-

tion, becomes more complex during pregnane); more viable jusc

before birth, biologically independent of the morher at birth, more

developed in years ro come— only to begin its decline toward the

ocher end of the continuum where che “right to die” comes into play.

There are few clear lines ofdemarcation.

But the history ofcivilization is a history of line-drawing, arbi-

trary as the line must sometimes be in a given situation. One line

human beings have always recognized is birth. Thar line, too. is some-

what arbitrary, because a fetus in the moments before birth is much

doser to a live babv than ir is to a week-old fetus. But then again, a i

year-old is closer to an 18-year-old than to a 1 -rear-old. but we consid-

er the 1 7-vear-old a minor (for many purposes.! while rhe 1 8-year-old

can vote and engage in many other (bur not all) adult activities.

The line of actual birth is not a sharp one for another reason.

The law has generally recognized a distinction between a mother who

kills or abandons her child immediately after childbirth jnd a parent

who kills or abandons a 2-, 3-, 4- or 5-year-old. Infanticide is never

punished by deach and rarely by a long prison term. The law seems to

understand that many mothers suffer from posc-partum depression

after giving birth and chat the killing of a newborn is generally less cal-

culated chan the killing of an older child. The law also distinguishes

between criminals who kill their own children and criminals who kill

other peoples children, even though there is no good theoretical justi-

fication for such a distinction ifone focuses on the rights of the child.

Some religious absolutists have difficulties with these distinc-

tions. They argue that “a life is a life" and anyone who cakes a life

musr die. Because, for them, the “killing” of a week-old ferus and an

18-vear-old college student are morally indistinguishable, they

demand capital punishment for both. In doing so. rhey weaken rhe

right-to-life movement, because no rational legal system would ever

tolerate the death penalty for abortion. Nor should any rational sys-

tem accept execution as an appropriate punishment for a mother who

kills her infanr immediately after giving birth.

AlanM. Dershowitz is a professor oflaw at Harvard University His

newest hook is Reasonable Doubts [Simon C“Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate Inc.
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New Newt’s promise

is same old game
By Hanna Rosin

Newt Gingrich lumbered

toward the podium, stood

still for a momenc and

choked back tears, a dramatic

entrance that reporters writing

about the House speaker’s re-elec-

tion speech last week could not

resist noting. Humbled, weary, his

eyes somber, the speaker vowed he

was a changed man: “So we find

ourselves here with a Democratic

president and a Republican

Congress, and we have an absolute

moral obligation to make this sys-

tem work,” he swore. “Together,

we are in fact going to find com-

mon ground.” Gone was last years

“confrontation Congress.” It would

be replaced by what Gingrich

dubbed “The Implementation

Congress.”

Around the Capitol, iron

wills were melting, “It sounds like

message received,” said a stunned

Peter King, the GOP congressman

who only days earlier had been

calling for Gingrich to resign the

speakers seat. “Our problem was

with his tone, and he seems to have

changed that." The press purred.

“Bittersweet,” “poignant,” “wise,”

“chastened,” were the adjectives of

choice. “A kinder, gender

Gingrich,” one headline read.

The press ntizded-upgcwjhe
"

NewNeWt. perhap$out.ofjpujf for-

having pounded hint, or'becatlse

the story lends itselfso well to

cliches (Neutron Newt Suffers

Melrdown). But if they had

checked their archives, reporters

would have found that the New
Newt story is what they call a

hardy perennial— or more like a

quadrennial. Every few years, after

a long fit of unbridled ranting,

Gingrich disappears for a while,

then returns chastened, swearing he

is a new man, a tamed man, a man
ofbipartisan instincts. Then, in a

matter ofmonths, sometimes

weeks, the infernal machine starts

to crackle, first in Tourcttic out-

bursts, until it eventually erupts in

a grand explosion.

“At the risk ofdisappointing

those who were hoping for

grenades in the hails, bombs in the

Rotunda and mines ki the House,

let me stress chat the most impor-

tant fact about the whip election is

that it was not a narrow triumph of

ideological conservatives,”

Gingrich wrote in a Washington

Post op-ed in 1989, a week after he

was elected minority whip. If the

Democrats agreed, the new whip

declared himselfopen to “fair, hon-

est, bipartisanship.”

It took only a month for

Gingrich to let loose again, baying -

on the House floor about the

“degenerate” SpeakerJim Wright..

Even when Wright resigned, he

would not relent. During Wright’s

resignation speech, he kept his

hands jammed in his pockets, then

stormed out to holler at reporters

chat Wright had “insulted... every

decent person in this House.”

Later, he vowed: “I’m out to break

the Democratic machine."

Gingrich calmed down after

Thomas Foley was elected the new

Democratic speaker and publicly

called for a truce, “Geez, this guys

actually going to be fair,” he said

on Foleys first day. He praised the

new leadership as a “first-rate

team." On one of his zoo visits, he

declined to make donkey jokes,

calling it “part ofmy new biparti-

san approach.” (He was not jok-

ing:) “Ic will only dawn on us over

the next few months how different

this era. is,” he added solemnly.

Well, a few months passed,

and Hyde was back. At a press

breakfast, Gingrich pounded on

“eight to 1
0” Democratic congress-

men who should be investigated

for ethics violations. Then an aide

in his office leaked the infamous

“Foley— Out of the Liberal

Closet” memo, which compared

the speaker to his openly gay col-

league Barney Frank. Gingrich

called the memo “stupid” in pub-

lic, but, at a private Republican

National Committee meeting, he

was less contrite. “When you hear

somebody say ‘Lee’s fire Lee

Atwater,’" he began, referring ro

the consultant who drafted the

memo, “they aren’c any friends

of... the Republican Party.... They

are... left wingers,” he thundered.

“You’re going to see weird things

coming out of this city over the

next few years because you’re

watching the death throes of a

machine, and you’re watching its

power to. . . intimidate.”

Every few years, alter

a long fit of unbri-

dled ranting,

ears

—

^ioFa while, then

returns chastened,

swearing he is a new
man, a tamed man, a

man of bipartisan

instincts. Then, in a

matter ofmonths,

sometimes weeks, the

infernal machine

starts to crackle, first

in Tourettic out-

bursts, until it even-

, tually erupts in a

grand explosion.

The partem runs deeper.

“That was the old me,” began a

quote from Gingrich in a

Washington Post profile called

“abrasive point man talks ofchang-

ing his tone and tactics” that ran in

1985. “Abrasive, confrontational.

You’ll see a change now.” That was
in January. In April, Gingrich

forced a shurdown of the House
when Democrats seated their can-

didace in a disputed Indiana elec-

tion. Mocking the “bipartisan

buddy system,” he said: “Before I

came here the Democrats and

Republicans played golf, and the

Democrats came off the course and

. beat [their] brains out. Now
Republicans feel it is legitimate for

them to do the same.”

Gingrich is not the only

mossback going soft. This election

season, he-men of both parties

were taught by overactive pollsters

never, ever to offend the gende

ladies of the sensible center—
hence the content-free, scuffle-free

conventions. So they bite their

tongues, smile and spread biparti-

san goodwill. The Most Daring

Makeover Award goes to •

Congressman Dan Burton, the

new head of the House

Government Reform and

Oversight Committee, which will ,

investigate Travelgace, Huanggaie,

etc. Burton, you may remember, is

the one who insisted Vince Foster

was murdered, his body dumped in

a Virginia park. He once staged a

mock murder at his house, shoot-

ing a .38 through a fake head to see

how far the sound would cany.

Not even the most partisan

Republicans were thrilled to see

him take charge. So Burton sex

about convincing the press that he’s

a nice guy. “On the chair Burton is

very fair and as nonpartisan as pos-

sible,” says his spokesman, Kevin

Long. “Everyone he’s served with

on his committees on both sides of

the aisle has indicated he’s done a

very fair job, and they’ve enjoyed

it. Just ask them."

In memory ofGary Hart, 1

did. “You have to be kidding," said

one Democrat. “He’s like eke Bo

Gritz of the Hill.” Another firmed

about Burtons letter to Paul

Kanjorski accusing him ofsexual

harassment after the Pennsylvania

Democrat politely interrupted a

female lawyer questioning Craig

Livingston. The Republicans who

served with him were no kinder:

“He’s a junkyard dog,” one said.

“Its partisanship of the worst sort.”

Then there’s Henry^Gonzalez,

the Texas Democrat famous for

punching out men Cross him

.

(the last time was 1 6 years agt^
j

when he was 70). In the,Iasi ses-

sion, Gonzalez was die ranking

member of the Banking

Committee, but his wife’s Alness

and his age often kept him away. A
Democratic steering committee

recommended he step aside and

become leader “emeritus.”

Gonzalez resisted, but instead of

jabbing, he whimpered. “All I can

do is appeal to you,” he pleaded in

a speech that several members later

described as “poignant” and “mov-

ing." “I appeal to your sense ofjus-

tice and fairness.” He had Jesse

Jackson Jr. nominate him for sym-

bolic effect and promised to retire

next term. That did it. “We hugged

afterwards,” recalls John LaFalce,

the Democrar who would have

won the seat. “His staffhugged. I

feel magnificent today. 1 don’t want

Henry to suffer.”
- .

As it happens, the kindness is

also strategic. “We could get chal-

lenged by (Bruce) Vento next

term,” says spokesman Gary

Luczalu-^ut the kibosh is pretty

much on that one because ofhis

performance yesterday. It pays to

be nice.” Or at least to look like

you are. This year, that’s one thing

both sides actually do agree on.

Hanna Rosin is an associate editor of

The New Republic, in which this

articlefirst appeared.

© 1996, The New Republic.
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Rep. Archer to talk

tax cut with Clinton

By Robert Novak

R:

ep. Bill Archer, the top congressional tax-writer as chairman

of the House Ways and Means Committee, Is seeking a

one-on-one private meeting with President Bill Clinton to

m fM

see if they can carve out a 1997 deaL

Archer has signaled publicly that, in leading his powerful

committee, he is not sticking to Republican positions on either

taxes or Medicare. He will hot press his own national sales tax pro-

posal or Bob Dole’s 1 5 percent across-the-board income-tax cut.

Archer does want a broad-based cut in the capital-gains tax and is

willing to bargain with Clinton for this.

Along with other Republican leaders, Archer is adamantly

opposed to re-creating the L995 summit-style negotiations with

the president. According to congressional sources, he also doubts

that he can reach any significant agreement- with the top Democrat

on Ways and Means, Rep. Charles Rangel. Hence, Archer wants to

deal with Clinton.

Plight of inner-city black

poor is history repeated

Transportation backlash
„ Word out of the White House that Chicago DemocratWilliam

Daley might once again be passed over for secretary oftransportation

by President Clinton in the interest of racial diversity created a severe -

backlash and probably cemented Daley into the post.

• After it fust appeared Daley would get the'job, Clinton aides

floated the name of Federal Highway Administrator Rodney Slater,

an African American from Arkansas. Democratic politicians erupt-

ed, telling the White House that Slater’s appointment would insult

the powerful Daley family and particularly Bill Daley, who has loy-

ally performed many services for Clinton since his disappointment

four years ago. As a result, Daley seems assured of the

Transportation portfolio.

That complicates Clinton’s diversity problem in that Daley

would replace Hispanic-American Federico Pena. Chances of Rep.

Bill Richardson ofNew Mexico, a Hispanic, replacing Bruce

Babbitt as interior secretary were enhanced- Clinton also is search-

ing for a black or Hispanic businessman at Commerce.

By Nathan Giazer.

Undoubtedly the most widely reviewed

book on American social problems this

year, and the most widely reviewed

book by a sociologist in many decades, is

William J. Wilsons When Work Disappears

(Knopf). Understandably so: It deals with our

most painful domestic problem, the condition

of the inner-dey black poor. How such misery

• can exist in one ofthe richest countries in the

world is a question foreigners have long asked

embarrassed Americans. And it is a question to

which few have good answers.

Wilson navigates between the two

answers all sensible people try to escape: chat

this condition can be explained by the inverer-

ate racism of white Americans, or by some

basic inferiority of blacks, genetic or cultural.

Wilsons explanation, as we all know, is that

the manufacturing jobs that once sustained

poorly educated black Southern migrants have

left Chicago, the sire ofWilsons research.

There follow all the associated ills of the black

inner city.

But what if the premise is defective?

What if work has not disappeared? As if by

design, a book by another, much less feted

sociologist, published this year, confronts

Wilson directly— arguing that work has not

disappeared for the inner-city poor. Still the

Promised City£ asks Roger Waldinger (Harvard

University Press), and his answer is yes.

Waldinger has been studying New York. His

title reminds us of Moses Rischins 1962 book

on New York’s Jews in the late 19th and early

20th century, The PromisedCity. Today New
York is again a great immigrant city, and,

despite hardships, Immigrants are finding their

niches in the city’s economy, and rising.

Understandably, when people see new immi-

grants struggling with low-paying jobs and
small businesses that demand long hours and
give small returns, and still managing to main-

tain their families and educate their children,

they ask: Why not blacks, too?

Manufacturing has indeed declined, in

New York as in Chicago, but manufacturing

jobs that require no special education still exist.

Its just that immigrants, not blacks, get them.

Better-educated blacks can get good jobs, often

in the public sector, but the less educated are

left out in the cold.

Is it just the difference between Chicago

and New York? Partly. After all. New York did

not have well-paying mass-production industri-

al sectors— steel and autos, for example. The

contrast in wages' between Internationa^
'

-
.

'

Harvester and Western Electric— major

employers that have left the black areas of

Chicago Wilson studies— and New York

City’s garment industry, which typifies manu-

facturing in New York, makes it clear char los-

ing jobs in the first is a greater blow than losing

(or not getting) jobs in the second.

But Waldinger points to another factor

that must be taken into account in explaining

the evolution ofthe workless black ghetto. This

is the connection between what people expea

or hope to earn in jobs and the jobs available.

As economists put it, the “reserve wage” of

blacks— what they are willing to work for—
is higher than the reserve wage of less-educated

immigrants: “The immigrants’ social origins

predisposed them to embrace jobs that native

New Yorkers would no longer accept; meager as

they appeared to New Yorkers, the paychecks in

the city’s garmenr, restaurant, or retail sectors

looked good in comparison to the going rate in

Santo Domingo, Hong Kong, or Kingston.”

Do we yet know, even after Wilson and

Waldinger, what has happened to make the

black ghetto such a place of despair, at a time

when others still find promise in the city— in

Chicago as well as in New York? Blacks who
have gained advanced education or skills have

left the ghetto in large numbers. But many have

been left behind, at a time when—
;
owing in

part to the passage of the 1965 Immigration

Reform Act— relatively low-skilled and poorly

educated immigrants have been pouring into

' the old immigrant dries.

This contrast between the black poor and

the new low-skilled immigrants undermines the

“mismatch” theory of the condition of inner-

diy blacks— that the jobs they can fill have

left the dty and that they are unequipped for

che jobs that are left. Uneducated immigrants

are even less qualified, one would think, for the

remaining low-skill jobs in the urban economy,

yet they get them.

There is a different mismatch, though,

that provides a better explanation. This mis-

match, which emerged in the late 1960s, before

the new immigrant wave became very large,

was between black expectations regarding what

constituted suitable work and suitable wages

and what-was available. These expectations may

well have been fully understandable in the wake

of three centuries ofslavery andJim Crow, and

at a time when powerful dvil rights laws were

passed and agencies to enforce them were creat-

ed. But this past did not change the calcula-

tions ofemployers as they came across appli-

cants who expected more than they could affer"

and were resentful at what was provided.

'

Their parents, the migrants from the

South, had been prepared to take the poor jobs.

In this respect, they were like the earlier unedu-

cated European immigrants, or the lower-

skilled immigrants from Asia and Latin -

Americawho began coming in after the 1965

reforms. But their children expected better.

Better was not available because ofdie poor

quality oftheir education. Their disappoint-

ment and outrage made them poor prospects

for the low-level jobs available. So new immi-

grants got them.

Undoubtedly the legislators who passed,

in those same wonderful years of 1964 and

1965, both die civil rights laws and the new

immigration law that abolished quotas and

racial preferences, were fulfilling a great

American promise, opening opportunity to all

without consideration of race or ethnidiy.

Ironically, the wider gates to immigration

helped undermine the promise of the dvil rights

law. In the absence ofnew immigrants, employ-

ers might have raised the wages of the jobs they

had, and the real wages might then have come

doser to matching the “reserve wage” of die

children of the black Southern migrants.

This is the second rime this scenario has

played itself out. Blacks were already on the

first rungs ofeconomic advancement when W.

E. B. DuBois studied the Philadelphia Negro

in the 1 890s, but they were being pushed off

those rungs by European immigrants, whom
white Americans preferred as employees or

providers of services. The story was the same

in New York, as Herman D. Bloch showed in

his 1969 study ofblacks in New York City.

Combined with the ethnic and radal prefer-

ences long rooted in our history, immigration

has deeply affected the fate ofAmerican

blacks. In the past, simple prejudice led

employers to prefer white Immigrants to

native blacks. In todays more tolerant

America, employers— black as well as white,

as Wilsons research shows— believe they

have good reason to be wary of black males

from the ghetto, whom they find undepend-

able, irresponsible and angry. And once again,

willing immigrants are available.

Gore’s labor choice
' Vice President Al Gore, assigned a major role by Clinton in. _

.
picking new domestic Cabiher members, has submitted his choice -

for secretary oflabor: Alexis Herman, a presidential assistant in

. charge ofpublic liaison at theWhite House.

As an African-Americanwoman closely associated politically

with the late Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, Henman would

help solve Clinton’s diversity problems. But her pre-Clinton busi-

ness activities might pose Senate confirmation problems.

Also mentioned for the Labor post are former Sen. Harris

.Wofford of Pennsylvania andAFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer

RichardTrumka, former head of the United Mine Workers.

Trumka would eagerly become die first labor leader in many years

to enter a presidential Cabinet, but Clinton is disinclined to put a
union chief at the Labor Department.

Quayle dining out
On his post-election visit to Washington, former Vice

President Dan Quayle dined privately with crack campaign consul-

tant Mike Murphy and asked some pointed questions about the ins

and outs particular to presidential politics.

Table talk over dinner was mainly social, and Sen. Spencer

Abraham ofMichigan (a onetime Quayle staffer) also was present.

But it was dear that Quayle is looking ahead to what appears to be a
wide-open race for che Republican presidential nomination in 2000.

Murphy, one of che most gifted Republican television adver-

tising experts, certainly made no commitment to Quayle. Lamar
Alexander, whom Murphy worked for in the 1996 presidential

campaign, probably has first call on his services for 2000. Murphy
was briefly involved in Bob Doles post-convention candidacy but
resignal in one of that campaigns periodic shake-ups.

Robert Novak is a syndicated columnistofthe Chicago Sun- Times.

1996, The Creators Syndicate.

Nathan Glazer is a contributing editor to The

New Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared.

© 1996; The New Republic.
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• ^ Ptotopphic
frcm^ balloon 350 meieHS
head to pinpoint Confederate raS.
uons in the battle for RiSlFjW- “> 862. By WoridwS

t

airborne pictures of the enemy
were commonplace ™v
With the coming of

gc-Ph°toffnphs of the earthS
t taken from altitudes of between
V;f60and300tnetm.DeSp°LS

•

T
?
uaIlty of mugeTlsmmd-bogglmg. It may beTtxL

Wiat is new is that last year, theUS government released 800 000
Photographs for public

mspechon. Tbe images covSr the
fnst 12 years of satellite spy pho-
tography from 1960 to 1972 .

Literally thousands of pictures
' were taken every day. and CIA ana-

lysts barely looked at the majority
of them, according to pbotointer-
preter Dino Bnigioni writing in
Scientific American (March 1996)
The interpreting of the pictured

. . taken from high-altitude unmanned
drones, U-2 spy planes, and satel-
lites is both an an and science.
“Crareology," as it became known

^ during the 1962 Cuban missile cri-

-M '-I

Eye-in-the-sky
photographs

ON CAMERA
.DAVID BRAUNER

S'Wcd a highly accurate means
oetennmmg the contents (rais-

sdes. planes, tanks, etc.) of crateshom their shapes, sizes, protro-
sions and markings.
The presence or absence of snow,w another example, can reveal

tnuch to tiie trained analyst. Aerial
pictures of Auschwitz taken inad-
vertently in 1945. but not interpret-
ed until 1978. showed that the
women’s camp had been evacuated
Heavy snow on the roofs of

women’s huts remained white.

- «

^

body heat of the remain-mg 80,000 men bad melted die
snow off the roofs of their barracks,
rendering them black.
The instrumentation used to

make high-flying images remains a
closely guarded secret. Apparently,
super high-tech cameras and lenses
are hulking beasts that weigh hun-
dreds of kilograms and yet are
exceedingly delicate.
In the early days of satellite pic-

tores. film capsules were returned
to earth by retrorocket. Once in the
atmosphere, a parachute then
opened up, and the capsule was
plucked out of the sky by an air-
force plane. Today, with advances
in digital photography,, the infor-
mation can be radioed down.
Although billions were spent on

developing and operating aerial

and satdlite photography for mili.

taiy purposes, the results are prov-

ing useful in other fields such as oil

exploration, agriculture, ecology
and even archeology.

In about a year from now - and
this is potentially frightening -
anyone will be able to purchase
limited-release eye-in-ihe-sky pho-
tographs. that is, satellite-generated

pictures of the earth’s surface.

Computer-enhanced, high-resolu-
tion pictures that can distinguish

the crossties on a railroad track will

available to the public, assuming
one can afford iL

Around December 1997, the US
Space Imaging firm, a spin-off of
Lockheed, wflj launch a specially

designed satellite for die purposes
of selling photoreconnaissance,
reports The New Republic (August
12).
At $1,000 an image, plus fees for

analysis, the price is not cheap.

Human rights groups, environ-
mental lobbies, and the media are

expected to be particularly interest-

ed.

Pictures of a high-security gulag,
a natural disaster in the making, or
a genocide in progress would not
only sell TV time, but also might
help the victims.

Also, international conglomer-
ates might secretly monitor their

competitors; and smaller nations,

who previously could not afford to

do so. will be able to spy on their

enemies' capabilities. In principle

everyone will be able to snoop for

pleasure or profit.

The horrific angle is security. “In
theory.” writes The New Republic

,

World War n aerial photography: A Luftwaffe airfield in the Middle East, which the Germans plowed up to prevent its use by
advancing Allied forces.

by D»jd Bnmncn

“Islamic Jihad could get its hand*

on a one-meter resolution picture

of, say, a US headquarters in

Turkey, convert the shot to a pre-

cise three-dimensional image,
combine it with data from a Global

Positioning System device you can
buy at Radio Shack, and transmit it

to Baghdad, where a primitive

cruise missile purchased secretly

from China could await its target-

ing coordinates.”

Israel is exceptionally vulnera-

ble, and has protested to the US
government since the Netanyahu
government took office. Some of

the newly released satellite pictures

from the ’60s capture the construc-

tion of the nuclear installation at

Dimona.
Moreover, Israel does not want

any satellite pictures to be taken of

its territory in a resolution that is

not currently “routinely commer-

cially available.” Ironically, Israel's

own drones and the Ofek-3 satellite

ideveloped with US aid! are capa-
ble of malting high-resolution
images, and Israel Aircraft

Industries is
'

''reportedly looking to

compete in what promises to be an
incredibly profitable market.

The
challenge

of building

a common
fate

THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

^ "RA ^"OST of the newcomers

% |%/fl arriving in the newly
JLT JLestablished state com-
plained. They expected not only

brotherly love from the veterans,

but also decent quarters to live in

and decently rewarded work for

their livelihood. More often than

not. they frit deceived

The objective conditions were
appalling. Some 650.000 Jews lived

in Palestine during the pre-state era.

Within about 18 months, their num-
ber increased by 50 percent. The

country was still practically at war-
no housing, no jobs, no money and

no food in stock. If the enemies of

Israel had hoped that mass immigra-

tion would break the new State, they

were not far from reality, as is clear

from studies recently published in

Bein Olim la-Vatikim (“Between

Immigrants and the Veterans— Israel

in the Great Wave of Immigration

1948-1953," Ben-Zvi Publishing

House. 326 pp).

The first solution to the bousing

issue was putting up tents in the

£ vicinity of existing towns. It was a

disaster. What was good enough

for young people expecting a better

world in a kibbutz would not do for

middle-aged and old people -

many of whom dreaded the very

fact of finding themselves, again,

in a camp. Levi EshkoL, the treasur-

er of the Jewish Agency which

financed most of the new immigra-

tion, gave bis blessing to a some-

what better solution: The construc-

tion of cheap dwellings, appropri-

ately called “transit camps,” to

mark their temporary nature.

Nobody believed that some would

survive almost until today.

When Mosbe Haim Shapiro

became minister of the intenor; he

included plans for many transit

camps in the municipal areas of

Tokyo’s tough ‘park moms’
daunting to newcomers

: r •
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Histadrut head Prohas Lavon inspecting a soldier of the newly bom state

nearby townlets. His reasons were
political. Transit camps were run

by Jewish Agency officials. The
Jewish Agency was controlled by
Mapai — what is today die Labor
Party — while many of toe local

authorities had non-Labor councils.

It was expected that people living

in transit camps would help toe

local budget with toedr taxes.

But work was hard to find in toe

areas where they were established,

and immigrants who did find work
did their test to settle in areas bet-

ter provided with health, communi-
cations and educational facilities.

There was obviously an urgent

need far a new approach to toe

absorption problem, but Mapai
leadership, on which so much
depended in those days, was of two

minds on the matter. Pitted one

against the other were two person-

alities whose strife, on many
had troubled toe political

life of this country for several

decades: Prime Minister David

Ben-Gurion and Histadrut head

(secretary-general, as he was

termed) Pinhas Lavon.

Lavon, 18 years younger than

Ben-Gurion, was the more conser-

vative of the two. He heralded a

“pioneering aristocracy” of - the

Histadrut - a voluntary organiza-

tion of aspirants for an egalitarian

society. He argued that immigra-
tion must be curbed to allow the

Histadrut to organize in a way in

which it could control events.

Lavon was displeased at the coop-
eration Mapai maintained with toe

National Religious Part/, and urged
closer ties with Mapam, on toe left

edge of toe Zionist political scene,

in order “to get rid of toe clerical

claws” of toe Orthodox.

Ben-Gurion wished nothing of

the sort A pact with the religious

was essential, he aigued, though he
admitted that “some compromise”
in die matter was to be expected

from them in order to avoid antag-

onism between toe secular and toe

Orthodox. He did not approve of
anti-religious compulsion with

which some of his party members
used to term toe Orthodox - main-

ly Yemenites - “new Jews.”

Extreme Orthodoxy will wane on
toe contact with die modem age. he

argued. He tod not believe, either,

that agriculture was toe only way to

show a pioneering spirit: Industry

and technology were equally pio-

neering.

He tried to establish a state-

directed youth movement instead

of the inspired volunteers - a move
which won him the sobriquet of

“Bolshevism." There was no intrin-

sic difference between young peo-

ple of any ethnic group, he
claimed, just give them all an
appropriate education, “teach them
to use a WC”
Ben-Gurion had great faith in the

Israel Defence Forces. It is in the

army, be claimed, that the newcom-
er will acquire the habits and the

way of thought of the native boy.

Though, indeed, the army had its

own problems - young men were
enlisted into the army without

knowing a word of Hebrew, they

did not understand toe simplest

order. A Palmah commanding offi-

cer just pushed a new recruit into

battle by indicating with his hand
toe object oftoe assault- which toe

young man took, shouting, Za
Rodinu! Za Stalina! Za Ben-

Guriona! (“For the fatherland, for

Stalin, for Ben-Gurion*0- The lad

had had his military experience in

the Soviet army, of course.

Ben-Gurion was out-voted on
most of his suggestions in Mapai
decision-making bodies, but

Lavon 's recommendations also

were not followed. The new immi-

grant naturally joined toe veterans

when be had been here long

enough, to share with them memo-
ries of a common fate.

RIE Fukushima took a deep
breath of cold winter air.

wrapped her year-old
daughter in a blanket, and took

the steps she had teen dreading

across the street and into the

neighborhood park.
“1 really needed all my courage

to step inside.” said Fukushima.
33. who made her park debut two
years ago.

In a crowded city where back-
yards are a luxury and babysitters

are frowned upon, neighborhood
parks are the salvation of mil-
lions of stay-at-home mothers,
but their use has its price - not in

money, but in a fierce form of
park politics.

Cliques of veteran park moth-
ers sometimes snub newcomers,
glaring at those who bring cheap
lunches and whispering nasty lit-

tle remarks about their clothes or
hairdos.

“Park moms,” like “soccer
moms” in the US earlier this

year, have become an overnight
cliche here, and television shows,
newspapers and magazines are
peppered with toe phrase.

A hit TV drama features “in
moms” bullying outcast ones; a
new book called Park Debut tries

ro set forth park rules, such as:

Newcomers should always take a
low posture; be cautious to an
unknown face; and imitate the
elder bosses.

Women's magazines have pub-
lished special issues on the phe-
nomenon, which has spawned
such new terms as “mommy
tribes’" and “park gypsies,” those

mothers who reject a mommy
group, or worse, are never
accepted into one, and then roam
different parks.

The issue has created a stir here

because it* illustrates so much
about urban Japanese society,

from the importance of commu-
nal parks in this concrete city, to

traditional group thinking, to

societal pressure on mothers to

stay home.
What has fascinated many is

that some women, amid the
serene carp ponds and wooden
swing sets of the little parks,
have imposed a rigid hierarchical

system not so different from that

of the Japanese political and the

business worlds. Senior mothers
pull rank, signal who is accept-

able and who is not, and decide

what activities will be engaged in

and when. Some even set a dress

code.

Most days, Junko Arai, 38.

takes her daughter to the

Sangenjaya neighborhood park.

If she doesn't, she worries that

other mothers will talk about her.

.-“I. don’t like some parts of
being in the group," she said. “I

don’t like to gossip, bur if I

ignore the others and seem
unfriendly, I might be excluded.

Little here is worse than being
excluded. I feel like I am going
crazy when I am home alone
every day with my child,” Arai

said.

Yukiko Utashiro', a mother who
has written about her experiences
as a park mom, says that hus-

bands strongly identify with the

companies they work for and
almost always introduce them-
selves by first identifying their

employers: on toe other hand,
siay-at-home wives have no such
tie and feel left out.

“Many Japanese women have
toe anxiety of having no identi-

ty,” Utashiro said. “For them, toe

park group, however small, is toe

start of a place to belong.”
According to government sta-

tistics, toe number of stay-at-

home mothers of young children

has remained unchanged since

the early 1980s, at 72 percent.

Many of toe 28 percent who
work outside toe home do so

part-time.

Even if toe workplace were not

hostile to new mothers - with

bosses pressuring them to quit

and offering no flexibility in

schedules - child-care options

are scarce and expensive until a

son or daughter is three years old

and can be enrolled in govern-

ment-subsidized day-care pro-

grams.
Hired babysitters, though

growing in acceptability, are still

a foreign concept.

“A babysitter? No. we don't

have that custom.” said

Fukushima, who like many
Japanese mothers has never
employed a babysitter to tend her
daughter, now three.

Many men and women here

believe that working American
mothers are a big part of toe rea-

son there is so much more juve-

nile crime in the US than in

Japan.

Rates of drug use. truancy and
general lawlessness among
teenagers are much lower in

Japan than in toe.US, and many
peopje Relieve it is unofficial

Japanese government policy to

discourage women from work-
ing, with the aim of encouraging
parental control of children.

There is a Japanese proverb

that teaches: "The soul of a

three-year-old stays with him
until he is 100." meaning that the

initial years of a child’s life are

the crucial time for character

building.

Junko Terauchi, 30. knows toe

Japanese proverb well and says

she “might always blame" her-

self if she did not stay home to

raise her children.

-In Japan, it is not regarded as

a good thing to leave your child,

like a piece of luggage,” said

Terauchi. a college graduate who
quit her job as a bank employee
when she became a mother.

As a result of such abiding tra-

ditions, many Japanese mothers
devote themselves completely to

their children, expecting and get-

ting no help from anyone else.

“When I was working and single,

if I was tired, ! could take a rest.

But now, even if l am feeling

bad, there is no rest.” Terauchi

said. “I cany my daughter on my
back when I am cooking and vac-

uuming.”
(The Washington Post)

DRIVE
CAREFULLY^

Getting out of a homy situation

B

I

AREADER from Galilee

writes about a problem with

her three pet goats, and

specifically of one particular goat:

“This goat is different from the

other two. They bo* have horns

that curve backwards and while

they do, on occasion, butt ai one

another, no real harm is done. But

my favorite goat, Keter, has

straight horns and they are tembly

sharp. She has injured bo* ot her

companions at one time or another

and since she is the smallest of *e

trio they tease her and she goes for

them. I cannot bear having her

dehorned because it is so awful,

and having once done this I swore

never again. Is there any solution

short of isolating her from them.

-Will breeding her to a hornless

biDy produce hornless kids?"

I lend to agree with you about

dehorning because it is painful for

the animal and most unpleasant for

the human. I also was never able ro

bring myself, after one experience.

to dehorn young goat kid^

Consequently, however. I may be

HEADS ’N
1 TAILS

D’VORA BEN SHAUL

able to help you with a couple of

things that I have found do work.

The first is to take a length of2/3-

inch flexible garden hose and using

some type of “super glue” or even

epoxy, to cement the hose onto the

horns, making sure the hose is well

in place and covers at least half the

length of the horn. Cut off the

remaining hose leaving ai least five

centimeters of empty tube protrud-

ing beyond the tip of the horn. The

second solution is similar:

purchase a couple of solid robber

or plastic bails about the size of a

ping-pong balL These are available

a aD toy shops. Cut a slit about

half-way into the baB and drove it

onto the horn tip. again, fining *c

dit first with super glue. This wQl

even toe score pretty well with the

other goats - she can still butt,

although she will not leave any

punctures. Bo* of these arrange-

ments are absolutely harmless.

painless and safe, but I will admit

they do look a bit strange. I used to

buy toe brightest glittering balls I

could find just because any type

looked strange so why not?

Of course, you probably know
that the gene for bomlessness is a

recessive gene. To get a hornless

kid both parents must carry the

gene, therefore a hornless billy will

definitely be carrying it but as for

your goats, the question remains

whether they are also carrying the

hornless gene in their DNA. If any

of diem bad one hornless parent

then chances are very good that, if

bred to a hornless goat, at least

some of the kids will lack horns.

You can be sure which have

hams, even in young kids, because

about a week after birth you can

feel the little horn bumps. You can

then decide which to keep. But be

very sure that the male you breed to

was born hornless of hornless par-

ents, and was not dehorned as a

tiny fckL It is sometimes so weD

done that it is hard to be sure, so

check wito tte breeder
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Shaq leads Lakers
over former mates
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LOS ANGELES (AP» - Shaquille

O'Neal had 25 points. 18

rebounds and a career high-tying

five steals in his first came against

his former team as the Los

Angeles Lakers beat the Oriando
.

Maeic 92-81 on Friday night.

The reunion lost much of its lus-

ter with Orlando stars Penny

Hardaway and Nick Anderson out

with injuries.

Gerald Wilkins led Oriando with

21 points.

Orlando has been without a

dominant center since O’Neal’s

departure, and Rony Seikaly

couldn’t match O'Neal in the mid-

dle. Seikaly had 16 points and 10

rebounds but was limited by foul

trouble.

O’Neal went 7-of-lO from the

free-throw line before leaving
‘

with 42 seconds remaining.

Knicks 103. Miami 85
Visiting New York, eager to

avenge a 24-point blowout loss at

home against Miami earlier this

week, tapped the Heat’s fran-

chise-record nine-game winning

streak.

The Knicks trimmed the Heat's

lead in the Atlantic Division to

two games. Miami won at New
York 99-75 Tuesday.

Patrick Ewing won the battle of
premier centers in the rematch,

scoring 26 points to go with seven

rebounds. Alonzo Mourning, who
fouled out with 4:05 left, had 10

points and 16 rebounds.

The Knicks’ Larry Johnson was
ejected for a punching foul with

7:37 remaining. He scored 13

points. John Starks had 21 for the

Knicks.

Nets UO, Celtics 108 (OTl
Kerry Kittles scored a season-

high 30 points and Shawn Bradley

blocked two shots in the final 36
seconds of overtime to lead visit-

ing New Jersey.

The victory gave John Calipari a
successful return to the state

where he held his previous job.

Calipari was head coach at UMass
before taking the post with New
Jersey over foe summer.
Jayson Williams scored 23

points and grabbed 19 rebounds,

Robert Pack contributed 18 points
and 12 assists, and Bradley scored

10 points with 12 rebounds.
Dino Radja led Boston with 22

points and 15 rebounds.
Pistons 93, Cavaliers 81

Teny Mills was 6-for-6 on 3-
pointers, scored 23 points and
added a career-high nine assists to

lead host Detroit over Cleveland
in a battle of foe NBA's best

defensive teams.
Mills has made his last 12 3-

pointers, one short of Brent Price’s

NBA record.

Detroit also got 19 points from
Otis Thorpe and 14 points and
eight assists from Grant Hill.

Cleveland was led by Terrell

Brandon with 17 points and
Tyrone Hill with 14 points and 13

assists.

Suns 101, Kings 95
Danny Manning had 19 points

and Kevin Johnson had 12 assists

as Phoenix won on the road for the

first time this season.

The Suns, who went on a deci-

sive 17-2 run bridging foe third

'-*r
'?:

HOST WITH THE MOST - Lakers center Sbaquiile O’Neal

takes on opposite number Rony Seikaly of theOrlando Magic in

Friday’s action. (AP)

and fourth quartets, had lost their

first eight road games this season
and hadn’t won away from home
since April 7 at Vancouver.

Michael Finley and Wesley
Person scored 13 points each for

Phoenix, which has won three of

four after losing its first 13 games
of the season.

Mitch Richmond had 22 points

to lead Sacramento, which has lost

seven of nine.

TYafl Blazers 97, Hornets 93
Arvydas Sabonis scored 15 of

his team-high 22 points in foe sec-

ond half to rally Portland to a
home win.

Sabonis, who added 10 rebounds,
scored eight points in the fourth

quarter as the Blazers built a seven-

point lead' with 3: 1 6 remaining and
then held on for the win.
Vlade Divac led the Hornets

with a season-high 29 points -
four shy of his career high.

Anthony Mason added 23 points

and 17 rebounds.
Pacers 86, Warriors 71

Reggje Miller scored 16 points

to lead Indiana over host Golden
State, which failed to make any of
its 15 3-point attempts.

The Warriors’ futility from 3-

point range matched an NBA
record. Houston also missed all 15

of its shots from beyond foe arc on
March 30. 1991 , at Oriando.

Indiana held Golden State tojust

33.8 percent shooting from the

field to win its fifth straight,

including three oh the road.

Dale Davis added 12 points and

Antonio Davis, Vincent Askew
and Jalen Rose each had 11. Joe

Smith had 15 points and Latrell

Sprewell 12 for Golden State,

which had no other player in dou-

ble figures.

Grizzlies 105, Spurs 89
Bryant Reeves returned from a

knee injury and scored 29 points

as Vancouver won bn foe road for

foe first time this season.

It was foe Grizzlies’ second vic-

tory this season over foe Spurs,

whose 3-1 4 record is barely better

than second-year Vancouver’s 3-

16 marie

The Grizzlies, who mapped a

five-game losing streak, had their

highest point total of foe season

and shot 54 percent from foe field,

easily eclipsing their season aver-

age of 41 percent
The Spurs, again without injured

Dayid Robinson, failed in their

attempt to'win 'a Secbtid cohse&u-
’

tive game for the fnst time

son.

Jazz 106, Timberwolves 95
Karl Malone scored 34 points,

Jeff Homacek had 23 and host

Utah extended its winning streak

to 13 games.
Tom Gugliotta scored 28 points

and Stephon Marbury and Sam
Mitchell had 15 each for foe

Timberwolves, who were
outscored 25-12 in the third quar-

ter and 35-17 in foe fourth.

The Jazz had a chance to tie foe

longest winning streakin franchise

history last night when they

played at Denver.

THURSDAY’S RESULTS:
Toronto 82, Washington 80
Chicago 114, L.A. Clippers96
Dallas 106, Philadelphia 102
Portland 115, Denver 104
Seattle 117, Minnesota 86

FRIDAY’S RESULTS:
New Jersey 110, Boston 108 (OT)
New York 103, Miami 85
Detroit 93* Cleveland 81
Phoenix 101, Sacramento 95
Vancouver 105, San Antonio 89
Utah 106, Minnesota 95
Portland 97, Charlotte 93
LA. Lakers 92, Orlando 81
Indiana 86, Golden State 71

AIN’T NO STOPPIN’ - Indianapolis running back Marshall Faulk beats Philadelphia corne^^ Troy Vincent (left) on bis way o

scoring a touchdown at the RCADome on Thursday night *

Colts trample over Eagles, 37-10
_ . .. r hie ovnnil

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - A
healthy Marshall Faulk is back,

just in time for foe Indianapolis

Colts to make a run for foe play-

offs.

Hampered much of the year with

a dislocated toe, Faulk rushed for

a season-high 101 yards and two

touchdowns as foe Colts routed

foe Philadelphia Eagles 37-10

Thursday night

“Things happen to you in life,”

Faulk said. “Hurting my toe, my
natural gifts weren't there. But I

got a little wiser. I had to work on

my reads a lot harder.

“Things happen for a reason,

and now 1 can see myselfas things

come back, my natural abilities,

all foe things I’ve worked on for

years. It’s making me a lot better

player. It’s making me see things I

probably wouldn’t see otherwise.”

. And right now, foe Colts aie see-

j ingfo^playoffs- .

After losing five of six games,

foe Colts have now beaten an NFL
division leader two straight

games. Again, they got a big game
from kicker Cary Blanchard, who
set a -Colts season scoring record

and came within one of foe NFL
season record for field goals.

And journeyman Kerwin Bell,

who was drafted by Miami in

1988, made his first NFL appear-

ance in reliefof injured Paul Justin

and threw a 20-yard touchdown

pass to Marvin Harrison.

But it was the running of Faulk

that put foe Colts in controL

“We’ve been suffering from
injuries, but you have to put that

aside,” Faulk said. “We’ve run foe

ball effectively foe last two games,

and I figured we had to take foe

pressure off PauL”
The loss by foe Eagles (8-6)

dropped them a half-game behind

Dallas and Washington in dieNFC
East and nlinrhed a playoff berth

for NFC Central leader Green
Bay. It also kept the Colts (8-6),

who beat Buffalo In overtime on

Sunday, alive in foe crowded race

for an AFC wild card.

Blanchard, 34-for-38 for the sea-

son, made three field goals in the

second quarter as the Colts scored

on every possession thanks to

three straight interceptions off Ty
Detruer.

“I think this team earned what
they got done out there,” Colts

coach Lindy Infante said. “We had

a short week. When we came back

to work Monday, we got busy and

did a week’s work in three days, i .

“The preparation fortins 'game
was outstanding. So-called people

who pick who’s supposed to win a
game can’t see in somebody’s
heart.”

The three interceptions by the

Colts gave them nine in foe past

four games, compared with a total

of just force through the first 10

games of the season.

“Defensively, foe last couple

weeks, we’re playing foe way
we’re going to have to play foe

rest of the way,” said Infante. “The
upside is we have an extra two or
three days to rest.”

The Colts’ next game is Dec. 15

at Kansas City. Philadelphia plays

the day before that at foe New
York Jets.

“They put a. lot of pressure on

foe offensive -line. We let it get

away from us right from the start,”

Detmer said.

“You look at it and there's three

interceptions, and that’s what
everybody sees. But they were

land of fluke things - we were

down and I was trying to make
something happen. You can’t do

that Itjust snowballed.”

Blanchard’s first field goal, a 30-

yardet, put foe Colts ahead 10-3

early in foe second quarter: On foe

following series, the ball popped

out of Irving Fryar’s hands on a

tackle by Eugene Daniel and Jason

Belser caught it in the air and

returned ' it 44 yards for a touch-

down.
Minutes later, another.Detmer

pass was picked off by_ Jrev
Alberts, who returned it 19 yards

and set up a 42-yard field goal by
Blanchard for a 20-3 lead in the

closing minutes of the period. On
the following possession, Belser

made an interception that set up a
51 -yard field goal by Blanchard

with three seconds left in foe

half.

The three field goals moved him
within one of foeNFL record of 35
set by Ali Haji-Sheikh of the New
York Giants in 1983 and tied by
Jeff Jaeger of foe Los Angeles
Raiders in 1993. Along with four

extra-points, he set a Colts season

record of 123 points, breaking the

mark of 120 by Lenny Moore in

1964.

Justin, starting his second

straight game in place of injured

Jim Haibaugh (knee), was 14-for-

23 for 144 yards and left early in

foe third quarter with a bruised

and sprained shoulder. BelL who
played the past three years in the

ranariian Football League, com-

pleted all five of his pass attempts

for 75 yards. He took foe Colts 89

yards on his first series, including

a season-long 43-yard run by

Faulk that set up tire 193 pass to

Harrison.

Harrison, a first-round draft pick

this year, also caught a 30-yard

pass on foe next Indianapolis pos-

session to set up Faulk’s second

TD ran of 7 yards. Faulk, ham-

pered much of foe season with a
dislocated toe, scored his first

touchdown on a 13-yard ran in foe

first quarter. He finished wiihhis

first game of j 00-plus y^rds^P"
mg suace he rah for 1 77 aeair&SC"
Louis more than a year acO.'

1 1

The 37 points off the Eagles,

who shut out the Giants 24-0 on

Sunday, marked foe most by foe

Colts since a 41-31 victory at

Jacksonville in foe 14th game last

year.

The Eagles got a 31 -yard field

goal by Gary Anderson in foe first

quarter and an 8-yard pass from
Mark Rypien to Fiyar in foe fourth

quarter.

Detmer was 17-for-34 for 182

yards, snapping a streak of seven

straight games with at least 200
yards, and was relievedm foe final

quarter by Rypien, who was 10-

for- 1 3 for76 yards.
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Yankees send Leyritz to Angels
Fielder: Play me or trade me

Ex-NFL Czar Pete Rozelle dies at 70

NEW YORK (AP) - World
Series heroics don’t mean much
these days with the New York
Yankees.
Jim Leyritz, whose dramatic

home run in Game 4 turned

around the World Series for the

Yankees, was traded Thursday to

foe Anaheim Angels for minor lea-

guers in what appeared to be a
payroll-paring move.
”1 went from in 1990 being with

the worst team in baseball tcTbeing

with the- best team in baseball,”

Leyritz said. “I got to see the full

spectrum of the fans, from hating
us to loving us. That ticker-tape

parade will be something that is

etched in my mind forever. That
outpouring of emotion was unbe-
lievable.”

While Leyritz was dealt, Cecil

Fielder pressed his case for a
trade, saying he wouldn't accept
part-time status next season.

“I don't see many platoon play-

ers hitting 39 homers.” Fielder

said Thursday at Bobby Bonilla's

charity bowling tournament. “I’m
not going to -platoon no matter
what. I’m not going to be satisfied

as a platoon player.”

Leyritz, a 32-year-old catcher
due to get $1.75 million next sea-
son, was the senior Yankee in con-
tinuous service, joining foe team
in 1990. His three-run, eighth-
inning homer off Braves reliever
Mark Wohlers tied Game 4, and

the Yankees went on to win 8-6 in

10 innings.

A year earlier, his 15th-inning

homer off Tun Belcher gave foe

Yankees a playoff victory over

Seattle.

Leyritz hit .264 with seven

homers and 40 RBIs in 88 games
during the 15196 season. He
appeared in nine postseason

games, hitting .263 with two

homers and six RBIs. going 3-tor-

8 in the World Series.

“I’m happy,” Leyritz said. “It’s

not so much that I’m going to be

the everyday catcher. They’ve

made it apparent to me that even if

I'm not catching, they’re going to

find someplace for me to play. I’ll

be 33 years old. It’s time for me to

play everv day and see what I can

do.”

Anaheim gave Leyritz a S3.75
million, two-year contract as part

of the deal, an agreement that

includes a team option for 1999.

Fielder sounded as ifhe wants to

follow Leyritz out of the Bronx.

He was traded by Detroit to foe

Yankees on July 31, and helped

New York win its first World
Series since 1978.

But with TinO Martinez at first

base and Darryl Strawberry com-
peting for at-bats as a left-handed

designated hitter. Fielder is wor-
ried he might not get enough play-

ing time if he stays with foe
Yankees.

“For me, I can’t see being a pla-

toon player now or at anytime in

foe future. I'm not piatooning for

anybody ” Fielder said. “To me, to

be an everyday player, that’s 150
games and above.”

Fielder remains angry that New
York manager Joe Torre benched
him for Game 1 of foe first-round

playoff series against Texas,
choosing to start Martinez and
Strawberry.

“That’s something I’m not going

to forget,” Fielder said.

New York supposedly has dis-

cussed trading Fielder, and the

Angels are said to be interested.

“If it’s not true, let’s talk about

it” Fielder said. “Let’s talk, clear
the air. Definitely what we need to

do is talk
”

Fielder filed a formal trade

demand last Friday, a right

allowed players traded during
multiyear contracts. If die

Yankees don’t trade him by
March 1 5, Fielder would have the

right to become a free agent. But
if he does that New York would-
n’t have to pay his $7.2 million

salary.

His five-year contract worth
536,187,500, is due to expire after

- next season. Fielder doesn’t want
to head into negotiations as a free

agent without a 600 at-bat season
behind him.

“Thai has all to do with it” he
said.

NEWYORK (AP) - Pete Rozelle,

foe father of the Super Bowl who
put the NFL on TV around the

world and transformed the way
Americans spend Sunday after-

noons, died Friday at his home in

Rancho Santa Fe, California. He
was 70.

Rozelle died from brain cancer
at his home. He had undergone
surgery for brain cancer in

December 1993.

Rozelle led foe NFL for nearly
three decades before retiring

unexpectedly in 1989, helping it

survive bidding wars with three

rival leagues and three player
strikes.

He shepherded foe league from
12 teams to 28, turned it into an
American Sunday obsession and
guided it to the preeminent posi-

tion it still holds today - the

United States’ No. 1 spectator
sport
Rozelle did it by linking the

game with television, creating
Monday Night Football and the
Super Bowl, which blossomed
into America’s most-watched
sporting evenL

It was, on the one band, a finan-

cial coup, bringing a league that

got $75,000 from Dumont televi-

sion for its title game in 1951 info

one of the wealthiest sports enti-

ties in foe worid.

The current television contract,

for which Rozelle set the ground-

work, gets $1.58 billion for four

years from Fox alone, more than

2,000 times what Rozelle got in

his first contract with CBS in

1962.
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Expansion teams have playoff hopes
NEW YORK (AP) - The Carolina Panthers
have a playoff spot at their fingertips. The
Jacksonville Jaguars have to stretch a bit more
for their foot

Still, heading into foe I4fo game of the sea-
son. both 1995 NFL' expansion teams have
become contenders. If the Panthers (9-4) win at
San Francisco today, they’ll take the lead in the
NFC West and, perhaps, clinch a playoff berth.
No second-year team has done that.

Hie Jaguars are only 6-7, but a closing rash
could allow them to sneak into the postseason
in the AFC. Jacksonville has won three of its

last four and is at Houston (7-6). After that, foe
Jaguars play home games with Seattle and
Atlanta, so their chances to finish 9-7 are
decent if they get past foe Oilers.

Of course, with free agency and starting from
scratch in these salary cap days, the Panthers
and Jaguars hardly were at a disadvantage
compared to other expansion teams. So their
quick success isn’t a shock.

“This is our biggest game to dare,” Panthers
linebacker Sam Mills said. “We’re young as far
as how many years we’ve existed in the league,
but as far as experience is concerned, I think

when you take us man for man and match our
experience with most teams in the NFL, you
wouldn’t say we’re a young ream. We don’t
feel like we’re a young team as far as that’s

concerned.”

Their veteran defense has been pivotal in
their surge to elite status. The Panthers are is

pius-8 in turnover differential and rank seventh
in total defense.

“The later you get into foe season, foe margin
of error becomes smaller and smaller and
smaller,” coach Dom Capers said. “And guys
like Eric Davis, guys like Kevin Greene,
they've been in big games and they understand
that. It has to influence your preparation. You
have to prepare with more of a sense of
urgency than you normally dp. And our prepa-
ration over the last month of foe season ha?
been very good.”
Jacksonville’s hasn’t been bad. either. And

foe Jaguars return to the scene of their first

happy moment, a 17-16 win at the Astrodome
on Oct. 1, 1995.

“I’m sure when I walk out there it will be a
great memory from a year ago, because it was
such a significance attached to Thar,” coach

Tom Coughlin said. “But this is a newyear and
,

a new team and tire Oilers are a strong football

team. _

“I'm sure my concentration will be on what it

takes to win this particular day.”
Tbe Jaguars know they are considered a poor

cousin to the.Panthers, who were 7-9 lastyear
- foe best first-year record in NFL history

-

while Jacksonville was 4-12.
“We certainly haven't won enough games, to

earn a lot of respect,”: Jaguars quarterback

Mark Branell said. “Naturally, with the,otter

expansion team, Carolina," winning ,n»t?
games, they get foe attention.

“We wish we’d won more games, but we are.

lira position to finish strong.”

The week's action began with Indianapolis
37-10 rout of Philadelphia on Thursday nigjkt.

Also today, it’s Denver at Green/Bay,
Washington at Tampa Bay, Dallas at Arizona,
San Diego at Pittsburgh, Minnesota at Detroit.

Buffalo at Seattle, foe New. York Jets afNew
England, the New York Giants at Miami, Sl
Louis at Chicago. Baltimore at Cmcuuati and
Atlanta at New Orleans.
Kansas City is at Oakland tomorrow night.
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Betar’s lead grows to 3
BETAR Jerusalem proved to be
the clear winners in die 1 2th round
of National League action played
over the weekend. The leaders
extended their gap at the summit
to three points yesterday, with a 4-
1 victory away to HapceJ Tel Aviv

: at Bloomfield.

1 The match marked the parting of
Betar idol Ronen Harazi who is set

to join Sunderland. Harazi was
brought on for the last seven min-

t utes of play but by then the game
} was already won.

> Shumlik Levy scored a magnifi-

cent second-half goal for Betar
, and looks certain to take the right-

\ back spot for the national squad

1

against Luxembourg next week.
The defeat meanwhile pushed the

Reds into bottom position for the

r first time in eight years.

\ Second-placed Hapoel Petah
• -- .Tikva lost two vital points on the

'*
! \yT * leaders, managing just a draw

" against Zafririm Holon, while
Maccabi Tel Aviv moved up three

places into fourth spot, hammer-
ing Hapoel Jerusalem 4-0 in the

capital.

Maccabi Haifa put on one of its

worst displays this season manag-
ing a 1-1 draw at home to Hapoel

\
Taiba. The Haifa fans were calling

|
for Giora Spiegel's resignation at

the end. as Spiegel was escorted

off the field by the police. Club

|
chairman Yaacov Shahar was
adamant that Spiegel’s position

/ was not in danger.

? In the Second Division, Hakoah
i Ramat Gan continues to head the

• standings with 3-0 win over Betar

^ Tel Aviv.

> Hap TA 1. Betar Jerusalem 4
The scoreline belies another run-

: - of-the-raill showing by the table-

.?
,
toppers. If progress was marked

\

1 ' by points instead of goals, then

Hapoel looked to have the edge at

\ the break.

\
Sagiv Eliyahu sent the Betari

back line into a panic early in the

j. .
match, before Eli Ohana almost

i danced through at the other end
' only to be foiled at the last

moment by an Avi Azoulai tackle.

In the 24th minute. Azoulai was
i in the thick of things again com-

pelling Itzik Komfein to produce a

/ sprightly dive to deflect his

. attempt away.
1 Hapoel’s Alon Hazan made the

• sort of pass he produced in his

j
sleep back in the good old days at

Maccabi Haifa in the 32nd minute

/ as. he slanted the ball to Eliayahu
1 unmarked in the area, with just

Komfein to beat The Betar keep-

er managed to charge down
i Eliyahu’s first shot, but the ball

fi spun back to the Hapoel forward
i ‘v who made no mistake with his

: second effort to give the Reds the

lead and sent the home friends

i
into a rare display ofjoy.

Hapoel continued to stifle

Betar’s game plan, which suffered

from too much unimaginative play

up the middle. Only the two
Hungarians, Istefan Pishont and

Stefan Saloi, seemed to be work-

ing at full throttle.

The Betaris finally struck back

in the last minute of the half, as a

t
casual Pishont sideflick to Saloi

was catapulted crisply into the far

comer of Shavit Elimelach’s goal

with the keeper well beaten.

Saloi had a controversial role in

the goal that gave the

Jerusalemites the lead three min-

utes after the interval. A handball

gave Itizik Zohar a direct free kick

10 meters outside tire area. As the

kick was about to be taken, Saloi.

standing on the right side of the
1

Hapoel wall shoved against his

A opponents causing the wall to

i
” break. Zohar guided the ball

j

through the point of collapse and

| into goal.

j That blow signalled the collapse

: of the Tel Avivians. Eliyahu and

{
Hazan both registered good
attempts but the rest of the game
belonged to Betar. Saloi came
close in the 66th minute but for

once, Elimelach displayed some
artful goalkeeping. Twelve min-

utes later, Ohana dispatched a

delicious cross from the left hand

side of the box, which was met by

, fullback Shumlik Levy diving at

> full stretch to head the ball over

the line for the goal of the match.

\ Hap* Jerusalem 0, Mac. TA 4

• I There was no comparison
i between the two teams in this

match played at a drenched Teddy

Stadium in front of a paltry 2,000

spectators. The Jerusalemites,

playing without inspirational vet-

U * eran midfielder Michel Dayan did-

t n’t stand a chance against the slick

1
Maccabi outfit who were conduct-

. \ ed by a superb Avi Nimni.

The international midfielder

looked in excellent form ahead of

his trial with Sheffield Wednesday

later this week as he struck twice

in Maccabi ’s 4-0 win. Nimni was

himself fouled in the area and then

stepped up to take (he penalty in

ihe seventh minute. Nir Sivilia

: . made it 2-0 to Maccabi after 15

SCOREBOARD
THURSDAY’S NHL RESULTS:
Hartford 4, Boston 2

New Jersey 2, Calgary 1

Florida 4, N.Y. Islanders 2

Phoenix 3, St. Louis 0
'Dunns Bay 2, Los Angeles 1

FRIDAY’S NHL RESULTS:

Anaheim 1. Buffalo 1

N.Y Rangers 6, Toronto 5

Pittsburgh 5, Washington 3

Montreal 3, Chicago 1

Philadelphia 6, Dallas 3

St. Louis4, Colorado 3

Edmonton 5* Ottawa 2

ORI LEWIS and
DEREK FATTAL

minutes with a solo effort before
the Tel Avivians got another pre-

sent from the hapless
Jerusalemites as Ehud Gola got
himself sent off for talking back to

the referee.

From (hat point, the result was
never in doubt, and Ofer Mizrahi
added a third in the 58th minute
and Nimni scored his second goal,

the best of the match as he turned
and shot, four minutes later.

Mac. Haifa 1, Hap. Taiba 1
Haifa look a miserable outfit at

present, a shadow of its former
self two or three seasons ago. The
Haifaites did not look like the

dominating side which used to

trample over lowly sides such as

Taiba in seasons past, and in fact,

it was Taiba who caused more
problems early on, prompting abu-
sive chants fix»m the crowd and a
call for the dismissal of manager
Giora Spiegel

Haifa finally got a hold of itself

towards the end of the half when
Reuven Atar scored in the 43rd
minute from a pass from Alon
Harazi. It was Atar's first goal

since returning to Maccabi last

month.
Taiba opened up the game in the

second half and were rewarded
with an equalizer on 71 minutes
when Nassim Akbaria struck.

Mac. PT 0, Hap. Haifa 2
The other Haifa side has defi-

nitely rediscovered its winning

ways and is looking much more
confident since the addition of

Ronnie Dura to the training staff

as assistant to Ivan Katalinic.

The PetahTikvans were never in

the hunt as Haifa played with con-

fidence and dominated die mid-
field. Alon Halfon was first to

score for Haifa when he headed
home from a Kovacs comer in the

36th minute.

Haifa appeared rather fortunate

to have been awarded a penalty in

the 57th minute, when Petah

Tikva’s Morad Abu-Kishak
slipped and fell on the ball han-

dling it in the process. He was also

awarded a yellow card for his mis-
fortune. Tal Banin made sure ref-

eree Meir Levy's gift would not go
to waste and converted the ensu-

ing penalty with assured confi-

dence.

Iron! Rishon 1, Mac. Herz 0
Rishon's Nir Shikva scored the

only goal in the 7Sih minute in a

game which was at times a total

yawn. Herziiya’s loss- was its first

after three consecutive wins and
was the first defeat since Shiye
Feigenbaum took over as coach
last month.
B. She’an 2, Hap. Beersbeba 1

Beersheba couldn't have
wished for a better start to Friday’s
game in Beit She’an as Shai
Holtzman put the visitors ahead
from the penalty spot in the sec-

ond minute after he was himself
fouled in the area. Beersheba
could have gone 2-0 up just four

minutes later, but Holtzman’s shot
hit the crossbar.

Beit She'an was not about to

give up after the early lapse and
fought hard to keep in the game. It

was rewarded in the 26th minute
when the hosts' Seqan Sulkovic
deflected Tibor Salai's shot past

the helpless Shaul Snndja in the

Beersheba goal.

Beit She'an took the lead on the

hour mark when Smadja was fooled

once again, this time by his own
defender, flan Vaknin, who deflect-

ed Shimon Danan's goal-bound
shot out of his 'keeper's reach. Beit

She’an 's win was its first at home
for nine months, while Beeniheba’s

run offive straight wins was halted

unexpectedly.

ZaJnrim Holon L, Hap. FT 1
Motti Kakkon put title chasers

Petah Tikva on tbe road to another

victory on 27 minutes after Roman
Petz handled in the area. But from
then on it was downhill all the

way. Petah Tikva’s Walid Bdir got

himself sent off soon after the goal

when he picked up a second yel-

low card and Holon began to take

advantage of their one-man advan-

tage.

The equalizer came in the 77th

minute when Tomer Baxzilai bead-

ed past Shai Hess.

Kfar Sava 1, Bnei Yehuda 0
Kfar Sava made the best of its

home advantage in a poor game
and should have won by a bigger

margin. The only goal came in the

39th minute when Yaruv Abaijil

struck a shot high past the helpless

Liran Strauber in die Beni Yehuda
goal.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Zafririm Holon
Tomer Barzflal, 77
Maccabi Haifa ._
Reuven Alar, 43
Hapoel Kfar Sava
Yaniv AbarjB, 39
Hapbei Tel Aviv .
Sagiv Eflatuj, 32

Hapoel Jerusalem

Iron! Rishon Union .

Ntr Shflcva, 78
Hapoel Beit She'an _
Sarfan Sulkovic, 26
Man Vakfchn, GO (og)

Maccabi Petah Tikva

.— (0)1

m i

Hapoel Petah Tikva
Mottf Kakkon 27 ((ten.)

(1)1

(0) 1

(1) 1

Nassim Akbaria, 71
Bnel Yehuda (0) 0

Betar Jerusalem
Stefan Saloi, 45
Itzik Zohar, 48
Shmulik Levy, 78
EJtan Mizrahi, 90
Maccabi Tod Aviv
Avi Nimni, 7 (pen.), 62
Nir Sivffia, 15
Ofer Mizrahi, 58
Maccabi Herallya

Hapoel Beersheba —
Shai Hotonan, Z (pen.)

Hapoel Haifa

Alon Halfon, 36
Tal Banin, 57 (pen.)

Batar Jerusalem
Hapoel Petah Tikva
Hapoel Beersheba
Maccabi Tel Aviv .............

P
12
12
12
12

W
10
9
5
6

D
2
2
O
4

L
0
1

4
2

Gf
28
27
18
21

Ga
7
13
9
14

Dtf.

21
14
9
7

Pts.

32
29
24
22

Maccabi Petah Tikva 12 6 2 4 14 12 2 20
Bnei Yehuda 12 6 2 4 15 15 - 20
Hapoel Haifa 12 6 1 5 21 16 5 19
Maccabi Haifa 12 4 4 4 14 15 -1 16
Hapoel Kfar Sava 12 5 1 6 10 11 -1 16
Hapoel Jerusalem 12 4 1 7 10 18 -8 13
Ironi FUshon Lezion 12 4 1 7 13 24 -11 13
Zafririm Holon 12 2 4 6 8 14 -6 10
Maccabi HerzQya 12 3 1 8 5 12 -7 10
Hapoel Taiba 12 3 1 8 10 21 -11 10
HapoaJ Beit She'an - 12 2- 3 7 9 13 _4 9
Hapoel Tel Aviv 12 2 3 7 7 16 -9 9

Ironl Ashdod
Hakoah. Ramat Gan —
Hapoel Bat Yam —
Hapoel Aahkefon
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona
Maccabi Netanya
Maccabi Kafr Kane
Maccabi Jaffa

SECOND DIVISION
5 Maccabi Acre
3 Betar Tel Aviv
O Maccabi Kiryat Gat
1 Hapoel Hadora
0 Maccabi Yavne
5 Ness Ziona
1 Hapoel Ramat Gan— 1 Hapoel Ashdod

Hakoah Ramat Gan
Hapoel Ashketon _—.....

Ironl Ashdod
Maccabi Netanya
Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Hapoel Bat Yam
Maccabi Kafr Kana .......

Hapoel Ramat Gan
Betar Tel Aviv .................

Ness Ziona
Hapoel Ashdod
Maccabi Yavne ... ...

Maccabi Acre
Hapoel Hadera —
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona ...

Maccabi Jaffa — ....

This week's winning Sportoto Ibis:

This week's winning Toto Plus line:....

Winning Tototeko numbers:

P w D L. Gf Ga Dff. Pts.

11 8 2 1 25 7 18 26
n 7 1 3 16 9 7 22
n 5 5 1 18 11 7 20
ii 6 2 3 21 15 6 20
ii 5 4 2 9 10 -1 19
ii 5 3 3 17 9 8 18
ii 5 2 4 11 16 -5 17
ii 4 S 3 12 7 - 5 16
ii 3 4 4 12 16 -4 13
ii 3 3 5 14 15 -1 12
ii 3 3 5 14 16 -2 12
ii 4 - 7 11 17 -6 12
ii 3 3 5 10 16 -6 12
ii 1 5 5 8 14 -6 8
ii 1 4 6 7 19 -12 7
ii 1 3 7 10 18 -8 6

XX.1.2A1.1A1.1AXA1.2.
2.1 >1jq2XX12,1.1A1 XI.

1, 2. 12, 19, 21, 26, 28.

Havelange to retire after
1998 World Cup

BARCELONA (AP) - FIFA's S0~year-old president Joao Havelange of
Brazil said yesterday he would retire as head of the world soccer body
at the end of the 1998 Woiid Cup in Fiance. *

Havelange has been president ofFIFA since 1 979. The favorite to take

his job is probably Lennart Johansson, the president of Europe's soccer

body UEFA and a FIFAvice president

Johansson of Sweden was a strong supporter of co-hosting the 2002
World Cup in Japan and South Korea — a plan Havelange opposed but

eventually was forced to accept

GUNNING FOR GLORY -Arsenal’s Paul Merson (1) dribbles the ball around Derby County defenders. iK?«c

Arsenal stays top, Liverpool loses
LONDON (AP) - Arsenal got a goal

in second-half injury time by
Patrick Vieira to salvage a 2-2 draw
yesterday with newjy promoted
Derby, moving the Gunners four

points ahead of Wimbledon and
Liverpool in the Premier League.
Arsenal has 35 points with die late

draw to 31 for Wimbledon and
Liverpool. Wimbledon moved into

second ahead of Liverpool on goal

difference, thanks to a 3-1 victory

over Sunderland. It was
Wimbledon’s 18th straight game
without a loss.

Liverpool lost at home 1-0 to

Sheffield Wednesday, Liverpool's

first loss in seven games and its first

home loss this season.

Tony Adams gave league-leading

Arsenal a 1-0 lead on a goal in first-

half injury time, but goals by Dean
Sturridge in the 62nd and Darryl

Powell in the 71st put Derby in a

position for an upset victory on
Arsenal's pitch.

Chelsea got its 2-2 draw with

Eveiton thanks to goals by Italians

Gianfranco Zola in the 12th and

Gianluca Vialli in the 55th-

Today, defending champion
Manchester United plays at West
Ham withNewcastle playing tomor-

row at last-place Nottingham Forest

In Scotland. Rangers beat

PREMIER LEAGUE: Arsenal 2,

Derby 2; Chelsea 2, Everton 2;-

Coventry l, Tottenham 2; Leicester

1, Btackbarn 1; LiverpoolO,Sbeflicld

Wednesday 1; Middlesbrough 0,

Leeds 0; Southampton 0,Aston VIDa

1; Sunderland 1, Wimbledon 3.

FIRST DIVISION: Barnsley 3,

Southend 0; Birmingham 0, Grimsby
0; Charlton 2, Swindon 0; Crystal

Palace 2, Oxford United 2;

Huddersfield 2, Norwich 0; Jspwicb 0,

Wolverhampton 0; Manchester City

3, Bradford 2; Oldham 0, Queens
Park, Rangers 2; Reading 0, Fort Vale

1; Sheffield United 1, Portsmouth 0;

Stoke 2, Tranmere 0l

FA CUP (2nd Round): Barnet 3,

Wycombe 3; Blackpool 0, Hednesford

IOC visits

Cape Town
CAPE TOWN (AP) - An
International Olympic Committee
delegation arrived in Cape Town
Friday for the final leg of a tour

to assess the bids of the 11 candi-

date cities for the 2004 Games.
The panel arrived from London in

the same technicolor plane used to

fly the South African team to this

year's Atlanta Games.
Schoolchildren greeted them

along their route from the airport .

into the city, waving flags and
singing.

The panel will spend the next

three days meeting bid officials

and visiting the proposed sites for

the sports stadiums and other

infrastructure needed to cater for

the millions of athletes, journal-

ists and visitors who would come
to the games.

Once the sentimental favorite to

win the 2004 Games because -of

South Africa’s largely peaceful

transition from apartheid to all-

race democracy. Cape Town has

slipped down in the rankings
behind Rome and Stockholm.
The IOC is keen to give Africa

its first Olympic games, but Cape
Town’s lack of facilities meeting
Olympic standards is considered a
drawback. These would have to be
built at great cost .by a country

with pressing social needs.

High crime levels are also of
concern in a province. Attacks and
muggings of tourists occur fre-

quently-

In response, the city put together
what it called a “developmental
bid” designed to improve the lot

of South Africa’s disadvantaged.

Training facilities would be built

In impoverished black and mixed-
race townships where they never
existed before, while the Olympic
villages could be converted into
low- and middle-income housing
after die games.

The IOC delegation has already
visited Rome, Athens, Buenos
Aires, Istanbul, LQle, Rio de
Janeiro, San Juan, Seville,

Stockholm and Sl Petersburg,

Russia.

Hibernian 4-3 to boost their lead at

die top to eight points over Celtic.

Rangers have 35 and Celtic 27.

Celtic fell further behind with a 2-1

loss at MotherwelL
Chelsea 2, Everton 2 (2-2)

Chelsea got the draw in the 55th

minute from Italian Gianluca Vialli -

to give the club 25 points - nine

behind Arsenal. Inflow Italian

Gianfranco Zola opened the scoring

in the 12th, but Everton went ahead
2-1 on goals in the 17th by Michael
Branch and another in the 28th from
Andrei Kanchelskis.

Coventry 1, Tottenham 2
The victory gave Tottenham 23

points and left Coventry a spot off

the bottom with only 10 points to

nine for Nottingham Forest. Teddy
Sheringham scored in the 27 th for

Tottenham and Coventry’s Noel
Whelan equalized in the 60th.

Andy Simon got die winner for

Tottenham in the 75th.

Leicester L, Blackburn 1
Blackburn stretched its unbeaten

string to five games with the draw

but still has yet to win away from

home this season.

Chris Sutton gave Blackburn a 1-

0 lead in the 34th, but Ian Marshall

knotted the game in the 78th fix

Leicester. Blackburn has 13 points

and Leicester 21.

1; ..Bristol City 9, SL- Albans. 2;
Cambridge United. 0,. Woking 2
Carlisle 1, Darlington 0; Chester 1,

Boston United 0; Chesterfield 2,

Scarborough 0; Enfield 1,

Peterborough 2; Hull 2, Crewe 5;

Leyton Orient 1, Stevenage 2; Luton

2, Boreham Wood 1; Mansfield 0,

Stockport 3; Notts County 3,

Rochdale 1; Preston 2, York 3;

Sudbury 1, Brentford 3; Walsall 1,

Burnley 1; Watford 5, Ashford Town
0; Wrexham 2, Scunthorpe 2.

SCOTTISH PREMIER:
IJnnimnline 2, Aberdeen 3; Hearts (\

Raith 0; Kilmarnock 0, Dundee
United 2; Motherwell 2, Celtic 1;

Rangers 4, Hibernian 3.

Liverpool 0, Sbeff Wednesday 1

The loss was the first at home this

season for Liverpool and will throw

into doubt thoughts of Liverpool as a

legitimate title contender. Guy
Whittingham got ihp winner for

Sheffield Wednesday in the 22nd.

It was the first win at Liverpool’s

Anfield stadium for Sheffield

Wednesday in 12 years. Wednesday
is now unbeaten in its last seven

games and has 24 points.

Middlesbrough 0, Leeds 0
Italian Fabrizio Ravanelli, who

has scored 16 this season ‘in

England, was frustrated on a spec-

tacular first-half save by Leeds

keeper Nigel Martyn. In the second

half. Ravanelli also missed a clear-

cut scoring chance on a shot that

sliced wide. Middlesbrough played

again without Brazilian Emerson,

who says he doesn't want to play in

Premier League
Team GP
Arsenal 17
Wimbledon 16
Liverpool 16

Aston Vffla 17
Newcastle 15
Man United 15
Chelsea 16
Everton 16
Shelf Wed 16

Tottenham 16
Derby 16
Leicester . .17.
Leeds 16

Suh&Hfehd ra-
west Han 16
Middlesbrough 17
Blackburn 16
Southampton 17
Coventry 1$
Nott Forest 15

Scottish Premier

Rangers 14
Celtic 14
Aberdeen 15
Hearts 15
Hibernian 15
Dundee United 15
Motherwell 15
Dunlermfine 14
RaKft 15
Kilmarnock 14

England with rumors suggesting

he’s headed to Barcelona in Spain.

Southampton 0, Aston Villa 1

Andy Townsend scored for Villa

in the '34th to notch the victory. It

was Southampton's fifth straight

loss _ the club's worst streak in two

yeans. In contrast, it was Villa's

fourth straight victory. Villa has 30

points for fourth place just behind

Liverpool and Wimbledon.
Sunderland I, Wimbledon 3

No. 2 Wimbledon continues to

be the hottest team in English soc-

cer with an IS-game unbeaten
string.

Efan Ekoku of Nigeria gave

Wimbledon a 2-0 lead on goals in

the Sth and 29th. Sunderland's

Andrew Melville cut it to 2- 1 in the

83rd. but Wimbledon's Dean

Holdswonh made no mistake with a

goal In the 89th.

GP w 0 L GF GA Pts

17 10 5 2 34 16 35
16 9 4 3 29 17 31
16 9 4 3 26 14 31

17 9 3 5 22 15 30
15 9 2 4 26 17 29

15 7 5 3 29 22 26
16 6 7 3 25 23 25
16 6 6 4 25 20 24
16 6 6 4 17 18 24
16 7 2 7 17 17 23

16 5 7 4 19 19 22

ie'
17
IS

22,
20'

14- 21“
13 20
20 28
16 21
24 32
10 23
12 25

35 12
32 15
28 19
18 19
16 25
17 17
17 23
19 27
14 27
17 29

CLASSIFIEDS

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS- AB rates

Include VAT:

Single Weekday - NIS 128.70 tor 10 worth

(minimum), each additional word NIS
1JLB7
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
19850 10 words (minimum), each adeft-

fional word NIS 1989.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 292^0 for 10 worefe

(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
2925
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - N*9 409.50
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word- NIS 4095.
,

.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
52650 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional word -NIS SZS5.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 904J5O

for 10 words (minimum}, each additional

word - NIS 99.45. _ w
New Rates are valid until February
28,1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays 12 noon the day
before publication; tor Friday 4 pm on

SALES

BEN ZY1 REALTY for sale:' Rehavfe. ex-
clusive penthouse, 6 + terrace, elevator

and parking, near Yeshurun, 3£ + succa
balcony + Shabbat elevator. TeL 02-563-

0068, 02-563-1664.

FOR SALfi, ARNONA, penthouse, 180,
view, elevator, covered parking, no
agents. $550,000. Tel. 03-6430884, 052-
787168.

CAESAREA!! 7, LUXURIOUS! Swim-
ming pool, desirable neighborhood. For
quick derision. Tel. 00-363-281, 050-
231-725.

quiet central. 20GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet cel
sq_m. basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. MSRABUILD* Tel
02-6688571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet,, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
cBate. ISRABUlLD. Tri 02-5666571-

OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-

Tet Aviv 'and Haifa - weekdays: 12

andki^y. 4 TdAriv
and 12 noon Thursday In Haas.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.

Short and long term rentals.

Bed end
P.O. Bax 4233. Jerusalem 91044.
TeL 02-5611745. Fax: 02-661-8541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
HOLIDAY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
and rooms for short periods, throughout
Jerusalem, low. prices. Shea) Informa-
tion service tor (Iris and rooms. 21 King
George SL, Jerusalem. Tal. 02-825-
661S, Fax: 02-625-7205.

THE JERUSALEM DM at Ihe City Cen-
ter - Double or targe.fomfiy rooms, priv.

bathroom. T.v/Tel. quaUy furnished. Tet
02-252-757, Rax tga5i4»7.-

, RENTALS
OLD KATAMON, 3.5 rooms, ground
Boor, toffy furnished, avaBarie long temtf
Dec.
7&J. 02563-601 1, 02-583-4397.

HAR NOP (CHAV-TAIB). 5 rooms, com-
pletely renovated. + terrace + garden +
aouble conveniences 4- storage, very
special, exclusive to T.K.M. Multi-line,

TeL 02-652-8041.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS
KFAR MA'AS, 5 rooms, courtyard, air-

conditioning. solar boiler, 2 bathrooms.
TeL OS-834-7070.

SAVKJN, TO RENT,
ous vflla + pool, suit

elusive DEHBOTON.

RENT, large, very luxurt-

ool. suit ambassador . Ex-
BOTON. TeL 03-534-3356.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

GENERAL
DANISH / HNISH SPEAKERS
WANTED, High salary! Call Matena al

Tel. 03-575-8255.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST! I We are the bestil
The biggest and oldest agency In Israel.

For the highest quality live-fn lobs
phone An Pair International. 03-
6190423.

IMMEDIATE ' JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency wfth a heart for the Au Pairs. Call
HBma TeL 03-9659937.

£?,PD .
CONDITIONS, HIGH salary,

for ffve-infout, for 1 girt. Tel. 03-560^531.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS Soulh African
au pair, live-in, Central Tel Aviv, S750 +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. Tel. 03-620-
1195, 052-452-002.

OFFICE STAFF
DIAMOND BOURSA, SECRETARY/
TYPfST (3S+J, for admfntstrative/corre-
spondence. Afternoons/fuH-time. Tel. 03-

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES
~~

HERZILYA PITUAH, NEW house,
across tram sea + poasfbftity lor pool +
basement Tel. 09-.955-2692. 050-231-
725.

RAMOT HASHAVIM. NEW COMage,
beautiful. 350 sqjn., on 1 ,100 sq.m. riot
immediate. Tel. Ron 03-540-2632. 052-

tWr-NriW.?:!

1 fla'anana: Unique cottage, beautifully

decorated, prime location

Rg'snana: ExcsottonaJ roof apartment,

beautiful view, high standard au<su

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
~

NEEDED HI ENGLISH SPEAKING AU
Pain' Metapetet fre - out for two child-
ren (12 + 24 months), light housework,
flexible hours, good conditions, refer-
ences required, Netanya Tet. 09-861-
0528.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

UNRESTRICTED
AR1E PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, selling, leasing, trading.
Tet 02-6523735. 050-340977.

SELLING? BUYING? INSTANTCASIf.
Any car. Huge inventcuy. Bargains. Ben-
nett TeL 02-993-1493, 050-3113715.

.
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convey a five-point PW^for
future peace talks to At*adL It

included recognition of Syrian

sovereignty over the Golan: secu-

rity arrangements for both coun-

tries: an Israeli partial withdrawal

from two-thirds of the Golan;

necotiaiions over an Israeli with-

drawal from the rest of the Golan,

within a reasonable deadline; and

mutual recognition in exchange

for the Golan.
,

. . ,

Peres stressed that Israel wished

Damascus to come up with a dec-

laration on total peace, including

recocnition and full diplomatic

ties.” In exchange. Peres said,

Israel was willing to make the

same concessions that had been

made in the peace talks with

Ecypt-
Dumas. who had close relations

with top Syrian officials, left for

Damascus 10 days later and pre-

sented Peres's proposal to Assad.

Assad asked whether prime min-

ister Yitzhak Rabin knew about

the proposal, then told Dumas
that “everything could be dis-

cussed." urging the French minis-

ter to continue his mediation and

to return to Damascus whenever it

would be necessary.

Back in Paris, Dumas phoned

Peres to inform him of the results

of his discussion with Assad.
However, Peres told him that the

Americans had learned about his

secret mission and Washington

had sent Jerusalem a clear mes-
sage. according to which “the

French initiative does not con-

tribute to advance the peace

process," the book says. Peres

therefore asked Dumas to aban-

don the mediation effort.

Dumas also reveals that a few
days before his departure to

Damascus. Yasser Arafat asked

him to see whether Peres would
agree to hold secret talks with his

economic adviser, Ahmed Qreia,

on issues concerning the econom-
ic development of the Middle
East. Peres said it was premature

to hold such contacts, and that he

could not initiate any step without

the government's consent
Peres, on a private visit to

France to visit French President

Jacques Chirac, confirmed yester-

day that he had asked Dumas to

convey certain messages _ to

Assad, but sanThe*was not-awafe

3|
rS^p86#"ve

me uS pressures that enaea
Dumas’s mediatioh mission.

ARNON
(Continued from Page 1)

took the dividers to form a corri-

dor through which a Moslem
employee of the Wakf. the

muezzin, could walk to the site's

minaret.

Following die division of the

cave after the Baruch Goldstein

massacre into two halves — one
side for Jews and one side for

Moslems— the Jews have com-
plained that the muezzin contin-

ues to walk through the Jewish
section. They have repeatedly

asked for an electronic mecha-
nism which would enable him to

call the Moslems to prayer from
the Moslem half, but this has not

yet been installed.

“On Friday they took the

dividers and effectively cut off by
a third the area where we could

pray." Shtiuck said.

Shtruck said that, when the Jews
went to move the dividers back to

their original location, die police

aggressively intervened, pushing

a seven-year-old child down some
stairs. Amon tried to get die name
of one of the policeman, and— as

a result— was then arrested, she
said.

The police spokesman said that

some 100 Jews tried to prevent

Amon’s arrest outside the cave.

"This is too much,7 Shtruck
said, referring to the arrest on
Shabbat, “they are trampling
everything holy to usT" She said

that Amon, "a known public fig-

ure,” had obligated himself to go
to the local police station for

questioning immediately after

Shabbat. but that his request was
turned down.

SUMMIT
(Continued from Page 1)

die PA police stations, but has
agreed to the Palestinians using
semi-automatic Ingram subma-
chine guns, which have a shorter

- range, and thus cannot be used for

sniping at Hebron settlers.

Palestinians want non-Hebron
issues ro be resolved as well, such
as the number of Palestinian pris-

oners released and the date for a
further IDF pullback in the terri-

tories.

Another sticking point has been
the start of talks on the final dis-

position of the territories.

Netanyahu said in Friday’s cabi-
net meeting that he is willing to
start those talks in a “few weeks."

DRIVE
CAREFULLY

Dow falls 55 pits London stocks plummet
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUPWALL STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (AP)- Stocks see-

sawed sharply Friday after com-
ments by Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan spurred

fears about rising interest rates,

sending foreign and domestic mar-
kets reeling.

On Wail Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average dropped 55.16

points to close at 6,381 .94, having
recovered from a 145-point dive in

the first half hour of trading.

Broader measures also erased a
big chunk of the early slide, which
came after a big increase in bond
market interest rates.

But as cooler minds prevailed
with the help of another report

suggesting moderate economic
growth, bond market yields came
back down and bargain hunters

moved in to snap up depressed
shares.

In a speech Thursday night,

Greenspan raised questions about
“irrational exuberance'’ among
investors, causing worries that the

Fed may soon raise interest rates.

The markets have been rallying

for months amid optimism (hat

economic growth has ebbed
enough to contain inflation with-
out the central bank’s intervention.

The Fed's policy makers are to

meet again December 17.

The prospect of higher inflation

or interest rates makes fixed-
income investments such as bonds
less attractive, and higher interest

rates can hurt stocks by slowing
consumer spending and raising

corporate borrowing costs.

As bond prices tumbled in fee

morning, the yield on the 30-year
Treasury bond - a key determinant

of corporate and consumer bor-
rowing costs - soared from late

Thursday's 6.50 percent to as high
as 6.64 percent the highest level

since early November.
Last week, die yield hit a nine-

month low amid continuing indi-

cations of non-inflationary eco-
nomic growth.

LONDON (Reuter) - British

shares suffered their biggest one-

day loss in four years Friday as

world markets tumbled following

surprise anti-inflation comments

from' U.S. Federal Reserve chief

Alan Greenspan' yet shares bad

rallied from their earlier sharp

decline by the close, as Wall Street

steadied and a benign U.S. jobs

report eased the market’s interest

rate fears. The FTSE 100 index

closed 88.2 points lower at

3.963.0, falling 95.0 from last

Friday.

TOKYO - Tokyo's key Nikkei

index ended down more than three

percent, the biggest one-day drop

this year. The Nikkei 225 average

shed 667.20 points or 3.19 percent

to close at 20,276.70, down
743.66 from last week.

JOHANNESBURG - Sooth

African shares buckled as worries

of sharp losses on Wall Street

gripped the market but stocks

were able to claw back from then-

weakest levels shortly before (he

close. The Industrial index closed

down 181.5 points at 7,795.2,

down 202.3 on the week, the

Overall index was down 116.4

points to 6,601.2, a drop of 112.7

from seven days ago and the Gold
index finished 17-5 points firmer

at 1 ,528.0, up 4.3 from last Friday.

Dollar falls and rebounds on
Greenspan announcement

CURRENCY REPORT

Threat of higher interest

rates may cap market
WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

dropped then rebounded Friday,

echoing fee seesaw behavior of
stocks and bonds after Federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
spooked the markets by publicly

wondering if they are overvalued.

The gyrations left fee dollar

mixed by day’s end, but little

changed from Thursday’s levels.

“We had a pretty volatile day.”

said Frank Conte, chief trader at

Royal Bank of Canada's New
York branch. “Greenspan came
out of left field and that's basical-

ly what drove us today.”

As of 4 p.m. fee dollar cost

1.5463 marks, down from 1.5S16

Thursday. The dollar cost 112.89

yen. up from 112.46. The British

pound cost Sl-6466, up from
SI.6332.

NEW YORK (Reuter) - The fear

that Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan, who has presided
over the strongest bull market
ever, might raise interest rates

could cool the euphoria that has
boosted stocks nearly 60 percent

in fee last two years.

The high-flying market was
taken down Friday, one day after

Greenspan hinted that a hike in

short-term interest rates might be
needed to slow the stunning rise in

.

stocks - a rally which has been
driven by a record flow of cash

into mutual funds.
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Prior to Friday’s break, the Dow
Jones industrial average racked up
a solid gain for the year of nearly

26 percent on top of a spectacular

jump of 333 percent in 1995.

Just last month, fee Dow index

rallied 500 points.

On Friday, fee world's most
closely watched stock index closed

down 55.16 points at 6,381.94 after

bouncing back from an early loss

of more than 140 points.

For the week, fee Dow was off

about 139.76 points from last

Friday’s close of 6.521 .70.

Wall Street called time out after

Greenspan sent a clear message
that things may be getting ont of
hand, and investors needed to

restrain themselves.

In typical Greenspan-speak, the

Fed chief said the central bank had
to be wary of "irrational exuber-

ance” infecting stock and other

markets.

He also said that while inflation

was still low, its future course was
uncertain and the Fed had to be

ready when setting policy to take

action before dangers developed.

“Mferieafreaderayiewedfee-Fed
'chairman’s comments as a^hint
*tiftU-iBterest rates may havc^t&igo

up if the stock market does not

cool down.
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Jordan moves to mend economic ties with Iraq
IN an apparent shift from its hostility toward

Saddam Hussein’s regime, Jordan seemed to

change gears last week by announcing it would
soonbe dispatching a high-level economic del-

egation to Iraq to boost trade.

“In a short period, a Jordanian delegation

headed by fee ministers of energy and finance

will travel to Baghdad, to be followed by a

meeting of the joint Jordanian-Iraqi economic
committee,” Jordan's Information Minister

Marwan Muasber said.

The Jordanian delegation will be led by
Finance and Customs Minister Marwan Awad
and Energy and Mineral Resources Minister

Hasem Dabbas.

Jordan’s Crown Prince Hassan also publicly

called this week upon fee US to rethink its

strategy in dealing wife Iraq.

Jordan's Prime Minister Karim Abdul
Kabariti also met wife Iraqi Trade Minister

Mohammed Mehdi Saleh, who was visiting

Amman, on Saturday.

Taken together, the moves stand in sharp con-
trast to fee summer of 199S, when King
Hussein invited Saddam's son-in-law Hussein

DAVID MAKOVSKY and news at

Kamel, who defected from Baghdad and called

from the monarch's lawn in Amman to over-

throw Saddam. Hussein Kamel was subse-

quently murdered upon his return to Iraq.

Jordanian officials have not visited Iraq since

then.

The shift in policy appears to be dne to the

UN’s partial lifting of its six-year old oil

embargo, which enables Iraq to export $2 bil-

lion of oil in return for food. Jordan already

imports 75,000 barrels a day of crude o3 and
byproducts from Iraq at reduced rates.

Jordanian officials say the visit is prompted
by concern about losing out to regional neigh-

bors. There is stepped up competition from
Turkey, Gulf states and international business-

men interested in a share of the lucrative ofl-

for-food deal
Yet other Jordanian officials are downplaying

the significance of stepped-up trade ties wife

Baghdad. Jordan’s ambassador to Israel, Omar
Rifai, denied that there are any broad implica-

tions, political or otherwise, to bolstered trade

ties wife Iraq. Rifai said, “The central location

of Jordan makes it accessible to all its neigh-

bors, and therefore allows trade in all direc-

tions.
“Akaba. is the only port Iraq can use. There is

no detectable shift in Jordanian feintring

regarding Iraq. There have been trade relations

wife Iraq and this will continue.”

Jordan’s bid to move closer to Iraq economi-
cally also reflects a disappointment wife the

peace dividend Amman was hoping to receive

from Israel as a result of fee 1994 peace treaty.

According to the World Bank, Jordan’s econo-
my grew at over 4% last year, but this was still

below fee 6% target of fee International

Monetary Fund.
Officials in fee Prime Minister’s Office in

Jerusalem reacted with surprising equanimi-
ty to Jordan’s nudging closer to Iraq, and
some even thought it was a good idea. “Iraq
is not threatening us wife Scuds at this

minute. If Jordan moves a step towards
Baghdad , this means it is a step away from
Cairo, which is hardening the Palestinian
position."

Union accepts plan to

rescue Canadian Airlines
TORONTO (AP) -Ending a week-
long holdout that jeopardized
Canadian Airlines’ survival, the

Canadian Auto Workers union said

yesterday it had reached agreement
wife the airline and federal govern-

ment (xi a rescue plan feat includes

employee pay cuts.

Long after Canadian’s other five

unions had accepted fee plan, fee

CAW resisted, insisting that the

government should contribute

more money or re-regulate fee avi-

ation industry to improve die air-

line’s chances for profitability.

The union, which represents
3,700 Canadian Airlines reserva-

tion and ticket agents, finally

accepted pay cuts, but only after

bargaining themdown to an average
of3.7 percent, compared to fee 10%
initially demanded by fee airline.

In return for fee pay cut,

Canadian agreed to give greater
job security to union members.
The final dispute was over the

union’s demand that the federal

government review its airline poli-

cies to see if there were ways to

minimize fierce competition
between Canadian and fee other
national carrier. Air Canada
The government, though warn-

ing that k is opposed to re-regu-
lation of the industry, agreed to
convene a conference of all major
players in the airline industry ro
discuss fee issue.

Canadian Airlines, which has

lost about $1 billion in fee past
five years, feared it would go out
of business if fee CAW had held
out any longer.

“I think it lets os now get word
out to our customers feat they can
fly wife us this Christmas arid for

many Christmases to come," air-

line president Kevin Benson said

after fee agreement was reached.
On Wednesday, fee government

took the unprecedented step of
ordering feat the CAW members
vote on fee airline rescue plan.

Union president Buzz Hargrove had
resisted calling such a vote, instead

seeking to maintain pressure on fee

government for more concessions.

Under fee rescue plan, the feder-
al, Alberta and British Columbia
governments agree to ease fuel

taxes, and the airlines’ creditors

also will provide help. But those
actions were contingent on all six
unions accepting pay cuts.

The controversy over Canadian’s
fere had political overtones, particu-

larly because the Liberal Party gov-
ernment is expected to call anation-
al election in 1997.

Canadian is based in Calgary,
Alberta, and — despite its financial

problems - is a symbol of pride for
Western Canada. Air CarMria the
No. 1 carrier; is based in Montreal,
and some Westerners viewed the
government's reluctance to come to
Canadian’s rescue as a slight
toward their region.

Senders of bomb to French
Jewish paper follow with

threatening letter
ELPAD BECK

PARIS
THE anonymous senders of a
booby-trapped package that arrived

Tuesday in the offices offee French
Jewish weekly TribuneJuive but did
not explode, threatened to hit other
Jewish targets in France and around
fee world, unless Israel withdraws
from Hebron.

An unsigned letter that was sent
to Tribune Juive and other French
newspapers near week’s end
claimed that the persons behind
fee failed terrorist action did not
belong to any group, but arc
members of the great Arab

nation, in the same way feat cer-
tain people are members of fee

great Jewish nation.

“Therefore, we feel solidarity
wife our Palestinian brothers,
especially those living in Hebron.
There, fee Jews are acting like

cowards. They shoot real bullets at

women and children who only
have stones to defend them-
selves,” the letter said.

“As long as the Jews will not
withdraw from Hebron and will
act like cowards in Palestine, there
will be Arabs in France and soon
elsewhere as well, that will use fee
weapons of the cowards, in France
and elsewhere against Jewish
civilians.”

The letter isbeing taken seriously.

as the writes accurately describe
the homemade bomb that was sent
to Tribune Juive. The bomb was
built into a video cassette.A techni-
cal problem and the suspicion ofthe
newspaper’s chief editor, Yves
Derai, to whom the paring was
addressed, prevented a tragedy.

The letter was sent from a post
office next to the Gare DeLyo train

Station. This might mriinafp: fee
senders of the package and letter

live outside of Paris, probably in
fee suburbs ofLyon, in winch there
are large Moslem communities.
In September 1995, a car bomb

exploded next to a Jewish school
in fee town ofVilleurbanoem, near
Lyon, wounding 13 children.
Khaled Kelkal, the Algerian who
masterminded that wave of
attacks, lived in fee area of Lyon.
French Interior Minister Jean-

Louis Dobre informed fee leaders
of the French Jewish community
that security was being beefed up
around Jewish institutions all over
the country. Henri Hajdenberg,
chairman of tfie CRIF
(Representative Council ofJewish
Institutions) said yesterday feat
given the seriousness of the
threats, the council has asked
community leaders to also
increase security measures.
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
HANUKKA
Helen Kaye

THE Jungle Book musical
conunues at the Noga Theaterm with four perfor-
mances today at 10 a.m. 1 , 4
and 6:30 pjn. There are three
ot four performances daSy all
trough Hanukka, The
Sleeping Beamy

, performed
by the Israel BaDet at the Tel
Aviv Performing Arts Cfcnter,
us today, Tuesday and
Ttoralay at 6 pan, tomorrow
and Wednesday at 11 a.m. 77*
Hunchback ofNoire Dame is
at the Mann Auditorium today
at 12 and 2:45 p.m, and
through December 13 it will
show three times daily. The
best buy (tickets are only
around NTS 30) is Tommy Tam
at the Beit Zvi Drama School
in Raroat Gan.

:>>
.. ^

The Moiseyev Dance Company is at Kibbutz Yifat tonight and
Givat Brenner tomorrow.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt

YOU can still enjoy Murray Perahia’s exquisite
artistry and musicianship as the American pianist
plays Mozart's 24th (K.491) Piano Concerto as well“two shorter and relatively unknown pieces by
Schumann, the Introduction and Allegro
Appassionato, and die Concerto Allegro with
Introduction, none of which has been performed by
me IPO before. Michael Stem, in his IPO debut, is
on the podium also leading the orchestra in two pro-
grammatic works, Tchaikovsky’s Francesca da
Rimini and the Meditation and Vengeance Dance
from Barber’s Medea. At the Maim Auditorium in
Tel Aviv tonight, Tuesday, and Thursday, and
December 14 at the Haifa Auditorium (8:30).

CINEMA EUROPA
Adina Hoffman

Far from being a sanctimonious piece of topical
hair-tugging, though. Chronicle is often funny in a
painful way, and is perhaps most notable for the dis-

parate styles and tones that it manages to combine.
In places, the wnterfdirectoc/star adopts the self-

deprecating, essayistic tack that Narmi Moretti took
• m hisDear Diary.

Sometimes the action appears borrowed directly

from 77ze Keystone Cops and, at others, it’s pure
Beckett. (Suleiman’s own demeanor is oddly remi-
niscent of Buster Keaton’s: not only does he share
the actor’s heavy-lidded eyes, his soft lips and
quizzical*brow, he also never speaks.)

The film has the colorfully flat, static look of a
comic strip, but Suleiman’s patient timing and his

ability to let a visual joke stand without fuss or fan-

fare give die movie a calmer, deeper, and ultimately

more profound slant than any cartoon, political or
otherwise.

Chronicles is easily the most impressive film to

come out of this region in years. Arabic, Hebrew,
Bench and Russian dialogue, with English subtitles.

(Tel Aviv Cinematheque, Sunday 9:30; Jerusalem,

Monday 7:30)

THE winner of this year’s Best First Feature Prize at

the Venice Film Festival, HI»* Suleiman’s Chronicle
of a Disappearance, is indeed a remarkable debut
far the Nazareth-born director. The movie is a
Palestinian-lsraeli-European Union co-production
that navigates between diaristic glimpses of the
filmmaker’s daily life, black-comic bits rhat may or
may not have been staged for the camera, and a
more expansive, absurd view of the never-ending
local political strife.

DANCE
Helen Kaye

THERE are still two chances to see the fabulous

Moiseyev Dance Company whose male dancers

seem to have parted company with gravity. Then-

shows are at Kibbutz Yifat tonight and Givat
Brenner tomorrow night, both at 8:30 pun.

ACROSS
X A man invests capital in
retirement. Brave! (6)

4 Drinking-party song about
America (8)

8 Note in cable causes sharp
pain (6)

9 Vegetable for a battery
unit? (8)

10 Place silicon in a medicinal

drink (8)

11 More ruddy toing and
froingi (6)

12 Out more often and
sleeping rough (8)

13 Conspicuous gesture (6)

15 Old priestess andholyman
tucked into meat (6)

18 Guarantee to be cautious

about diatribe (8)

20 Eccentric people go
through it (3-3)

21 Free of debt and held in

esteem (2,6)

23 To organise a wrestling-
match needs bustle (3,5)

24 Sweet toy (6)

25 Transatlantic writers in
the Home Counties
generate excitement (8)

26 Sheltered road offers room
to manoeuvre (6)

DOWN
1 Current set-back may
cause problems (3,2)

2 Happyto accommodateone
Pole ofmoderate habits (9)

3 Before accepting dis-

charge,hewas areduse (7)

4 Let’s wash lace in a new
way. It must be spotless

«A1.7>
5 Looks for an epistolary
valediction (7)

6 Deputize foe new
deputy-head in disgrace

7 Evening protest meeting
arranged on the side (9)

12 Be sufficiently fluent to

argue (A5)

14 Wine producer is a
conveyer ofgossip (9)

16 Expression^ always
appearing in carols (7)

17Lower when disappointed-

(3,4)

is Account for making
changes to article (7)

22 Adolescent youth initially

makes very tittle (5)

SOLUTIONS

HQaaziaaaH bedsaoroasanH
acBsa aenonaasHHGliDBHSB
aasaasoa aaaaa
a a mDEESES sasagan
a a n

amansna ansossa
a a Siaanu aaansEoa

.aasaamaai
saBQDnas mD3[as|gosassasf
sans asHoascisasJ

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Rein, 4 Cotes, 10
Antenna, U Anne, IS Dingo, IS
Open-ua 15 Lone, 17 Clean, 19
Later, 22 Left, a Donkey*. 27
Trade, 29 Renee, 30 Adamant, 31
Erode. 32 Steer.

DOWN: 2 EaiesJlGondola,5 Ovate,
fl Educate, 7 Gandy, 8 Maeon, 9
Weary. 14 Pel^lS OaJy, 18
Languor, 20 Attract, 21 Aline, 23
Essay, 24 Depth. 26 Emend, 28
Abate.

quick crossword

m u !-!-!!

*» aggEBB

ACROSS
- 1 Lumberjack (6)

4 Employee (6)

7 Pasta (9)

9 Pace (4)

10 Stake (4)

IX Warm and damp
(5)

13 Speaker (6)

14 Sheen (6)

15 Spice (6)

17 flat candlestick
(6)

19Row (5)

20 Affluent (4) -

22 Smack (4)

23 Obsequiousness
(9)

24Bay (6)

25Ague (6) .

DOWN
1 Humiliating
failure (6)

2 Scandinavian (4)

3 Harshness (6)

4 Snoot beetle (6)

5 Roster (4)

6 Hold in awe (6)

7 Word meanings
(9)

8 At once (9)

11 Hebrew prophet
(5)

12 Slow learner (5)

15 Regular (6)

16 Smallpebbles (6)

17 Sulky (6)

38 Reveal (6)

21 Listen (4)

22 Staunch (4)

J

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION

!CHANNEL 1

6:31 News m Arabic 6:45 Exercse Hour
7:00 Good Morning Israel

I EDUCATIONAL TV

CHANNEL 1

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash 1931 I

fourth Hanukka cande 19
new series about a coupte of bungling
college security men. With Ben Bode

I CHANNEL 2

10:00 Gerue and the Captain 11:00 The
Skipper 2 (Hebrew, 19S9) - Chco the
fisherman continues to strug^e to wm
the K7VB of TelAvrv lawyer Gafia and cus-
tody of his sou With Yehuda Barkan.
Alona Kimche and Uri Shamir. Directed

by Avi Cohen (120 runs.) 13:05 The
Return of the Sheriff - speaal programReturn of the Shenfl - special program
celebrating 30 years of ETV 14:00 Echo
Point 14:30 Tc Tac 15:00 Fun with
Animals 15:30 Dave's World 16.-00 The
Bold and the BeaunM 1 6:55 Lighting of the

fourth Hanukka candle 17:00 News
magazine with Rafi Reshef 17:30 Sister

WHERE TO GO

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a. 9. 23, 26. 28. For info, call

882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah
installations, Chagall Windows. Tel.

02-416333, 02-776271.

TEL AVIV . .

Museums .

TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Following the
Shock: Graffiti in Yitzhak Rabin
Square: Ten years to the Minist™ of

education Prize in Plastic Arts.

Portraits: By a group of Israeli artists:

Virtual Reality: The domestic and
realistic in contemporary Israeli art;.

Face to Face: Didactic Exhibition.

New acquisition: Two Tiffany Stained

Glass Windows. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ART. Shlomo Ben-David
and Amon Ben-David, New works.
Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tue. 10 ajn.-IO p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2

p.m. Meyerhoff Art Education
Center, Tei. 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, (Sal. 04-

374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

lOWNrSEBtes^CeadolLj Orate, I
wnerg

Educate, 7 Candy, 8 Mason, 9 I (English]

Teary, 14 Pell, IB Only, JS I addition:

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Center Pharm. 20 Yad
Harutzim, 673-1475; Balssrn. Sabh e-Otn,

627-2315: Shuafat, Shuafat Road. 581-

0108; Dar Aldawa. Herod's Gate, 628-

2058.
Tef Avtv: Shlomo Hametach, 78 Shlomo
Hameiech, 524-6461; Kupat Hotam CtaH.

.

7-9 Amsterdam. 523-2383. Till 3 am.
Monday: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn
Gvirol, 546-2040. Till midnight:

Superpharm Ramat Aviv. 40 Einstein.

'

641-3730; London Ministers Superpharm,
4 Shaul Hameiech. 696-0115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Nartds. 8 Hatival

Golan!. Kfar Sava. 761-8248.
Netanya: Porst. 76 Petah Tikva, 340967.
Haifa: Baflour, 1 Massada. 862-2289.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 Sfmtat Modrfn,

Klryal Motddn. 870-777013.
Kerzliya: Clal Pharm. Beit Mertcazim, 6
MaskH (cnr. Sderot Hagafim). HerzTiya

Pituah. 558472, 558407. Open 9 am. to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Hair
Mall. 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (Internal,

orthopedics, obstetrics, ENT); BSair Holim

(surgery); Hadassah Em Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Avtv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (intBmal. surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
RRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(EngTsh) in most parts of the country. In

&5ter 18:00 Baby'S Day Old (1994) -
the chso ct Chicago m^tcrabes escapes
kidnapping sy crawling cut c! a wndew
and causes mayhem m the ciy. With Joe
Mantegna. (98 mms.) 20.-00 News 2£h30
HanuliJca Whfs Un Zehar 22:05 Chcaga
Hope 23:00 )4urder One 00:00 News
00:05 Documentary Bex - A Scout m
Search pt his Destiny OfeSS Moorsbgh! -
muse procram wth Uchd Shave 1:35
On the Edge of the Shelf

81X1 Surprise Train 8:25 Kilty Cat and
Tommy 8:40 Jimbo 8:45 Gaya. GaJ and
Gili 9:00 Pretty Butterfly 9:30 Benjamin
the Crocodile 10:00 Siorybreak 10:35
Name Vbur Adventure 11:00 Nchoias
Nckleby (1947) - adaptation of

Dickens’s classic tale cl the adventures
of an orphaned bey. With Cedne
Hardwick. Directed by Alberto

Cavalcanti. (102 mins.) 12:45 My City -
Helsinki 13:00 The Oned>n Line 14:00
Surprise Train 14:25 Kitty Cat and

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

Tommy 14:45 Gaya. Gal and Gih i5:oo
Pretty Butterfly

MIDDLE EAST TV

15:30 Tinytown Tales 15:50 Booty - ani-

mation 16:00 The Mysterious island
16-25 Gtng: 16:45 Super Ben 16*35 2ap
to Basel 16:59 A New Evening 17:34

Zap ro tmprovtsaaons

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:15 News in English 1830 Amal end
KamaTS Saxfo 19:00 News m Arabic

Lighting of the

1:34 Campus -

10:30 Changed Lives 11:00 Lighthouse

11:30 Hair of Power 12:30 Central
Message 13:00 Love Worth Finding
14:00 This Is Your Day 14:30 John
Osteen 15ri0 fn Touch 16KO AAersres
d Dry Gulch 16:30 Sandokan 16:55
Richard Scary 17:20 Gerbert 17:45
Dennis the Menace 18:10 Happiness
18:35 Mask I9ri» Bob Newnart 19-JO
Rhoda 20:00 Cats’ Eyes 21:00
Remington Steele 22.-00 Hi.l Street
Blues Z3ff)0 Lou Grant 00:00 Love
Connection

college seamy men. With Ben Bode
and Ryan Hurst 20:00 News 20:45
Judicial Consent (19S4) - a judge trying

a colleague tor murder realizes that she
is being set up. Wto Bonnie Bedefca and
Dabney Coleman. (95 mms.) 22:25
World Soccer 23:30 News 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CABLE
i
rrv 3 (33)

16:15 ThingsWhich Can’t Be SokJ 17.-00

Weekly Column 18:10 Amores 1930
News in Arabic 1930 News in Russian
2CkOO News 20:45 Tdekesset 21:15
Blah Blah 2230 The Duchess of Duke
Sheet 23:25 The Russian War

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Wonder Years I6ri» The Eye of

the Dragon - adventure series 1630
Nippon - documented 17:35 Zombit
18:00 Cybemews 18:30 Media File

19:00 Auction 19:30 Vs 3 Vs 20*0 A
New Evening 20*0 Cessnas 21*0 Star
Trek; The Next Generation 21:45 The
Sound Barrier (1952) - semi-documen-
tary about early British aviators. With
Ralph Richardson and Ann Todd.
Directed by David Lean, (til mms.)
23:35 The European Mrade

Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS28.08 per line,
including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520.65 per line. Including
VAT, per month.

I FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

BtfO Sisters (rpt) 9M) One Life to Live

(rpt) 9:45 The Young and the Resdess
(rpt) 1030 Days of Our Uves (rpt) 1120
Oprah Winfrey 12:10 Neighbors (rpt)

12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting at 1:30
14:10 Burke’s Law 15:00 Sisters 1550
Days of Our Lives 15:40 Neighbors
17:10 Daflas 1830 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless
19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Perla
Negra 2030 Third Rock from the Sun
21:15 The Single Guy 21:40 Jag 2230
Law and Order 23£0 The Larry Sanders
Show 23:45 Law and Order 0030 Silk

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE IVvetve Monkeys 5
•.ThreeDays In April 7 * Prisoner .of the
.Mountains 8 * The Butt 9-.S) G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mali (Malha) 6788448
'Sleepers naO' ant.<33. 7:15.9:45 *
Dragonhaert 11 am, 1:30. 4:45. 7:15. 10
BedCTWo Much 7:15.9:45 * ATime

to KMI 7:15, 10 * BabyshtersTUppor
11 am., 130. 4:45 * Babe (Hebrew tSa-

tog) 11 am. 130.430 Jude 9:45
* The Loch Ness MonsterCThe Nutty
Profesaor 11 ant, 150. 4^5. 7:75 *
Glhnmer Men 11 am. 130, 4;«5. 7:15
9:45 JERUSALEM THEATER 20
Marcus St w 5610011 The Brothers
McMullen 7 For the Record 930
RAV CHEN 1-7 w 6792799 Credit Cart
Reservations^ 6794477 Rav-Mecher
Bufting, 19 Ha’oman St. Talptol Jack It

BJn, 1.3:15. 530.730.9:45 * Jingle An
the WlayttThe Quest 11 ant, 1 , 3, 5.

730, 9:45 Courage Under Fire 9:45

Last Man StancangCThe Truth About
Cats end DogsCSpttnre GriH 730.9:45

MatBcta 11 am, 1. 3. 5. 730 *
Homeward Bound IfJamee and the
Giant PeecMThe Hunchback ot Notre
Dame 1 ant,J. 3.5 MEVASSERET
ZION G.G. GIL The Substitute 7:15,

9:45 Jude 7:15. 10 * Muppets
IstandMt Takes TVvo 1130 ajru 4:45
SMADAR Stealing Beauty 730. 10 *
Trainspotting 530
TEL AVIV
GAT Jade 230, 5. 730, 9:45 GORDON
Sense and SenstoOtty 5,730,10 G.6.
HOD 1-4 tr 5226226 Hod Passage. I0i

Dtzengoff SL Oragonhevt 11 ant, 130.
5. 730. 10 The Eighth Day 730, 10
The Nutty Prolessor n am, 130, 5
Jude 10 The Loch Ness Monster 11

aJtt, 130, 5.730 * St Clara 5. 730. 10
* Gammer Man 11 am. 130 LEV
SteaBng Beamy 11 am, 1:1ft, 330, 4.4ft
7:15, 10 The Pfflow BookCYakantaUsa
* Trainspotting i. 5. 10 * Antonia's
Line 11 ajn. The Truth About Cats
and Dogs 11:15 am, 1:15,3, 5:45,730,
10 * Le ATflna Bettive 1,3,6 * La
Ceremorde 11 ant, 3. 5. 730, 10 G.G.
PETER Dragonhaert 11 am. 130, 5.

730. 10 * Sleepers 1130 am. 430.
7:15. 10 * Jude 7:15. 10 * A Time to

Kin 7:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew Oabg)
•Flipper IT am. 130. 5 * Double
Happiness 730, 10 RAV-CHEN*
5282288 Dizengofl Center Jingle AH the
Way 11 am. 1. 3. 5. 730. 9:45 * Last
Man StandtngCRumble in the Bronx
730.9:45 * Courage Under Rre 9:45 *
Independence Day 7.9:45 * The Quest
11 am. 1,3,5,730.9:45 * Matilda 11

am.. 1. 3, ft 730 * Homeward Bound
llCJanies and the Gtarn PeechPThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame 11 ami, 3.
5 RAV-OR 1-5® 5102674 Opera House
Unzipped 230. 5. 730, 9:45 * Lone
Star 2:15.4:45.7:15.9:45 * Dogs Are
Color Blind 5. 9:45 * Things To Do in

DemmPSpKflre GrSf 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Looking For Richard 230. 730 G.G.
TEL AVIV tr 5281181 66 Pinsker St
Sleepers 43ft 7:15. 10 * Fled 5. 730
* Grimmer Man 5. 730. 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM Heavenly Joy 5.8,10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755 La
Affina EtattiveCSuntmer In La Goutette

7:15. 9:15 ATZMON Muiholland
FaflsCGQmmer ManCFled 430,7,9:15

Abided* 8551333
AsHteton 6S51332
Beeishe&a* 674767
Bea Shemesri 6523133

Dan Redon" 5793333
Elat* 6332444
Hafa-S5l2233
Jerusalem* 523133
KandeT 9985444

War Save* 902222
Naheriya* 9912333
Nearoa- 604444

PeahTfcwr 9311111

Retavca' 9451333
Rahon" 9642333
Sated 920333
Tel AwV 54S0111

Titienas" 792444

Mobfe Intensive Care Uiw (MICU) sew m
trie area, around the dock.

Medical hate for tourists On English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours

aday, for Wormatton in case ot poisoning.

Eian - Emotional First Aid 1201. also:

Jerusalem 561-0303. Tel Avtv 546-1111

(children/youth 696-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beosheba 6464333. Netanya

88-5110, Karmiel 988-3770. Kfar Sava

7874555, Hadera 346780. _
Wlzo hotfines for battered women 02-

851-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310, 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharic).
Rape Crisis Center (24 hows), Tel Avtv

5234819. 544-9191 (men). Jerusalem

625-5558, Haifa 853-0533, Eilat 633-

1977- _
Medical Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-

6247676).

GLOBECfTY Dragonhear tbGUmmnr
Man 11 am 130. 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 * The

Nutty Professor 11 am. 1:30. 4:45 *
Sleepers 7:15 , 10 * The Loch Ness
Monster 11 am 1J0. 4.-4S, 7:15 Two
Much 7:15.9:45 * Flipper ti ajn..

130 4:45

MOfclAH CAFE • 86^54
Stealing Beauty 7:15. 930 ORLY
= 8381868 Lone Star f45,

9:15

PANORAMA Two MuchtJude 7JO0
+ The Nutty Professor ”
AThnsto lull 6:45.950 * fabeGThe
Swan Princess 11 am 450 RAV-

GAT 1-2 » 8674311 Jingle All the

WayteThe Quest 11 am 1. 4:45. 7, 9:15

RAVriWOR 1-7 - 16838 Jack 11 am,
130, 4:45,7. 9:15 * The Quest 11 am.
1. 3. 5. 7. 9:15 * Courage Under Hre
9:15 * Matilda 11 ant, 1. 3. 5. 7:1 S *
Jinafe Withe Way 11 am 1.3,5. 7:15,

Dogs 7, 9:15 * Spy Hard *
Homeward Bound n«The Hunchback of

Notre Dame (Hebrew dfetog) •Ames and
the Giant Peach 11 am 1. 3. 5 RAV-
OR 1-3 tr8246553 Last Man Stencfing 7.

9:15 4c The Truth About Cats Aral Dogs
930 * Jack 11 am 1:15,4:45.7.9:15

* Homeward Bound H 11 am 1.3-

5

StaScmgs VJ20 Norte ol 60

i MOVIE CHANFEL (4)

14:05 Revel's American Tais 1*:30 You
Bet Your Lrfe 15:00 French Programs
16:00 World Echo 1630 The Famous
Five 17:00 News flash 17:01
Documentary 17:15 Search and Rescue
1B.*00 French sragrams 19:30 News
headlines 19:35 The Fresh Pnnse cJ Bel

Air 20:01 Au» Classes 20*30 Abum
Show 21:10 Documerdarv 22:00 News
in Engish 22:30 Cover - drara 23:15
Tokyo concert 00:00 Yes Minister

11:30 Best Shots (1990 (rpt) 12:50 New
in the Cinema 13:00 A Star is Som
(1937) - original and possibly the best

version of tee drama about a young
acress who mantes a sen-destructive

star. With Fredric March and Janet
Gaynor (110 mms.) 14*5 Seeing Sfers

15:45 Ed£fe and tee Cruisers (1983)

(rpt) 1750 Kreghts and Emetaas (I935i

(rpt) 1&5Q Passport to Murder (1992) -
international aims-smuggling sw come-
dy (rpt) 20£D Two Brothers Running
(J990) - British comedy about sfcfmg

rivalry. With Tom Conti (B5 mins.) 21:45
New at the Cinema 22,00 The Soft Kill

kffier before it's too late. With Corpm
Bemson end Michael Harris. Directed by
Bi Cohen (88 mtes.) 23:35 The Hit Man
(1991) - with Chuck Nnms (rpt) i;io
Weekend with Kate (1990) - adult com-
edy about a sensuous weekend in an
Australian summer resort 2:45 My first

40 Years (Italian, 1989) - erotic drama
(rpt)

I CHILDREN (6)

5:30 Cartoons 9:00 Heathrirff 9:30

Coure Mario l(h00 Hanukka on the
Children’s Channel 1030 My Bremer
and Me 11:00 Hanukka on the Children’s

Channel 11:25 Kirk 12:00 Shesn-Tus
12dJ0 Hugo 13:05 Berenstein Bears
1335 Littie Mouse on tee Frame 14:00
Heatediff 14:30 Coure Mano 15:00
Animaniacs 15:30 Hanukka on tee

Children's Channel 16:00 My Brother

and Me 16£5 Hanukka on the
Children's Channel 1655 Krk 17:30
Shesn-Tus 18:00 Hugo 18:30 Surprise

Garden 19*30 Three's Company 20:00
Hocko’s Modem Life and Ren & Stimpy
20-J20 Married With Children 20:45
Roseanne 21:10 Lots and Clark

rSECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 La Descrete (French. 1990) - a
young man decides to prove he can con-
trol love by making a young woman tail

in (we with him. Ol course, it doesn’t turn

out quite as he planned (90 mins.)

23:35 Broken Blossoms (1919) -
Classic silent film by D.W. Griffith. A trag-

ic love story develops between a mis-

treated girl and a Chinese gentleman.

With Lillian Gish and Donald Crisp (94

mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Special

panel (rpt) 13:30 Metropolis - congested
traffic (rpt) 14:00 Open University 16:00
Special panel on spirituality (rpt) 17:30
Metropolis (rpt) 18&0 Open University

20rf» Before It'S Too Late, part 1 -The
story of a modern-day Noah’s Ark 21

Arabia: Sand, Sea and Surf - The
Mountain Barrier - Part 1 of a three-pan
documentary on nature in the Arabian
peninsula. Thousands of migratory birds

paw* along the mountain range created

by the Rm Valley 22:00 Beyond 2000
22:30 New World 23M) Before It’s Too
late, part 1 (rpt)

CHATTEL 5

6:30 Bedes in Motion 16:00 Bodes in

Motion 15:20 Spanish League Soccer -
Real Madrid vs. Barcelona 17:45

CINEMA
* Matilda 11 am. 1.3, 5, 7:15
AFULA
.RAV CHEN * 6424047 Last Mpn
StancflngdThe Pallbearer 7, 930 +

: Jingle AS the Why 11 am. 1.5. 7. 930 +
James and the GfenEPeactrtHoniQwart
Bound 0 11 am. 1.5
ARAD
STAR Sleepers 7:15, 10 * The Nutty
Professor 1130 am, 5 * Rumble in the

Bronx 1130 ajn,5.7:45 * Jude 9:45

*^Rnj£aAlttheWfey am, 5, 730. 10

Independence Day 7,930 + James and
the Giant Peach 1130 am.
ASHDOO
G.G. GIL v 8647202 Glimmer
MandJtngle All the Way 1130 ajn, 5.

730. 10 * Last Man Standteg»Courage
Under Rre ft 730. 10 Babysitters
1130 ajiu 5 * The Quest 10
Matfida 1130 am, ft 730 + Babe
1130 ajn. && OR1 1-3» 711223 TWo
Much 730, 10 + James and the Giant
Peach 11 ajn, 1:30, 5 * Sleepers
430. 7:15. 10 * The Nutty Professor 11

am. 130 * Dragonheart 11 a.m.. 130.
5.730.10
ashKelon
G.G. GIL » 729977 Dragonhear
•GRmmer Man 1130 ajn, 5.730. 10*
Sleepers 430. 7:15. 10 * Legends of

the WBd 1130 a-m. * The Eighth

DayteTwo Mucte 730. 10 + The lJutiy

ProtessorteBabysfttBrs 1130 a-m, 5
RAV CHEN Last Man StondlngffThe
PaBbearer «The Quest 730. 9:45 +
Jingle All the Way 11 ajn, 1. 3. 5. 730.

9:45* Jack 11 an, 1. 3. 5. 7:30. 9:45

* Matilda 11 am, 1.3,5 Homeward
Bound IWJamesand the Giant Peach 11

am, 1. 3.5
BEERSHEBA
G.GL GIL CouragB Under FkeOriVro Much

0 * Judei”ft 730, 10 * Jude Independence Day
430. 7:15, 10 G.G. OR! Glmmer Man
•Dragonheart 11 am, 130,5.730. 10 *
Sleepers 43ft 7:15.10 * Babysitters 11

am, 130 * The Nutty Proft^or 11

ajn, 130. ft 730 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 j
235278 JingleAH the Way 11 a.m 1,3^5.

730. 9A5 * Jack 11 am, t:tft 5. 730.

9A5 * The QuestSLast Man Standing

730.9:45 * Matflda^Homeward Bound

n

11 am, 1,3.5
SLAT
Sleepers 7 * Last Man Standing 730.

10 * JJnqJeaBtheway 11 am., ft .30.10 * JJngJe aB the way 11 am., ft 730.

10

L^VSIeepers 1230,7:15.10 * Matflda

1030 ajn., 1230. 430. 6:15 * Last Mai
Standing 10 * Stealing Beauty 7:45.

10 * Jingle afl the way 1030 anu43ft
a. 10 Jack 10:30 am. * The Quest
1230. 430, 6:15. B
HERZUYA _
COLONY Looking For RIchan»The
Truth About Cats And Dogs 6. 8, 10

HOLIDAY (fomaorty 0**$ The Etahte

Day 7:30. 10 STAR * 5890«
Dragonheart 11 am, 4. 6. B, 10 * Jack

Viam, 330. 5:45. 8 * Las* Man

Standing 10:15 * Sleepers 7:15. 10*
Homeward Bound 0 11 a.m„ 3:45. 5.30

KARMIEL „ .

^RSAVA
G,L w?677370

SSTfflTW S T Tti
StandlngtiiFled ID * JackWTha Loch

Ness Monster •Matflda 11 am, 130. 5.

730 * Two Much 10 * Sleepers 7:15.

10 * The Glimmer Man 7:30, 10* The

Nutty Professor 11 am, 130.

5

KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL SleepersVThe Quest

•Courage Under Fire#Dragonheart

•The Nutty Professor 11 am, 4:45, 7.

93Q * Two Much*Stealing BttUty 7.

930 * Swan Princess*Babe (Hebrew

date) 11 am, 4:45 * The Hunchback

of Notre Dame (Hebrew eSafog) •The
Loch Ness Monster 11 am, 4;45 *
Grimmer Man 4:45.7.930 * Bed 7 *
Independence Day 7 * ATlmetoKffl

KIRYATSHMONA
G.G. GiL GRmmer Man*Two Much 7.

930 * James and the Glam Peach

1130 am, 430 * tt Takes Two 1130

am, 5 * jingle afl the way 1130 am,
430. 7. 930
Lob
STAR Jingle AB the Way 11 am, 5.

730.10 * Courage Under Fire 730,10
* The Nutty Professor 11 am, 5 *
The Eight Day 730, 10 * Rumble In the

Bronx 11 am, 5

HECHALHATARBUT Mulhofland

Fate 830 * James and the Giant

English Soccer. West Ham vs.
Manchester Untied - live 20ri» Sports
Bloopers 20:30 NBA - Orlando vs. LA
Lakers (rpt) 22M National League Soccer
22^5 English Soccer: West Ham vs.
Manchester United (rpi)

! EUROSPORT

9:30 Reaeauona) Specs Magazine
10:00 Ski Jumping 11:00 Cross Country
Skiing 12:00 Eiateion: VJorid Cup,
Sweden - lr/e 13:00 Cross Country
Ski.ng 14:00 fiiatelon: World Cup.
Sweden - iw 15:00 Ski Jumpina: Worid
Cup. France - live 16:00 Speed Skatmg.
M.cn:reai 17:00 AJpine Skiing 18:00
Siatnlon: Wend Cup, Sweden (rpt) 19:00
Soccer: FIFA World Championship
20:30 Mctcrspcrts fAagazine 21:00
Sumo
22:00 Alpine Skiing: Super G Men's
Cup. Canada - We 23:00 Ski Jumping:
World Cup, Finland ttkOO Supercrosa
motorcycle racing, Switzerland 1:00
Soccer FIFA Wcrtd Championship,
Span

I FRIME SPORTS

fcOO Soccer Asian Op (rpt) IfcOQ Gott
Omega Tour 11:00 Squash: World Open
12:00 NBA Game of tee Week - Miami
vs. Chicago (rpti 14:00 3actninran: Uptsn
World Grand Prat - finals, live 18:00
Soccer As Cup - S. Arabia vs. Iraq;
Thailand vs. Iran 22:00 NBA Game cf tee
Ween - f.tiam vs. Crucaga irpt) 00:00
SaSMisru Lqson Worid Grand Prn - finals

RADIO
I VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Rameau: 4
02r,=es from Les Indes Ga!antes
(Chapeiie Rcyaie); Handel: Sonata in G
minor for cells and piano [orig for oboe
and strings): Mcz2Tt Rute 2nd harp con-
cere K299 (Schutz, ZabaletaMenna
PO.'Boehm), Brahms: Symphony no 3
(London SO'Janw; Crrorak: Quimet in A
for p:2no and stnngs op 81;
Mussorgsky/Havel: Pictures at an
Exhibition (Royal Liverpool
PO Wackerras) 12:00 Light Classical -
muse ler Hanukka by Hanoch Ya’acobi,

Zvi Weigel. A. Rubinstein. Handel.
Beete^ran. Mareeilc.'Gil AJdema, Yosef
Levi 13:00 ArJst ol tee Week - tenor
H2ns Peter Blochwiz. Schubert Die
schone Mullerin song cycle 14:06
Encore 15:00 Schubert Tno no 2 in B
Hat (Heiierz, Pnmrose, Piatigorsky),
Oumtei for strings in C op 163 (Heifetz,

Baker, Primrose. Piatigorsky. Regetto)
1 6:00 Music for Sunday - Bach: Cantata
no 70; Thomas Tallis: Spam in akum
motet; Brahms: German Requiem 18.00
New CDs - Sam-Saens: Ramance tor

violin and orch; "Brava Jessye" - Jessye
Norman sings a selection of songs by
Berlioz, Wagner, R. Strauss, Mahler.
Samt-Saens: Romance in F for horn and
orch: Carl Orff: Carolina Surana. cham-
ber version; Saint-Saens: Concert piece
for harp and orch 20:05 A Window on
Musical Cultures - ethnic week at the
Jerusalem Music Center. Concert no 1 -
KJezmer Festival 23:00 Sounds to End
tee Day

Peach 11 ajn.
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Jack •Dragonheart •Glimmer
Man •Jingle AU the Way 11 am, 130.
430, 7. 930 * The QuesWCourage
Under Rre 7. 930 * James and the

Giant PsacMThe Nutty Professor It

am, 130. 430 * Two Much 930 *
Matilda 11 am, 130,430. 7
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 w 404729 Glimmer
Man*Oragorheart 11 ajn, 1 30. 5. 730.
10 * Steepere 7:15, 10 * It Takes Two
11 am, 130, 4:45 * Two Much 10 *
Dragonheart 11 am, 130. 5. 730
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 Sleepers 430.
7:15.10 Legends of the Wild 11 am,
130 * Dragonheort«GDm«ner Man 11

am, 1:30. 5. 730, 10 WA Time to KMI

7:15. 10 * The Nutty Professor 11 am,
130. 4:45 * Two Much S, 730, 10 *
Babysitters 11 am, 130 RAV CHEN
Jingle AO the way 11 am, 1. 3. 5.730.
9:45 *• Jadi 11 am, 130.5. 7:30.9:45
«- Last Man Standing 730. 9:45 *
Courage Under Fire 9:45 * Homeward
Bound II 11 am, 1,3.5 Matilda 11

am, 1 . 3. 5.730
OR VEriubA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Dragonheart * Two
MuchWThe Bghte Day 730, 10 *
Glimmer ManOThe Quest 730. 10Glimmer ManOThe Quest 730. 10

The Nutty ProfesaorGIt Takes
Two*Swan Princess 1130 am, 5
Sleepers 1130 am, 5, 730, 10

Sleepers 7:15.10 * ttTakes Two 1130
am, 4:45 Glimmer Man 730. 10

G.G. RAM 1-3 tt 9340S1S Jingle Alt the

Way ft 730, 10 + Matilda 5. 730 *
Two Much 10 Courage Under Fire 5,

730.10
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET The Eighth Day 8:30

PARK Lost Man Standing 7:15. 10 +
Jingle All the way 11 am, i. 3. 4:45.

7:15, 10 * Courage Under Fire 10 *
lere 7:15. 10 Stealing BeautySleepers 7:15. 10 Stealing Beauty

7:15, 10 * Jack 11 ajn, 1 . 3. 4:45 *
Matilda 11 am, 1 . 3. 4:45 *
independence Day 1. 4:45 * Swan
Princess /Hebrew tSafog) 11 am, 3:15Princess (Hebrew dia/ogt 11 am, j:i»

ramatgan
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 Jingle AU the

Way 11 am, 1 . 3. 5. 7:30. 9;45 Lone
Star 7:15,9:45 * Jack 11 ajn, 1,3:15,

530, 730. 9:45 * Sleepers 7. 9:45 *
Homeward Bound II 11 am,J. 3. 5 *
Matilda 11 am, 1.3,5 RAV-OAStSI-
3 « 6730667 Last Man Standing«Two
Much •Glimmer Man 730, 9:45 *
James and the Giant Peach*The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew dia-

log} •Bumble In the Bronx 11 am, 5
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV The Rock * Two Much
7:45. 10 * James and the Giant Peach
11:30 am. + The Hunchback ot Notre
Dame 4 Jumanli 5:45

REHOVOT
CHEN « 9362868 Steepers 4:15. 7, 9^5
tr Stealing Beauty 5. 7:15, 9:45 * La
Arilna Bettive 5. 7:30. 9*5 * ILa
Ceremonte 5.730.9:45 RAVMOR
jaddtiLast Man Standing 730. 9A5 *
Jingle All the way 11 am, 1. 3. ft 730.

9:45 * TWO Much 9:45 * Glimnwr Mat)

9.45 * Dragonheart 11 am., 1:15, 5.

730. 9:45 * Jack 11 am, 130. 5 *
Matilda * The Quest 11 am, 1.3.5.730

Homeward Bound D 11 am.,1.3, 5 .

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-S« 9619669 A Time to KIH 7:15.

10 * TralnspoffingGCourage Under
Rre*Feeling MlnnesotaGThe Quest
7:30. 10 GIL 1-3 Glimmer
ManQDragonheart 11 am., 130, 5, 730,

10 * Sleepers 7:15. 10 * Babysitters

11 am, 130. 4:45 HAZAHAV Glimmer
ManGOragonheart 11 am, 130. 5, 730.

10 * The Nutty Professor 11 am, 130.

5 * Last Man Standing 730. 10 *
Stealing Beauty 730. 10 * Jack 11

am._
1
l3o.5 * Two Much 730,10 RAV

CHEN Jingle AD the Way 11 am, 1.3,

ft 730. 9:45 * Jack 11 am, 1. S. 7:30.

9:45 * Last Man Standing 730,8.45 *
Lone Star 7:15. 9:45 * Homeward
Bound llMMllda 11 am, 1.3.5 STAR
Sleepers 7:15,10 The Swan Princess

5 + Independence Day 1130 am. *
Double Happiness 10 -* Matilda 1130
a-m, 5, 730 w Jingle All the Way 1130
am, 5. 730. to * The Loeti Ness
Monster 1130 am, 5. 730 * Jude 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN last Man Standing 730.
9:45 * Jingle AH the Way 11 am, 1.3,

5. 730, 9:45 * Jack 11 am, 130. 5.

730. 9:45 « Spitfire Grffl 9:45 *
Homeward Bound If 11 am, 1,3,5 *
Matilda 11 am, 1,3,5, 730
Phone reservations: Tel Avfv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878 AD times

are p.m. unless otherwise indicated.
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Ramon: I’ll

be next PM
M1CHAL YUDELMAN

LABOR MK Haim Ramon said

yesterday he could beat MK Ehud

Barak in a race for the party leader-

ship and Prime Minister Binyamin

Neumvahu in the elections.

Speaking on Channel 2’s Meet

the Press'. Ramon criticized the

view that Barak should be elected

party leader because he is the man
most likely to defeat Netanyahu,

since he was chief of staff and has

qualities similar to those of
Netanyahu's.

"This simplistic approach is

wrong." said Ramon. "People said

after the elections. ’Let’s choose

someone with a distinctive securi-

ty background and he’ll win.’ It’s a
mistake [picking someone similar

to Netanyahu], because today

many people even in the Likud
feel that Netanyahu is not suitable

to be prime minister.”

Regarding Barak’s military

background, he said. "[The late

prime minister Yitzhak] Rabin did

not wave his security background
before the public. It was his extra-

ordinary
-

credibility. He did not

look for the center. Barak is not
Rabin, and I think Rabin and I had
a few things in common.”
Ramon said that, if he runs for

the leadership. "I don’t intend to

be the candidate of one camp in

Labor, who wants to get 10% or

30% or 40%. If I run, it will be to

win and first I'll have to prove to

the party members that I can beat

Netanyahu, no less and in my
opinion even more than Barak.”
He added, "If I run. I have the

ability both to beat Barak in the

party leadership showdown,
which is already half the victory,

and to beat Netanyahu in the

Knesset elections."

Ramon said that if he decides
not to run, then he will probably
support MK Yossi Beilin in the

leadership showdown. He said,

however, that if it is clear to him in

1999 that Barak can win die elec-

tion, "then I will certainly support

him for prime minister.” He added
that Beilin also said he would sup-
port Barak in such a case.

Ramon denied having any plans
to quit Labor and field a separate

list in the elections, even if the

party convention decides in

January not to hold open pri-

maries, as Ramon is demanding as

a condition to his running for the

party leadership. As a party mem-
ber, he said, if “whoever is elected

leader wants me to take part, I will

be part of the leadership.”

Barak’s spokesman, Uri Katzir,

said in response last night that.

"According to public opinion

polls, the support for Barak comes
' from his credibility and responsi-

bility, political and security expe-
rience. and not having the back-

ground of a political functionary.”

Labor: Police fudging
election fraud probe

MICHAL YUDELMAN

SENIOR Labor Party members
say the police are "fudging” the

investigation of massive vote

fraud in the Knesset elections last

May, although the fraud squad has

cracked the system by which thou-

sands of votes were forged.

Labor's Knesset faction intends

to ask the Knesset Interior

Committee, chaired by Labor MK
Salah Tarif, to invite Internal

Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani and die head of the police

fraud squad to discuss die election

fraud. Labor lodged a complaint

with the police after reviving
information that votes had been

forged in scores ofpolling stations,

mainly in the haredi sector.

Labor people also examined
several dozen ballot boxes from
around the country and found indi-

cations of thousands of fraudulent

votes. In many stations the num-
ber of people who registered to

vote did not correspond with the

vote results, and in many cases

people who were abroad on elec-

tion day or had died had “regis-

tered" as though they had voted.

In addition. Labor collected tes-

timony from polling station

activists from right-wing and hare-

di parties, which were published

in the media, explaining exactly

how and when they forged votes

behind the backs of Labor
observers at the polling stations.

Israel Radio’s Yoel Nir reported

yesterday that three weeks ago

Labor people said the investiga-

tion was on the verge of a turning

point, since the police had cracked

the forgery system used in the

elections and the “hard core” of
those behind the fraud. They said

the fraud squad was about to sum-
mon two senior figures, one from
the Likud and the other from
Agudat Yisrael, for questioning.

But since then, they said, the

police has been “fudging” the

investigation and failed to sum-
mon either the politicians or the

forgers’ hard core for questioning.

Labor’s Knesset faction chair-

man Ra'anan Cohen intends to

raise the issue before the Central

Elections Committee, which is

due to convene in 10 days.

Health funds to handle
psychiatric care

JUDY SIEGEL

THE four health funds will on
January 1 take over responsibility

from the government for provid-

ing their members with psychiatric

care — if the Knesset Labor and

Social Affairs Committee
approves the transfer tomorrow.

Psychiatric services were to have

been added to the basket of health

services a year ago.

Dr. Ze’ev Kaplan, a former
director of the Beersheba Mental
Health Center, who six months
ago was lent by die Israel Defense
Forces to the Health Ministry to

direct its mental health service,

said everything is ready for the

transfer. “If the committee does

not approve it, I will be very dis-

appointed,” he said.

However, he added that there

would be no extra funds — even
though they are much needed —
for psychiatric services. The
health funds, which have been
demanding hundreds of millions
of shekels beyond their share of
health taxes to finance these ser-

vices. will divide up only the NIS
600 million that the ministry spent

this year on these services, Kaplan
said. “The country’s leaders have

to decide whether their priorities

allow improved care for the men-
tally disturbed.”

A total of93 1 patients— mental-

ly disabled autistic, and other indi-

viduals who are currently treated in

psychiatric facilities even though
they do not suffer from psychiatric

illnesses — will remain under
Health Ministry funding. But
Kaplan says his office will try to

get these patients under the care of
other ministries, such as Labor and
Social Affairs, as they should be
due to their condition.

Psychiatric services were to

have been supplied by the health

funds on January 1, 1996, but

preparations were slow in coming;

a July 1 deadline passed without

implementation as well. Only in

recent weeks did the Health
Ministry present detailed plans for

the takeover to the Treasury. “I

hope that the proposed budget cuts

in health services will not be
implemented as our plans would
be affected" Kaplan concluded

Haifa approves Kasztner Park
THE Haifa City Council has decid-

ed by a narrow majority to name a
public park in memory of Yisrael

Kasztner, who saved hundreds of
Hungarian Jews during the

Holocaust but was later accused of
having cooperated with the Nazis.

The decision was made last week
after a city council meeting attend-

ed by over 200 people, including

some of those whom Kasztner
helped save and their descendants.

Opponents of the proposal, how-
ever, led by city councillor Avi
Goldhammer (Likud), maintained

that Kasztner has been a controver-

sial figure and it would be wrong to

name any public place after him.
Originally, the municipality's

committee for naming streets mid
places had recommended naming
a road after Kasztner following
pressure from survivors.

The issue caused a furor and
Mayor Amram Mitzna decided
that a decision should be made by
a full meeting of the city council
A compromise was proposed

even before the meeting: naming a
park or public place in memory of

Kasztner rather titan a road.

Kasztner, a prominent member
of Hungary's Jewish community,

returned there in 1944 and report-

edly made deals with SS officers

to trade Jews for money.
Altogether, be managed to save

1.684 Jews who escaped from
Hungary on a train to Switzerland.

It was also reported that as many
as 15,000 others, who were sent to

concentration camps, managed to

survive as a result of the money
Kasztner used to bribe SS officers.

In 1952, however, he was
accused of having cooperated with
the Nazis, and of not having done
enough to save other Jews.
A libel case ensued and Kasztner.

who lived for a time in Haifa after

WorldWar H, was eventually exon-
erated when the case went to the
Supreme Court. In 1957 he was
shot dead in Tel Aviv, allegedly by
three former members of the Lehi
underground. David Rudge
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